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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation contains three major arguments. 

First, teaching ethics in technical communications courses is 

worthwhile. Chapter One, a review of literature on ethics in 

technical communication maps books and articles into three 

categories: theoretical, case study, and pedagogical 

approaches. It summarizes ways in which major textbooks 

address ethics and calls for a pedagogy that combines the 

benefits of all three approaches. 

Chapter Two provides the theoretical and philosophical 

groundwork for a "pedagogy of action," based on an ethical 

stance called "specific feminism" located in a conversation 

among feminine, feminist, and discourse ethics perspectives. 

The chapter addresses work by theorists such as Carol 

Gilligan, Nel Noddings, Judith Butler, Iris Marion Young, 

Jurgen Habermas, and Alisdair Maclntyre. Specific feminism 

emerges as an ethic of deliberation and action. 

The second major argument is that in order to 

effectively "teach" ethics in technical communication and 

fulfill their social responsibilities, instructors must be 

involved in their communities as local intellectuals. 

Chapter Three begins with an argument aibout the nature of the 

public intellectual, drawing on ideas from Michel Foucault, 

Antonio Gramsci, and Paulo Freire. The chapter ends with a 
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case study of the author's own work as a technical writer for 

a local AIDS prevention program. 

The final major argument is that the best way for 

teachers to bring ethics into the technical writing classroom 

is through service learning. Chapter Four includes an 

overview of service learning in composition and describes 

"the seduction of empathy," a dangerous pattern of 

substituting emotional response for action in service 

experiences. This chapter includes case studies of students 

who used a specific feminist perspective to help them move 

beyond personal reactions to their service learning 

experiences, converting their empathy into social action. 

Chapter Five includes an analysis a popular approach to 

teaching ethics in technical writing, the hypothetical 

scenario/case study method, and argues that this model is not 

as effective as one based on service learning. It describes a 

semester-long method for bringing ethics into the technical 

writing classroom and argues that service learning gives 

students opportunities to apply ethical frameworks they 

articulate through discussions of theories and case studies. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

RHETORIC, ACTION AND ETHICS 

Rhetoric and Action 

In 1991 I began studying rhetoric and composition. As a 

new graduate student in English, I put aside my plans of 

discovering and writing the only thing about Jane Austen that 

had never been said for one reason: rhetoric meant action. 

From the works of the sophists to Lev Vygotsky and James 

Berlin I read about ways in which language makes the world. 

I recognized that shaping how people think about and use 

language is political action. The opportunity to be part of 

that action inspired me. 

Action is at the center of this dissertation. In it, I 

will argue that rhetoricians can use their influence and 

expertise to increase social justice. I will center my study 

in the area of ethics in technical communication. At this 

historical moment when most humans rely on technology at an 

unprecedented level, it is critical that rhetoricians help to 

prepare the designers, producers, and deployers of 

technologies to recognize the ethical implications of their 

work and to make decisions that account for human factors. 

Building on the work of others who have recognized the 

importance of study in this area, I will argue that we can 

accomplish this goal by combining the study of rhetorical 
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strategies and ethical concepts with deliberate local action 

in technical communication courses. 

The "pedagogy of action" I will describe involves 

responsibilities and challenges for students and teachers. 

It calls upon members of academic communities to join their 

interests and assets, including skills and knowledge, with 

the interests and assets of the communities around them to 

produce social improvements and knowledge. This approach 

asks academics to find ways to connect the work they do as 

researchers, teachers, and students with the needs of the 

people in their local areas. 

The agenda I promote here centers on collaboration among 

institutions, specifically academic institutions and social 

services organizations, because such efforts can take 

advantage of already established structures. I hope that the 

divisions this model relies upon will eventually be broken 

down. Relationships between American universities and the 

neighborhoods and cities around them vary widely and are 

often complex. State land grant universities have duties to 

provide resources and assistance to the citizens of their 

cities or states. This responsibility often takes on the 

form of a kind of noblesse oblige among university personnel, 

resulting in superficial and imbalanced interactions. Often 

academics consider scholars in related fields around the 

country to be their "neighbors" or colleagues more than the 
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people who live and work in their cities or towns, even those 

who work as professors in other fields on their campuses. 

My project in this dissertation is to encourage an 

alternate view of social relationships. I will model this 

view through the description and justification of a 

particular pedagogical approach in technical communication. 

As I encourage rhetoricians to purposefully transcend 

institutional boundaries, I will make three basic arguments. 

First, teaching ethics in a technical communications course 

is a worthwhile goal because it challenges students in 

scientific and technical fields to look beyond objective 

notions of language as a container of fact and asks them to 

consider the ways in which their rhetorical decisions may 

affect the lives of consumers, clients, and other citizens 

around them. I establish and support this position throughout 

the dissertation, but particularly in the first two chapters. 

I begin by providing a context for my work. I identify a gap 

within the field of technical communications, suggesting that 

the study of ethics in this area is often not sufficiently 

connected to the kinds of situations students will face in 

their professional lives. In Chapter One, I review the 

literature on ethics in technical communication within 

rhetoric and composition studies and map books and articles 

into three categories: theoretical approaches, case studies 

approaches, aind pedagogical approaches. I analyze the ways 

in which seven major technical communication textbooks 
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address ethics and end the chapter by suggesting that we need 

a pedagogy that combines the benefits of all of these 

approaches if we want to address ethics effectively. 

In Chapter Two I lay out the theoretical and 

philosophical groundwork for my pedagogy of action, which is 

based on an ethical stance I call "specific feminism." I 

locate this stance in a conversation among three ethical 

perspectives, "feminine," "feminist," and "discourse ethics." 

I explore work by a number of ethical theorists such as Carol 

Gilligan, Nel Noddings, Judith Butler, Iris Marion Young, 

Jurgen Habermas, and Alisdair Maclntyre. I argue that a 

specific feminist draws on ideas from each of these 

perspectives to develop a flexible justice-based system for 

making decisions and taking action. She acts locally to 

bring about social justice in her community. 

The second major argument of my dissertation involves 

this local action; in order to effectively "teach" ethics in 

technical communication and to fulfill their social 

responsibilities, instructors must be actively involved in 

their communities as public intellectuals. Chapter Three 

addresses this point. I begin this chapter with an argument 

about the nature and motivations of the public intellectual, 

drawing on ideas from conten̂ orary members of the field of 

rhetoric and composition as well as Michel Foucault, Antonio 

Gramsci, euid Paulo Freire. In order to demonstrate the work 

of the public intellectual that I advocate, I end this 
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chapter with a discussion of my own experience as a technical 

writer for a local AIDS prevention program. I discuss the 

ways in which my expertise as a rhetorician allowed me to 

influence the development of important documents used by this 

agency and the ways in which that work created a productive 

reciprocal relationship between ny students and the 

community. 

The final major argument of this dissertation focuses on 

this reciprocity: I argue that the best way for teachers to 

bring ethics into the technical writing classroom is through 

service learning. This is the subject of the final two 

chapters. Chapter Four includes an overview of seirvice 

learning in composition, reviewing the scholarship on the 

subject and describing the kinds of concerns that teachers 

who use this approach may have. Drawing on my work as a 

volunteer with teenagers and on my students' work with local 

nonprofit agencies, I apply the ethic of specific feminism to 

service learning. I focus particularly on a phenomenon that 

other authors refer to in different ways, and that l call 

"the seduction of empathy," a dangerous pattern of 

substituting emotional response for action in service 

learning experiences. I provide case studies of the work of 

three of my former students who used a specific feminist 

perspective to transcend personal reactions to their service 

learning experiences, converting their empathy into social 

action. 
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Chapter Five includes an analysis of the most popular 

approach to teaching ethics in technical writing, the 

hypothetical scenario/case study method, and argues that this 

model is not as effective as the one I propose. I describe a 

semester-long approach to bringing ethics into the technical 

writing classroom. This approach combines reading and 

writing about theories of ethics, discussing case studies and 

hypothetical ethical scenarios, and involving students in 

service learning. I argue that service learning gives 

students opportunities to actually test and apply the ethical 

frameworks they have articulated in the first two steps of 

the process. I suggest that these opportunities are critical 

for helping students to develop into the best possible 

citizens and professionals they can be because they allow 

students to practice using the ethical standards they have 

developed as rhetors and members of a scientific or technical 

field. This process allows students to bring their ethical 

discovery process full-circle. 

In the final words of this dissertation, the epilogue, I 

point out the complexity of this idea of producing better 

citizens. I place this discussion within a larger one in 

higher education in general. I also track my own interest in 

these questions over the years of my work as a graduate 

assistant, and point toward related questions I will continue 

to pursue beyond this project. 
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Regarding Troublesome Terminology 

In the process of writing this dissertation I have 

struggled with several terms that could be and indeed are the 

subject of entire books and dissertations. Rather than 

allowing my concerns about these troublesome terms and my use 

of them to derail ny more pressing concerns for this project, 

I have chosen to discuss some of them here, in the beginning, 

so that the reader can understand what these notions mean for 

me in the context of this project. 

Ethics 

One of my greatest complaints about the books and 

articles about ethics in technical communication reviewed in 

Chapter One is that they often fail to provide a definition 

of the term "ethics." The authors, it seems, either take 

this definition for granted or choose to avoid the messiness 

that venturing a definition brings. In Chapter Two I discuss 

this term in some detail. Generally, I will use the term 

"ethics" to refer to a system for determining wrong and right 

action in a given situation. Specific feminism, the 

particular ethical stance I describe in Chapter Two and apply 

in the following chapters, is an ethic that values connection 

over cJastract ethical principles and that grounds decision

making in local, collaborative, and dialogic deliberation 

rather than universal rules or principles. 
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Community 

This term is as troublesome as "ethics". Many writers 

and thinkers have struggled with its many meanings, the 

reasons why it is or is not a mythical notion, and the many 

ways in which it should or should not be used. I agree with 

those who critique the use of this term because it is a 

difficult one to use well. In this dissertation, the term 

"community" will have one of two meanings. In some cases I 

will use this term to describe a geographic and social site 

and membership in that civic unit, such as when I refer to 

the "Tucson community." Both Iris Marion Young and Joseph 

Harris are among the many who have critiqued the term 

"community," and both put forth the model of the city as an 

ideal social arrangement. For these writers, the city is an 

idyllic place in which diversity and commonality are allowed 

to thrive simultaneously. Indeed they are embraced, even 

required, for the city to function. When I refer to the 

Tucson or "local" community, this is the notion of community 

I imagine. 

Another use of the term "community" involves a group of 

people with a shared interest and identity. This is another 

fluid concept, but for this meaning of the term I will refer 

to Kenneth Burke's notion of identification. Burke calls 

identification "one's way of seeing oneself in the social 

mirror" (The Philosophy of Literary Form 227). This sense of 
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community proposes identity as a dynamic social interaction 

as opposed to a static abstraction. In this sense, then, 

communities are the groups with which we identify, in which 

we can see ourselves. These groups may be quite different for 

Latina teenagers in a gang prevention program, university 

engineering students, college instructors, or gay young men. 

This term will refer, however, to the many groups we see 

ourselves belonging to at a given moment. 

The Real World 

As Gerald Savage has pointed out, the use of the term 

"real world" in relation to college writing assignments can 

be quite offensive to college teachers and students. It 

might imply that what we do on campus is somehow not "real" 

or legitimate, not worthy of respect or consideration. 

Because of these concerns and because I agree with Parsons 

that real world vs. school world is to a great extent a false 

dichotomy, I use this term sparingly in the pages that 

follow. But many students do see their college work as quite 

separate from the work they will do as professionals, and 

there are important differences between work done exclusively 

for a class and work done for an off-caucus organization; 

therefore, this term is occasionally unavoidable. When it 

appears in the pages that follow, it will generally refer to 

student perceptions of an assignment—their sense that an 

assignment is "real" rather than out of a textbook. In the 

pedagogy of action I describe in this project, I hope to help 
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break down student perceptions of that troublesome dichotomy 

by transgressing the boundaries between the classroom and 

other sites around it. 

Social Justice 

In Chapters 2-5 and the epilogue, I struggle with terms 

like "justice," "social justice," and "social action." I 

draw on definitions of these term from several theorists in 

order to put together a useful sense of what these terms 

might mean. This is a challenge, because one of the most 

important tenets of my beliefs as a technical writing teacher 

is that teachers cannot simply attenqpt to indoctrinate 

students into their own political positions. While we must 

acknowledge our influential roles as rhetors in the 

classroom, we must begin the process of "teaching ethics" by 

helping students to clarify, articulate, and challenge their 

own ethical stances through various kinds of assignments and 

experiences. I certainly do have a personal sense of social 

justice, and it undoubtedly comes through in my classes. By 

the end of any writing class taught by me, my students 

understand the ethical stance of specific feminism, which 

captures my sense of social justice. That is, we must 

embrace diversity, work toward collaboration, and seek a 

social system that allows people to have power to shape the 

world they live in. They understcind that the critical 

element of my ethical system is local action through 

collaboration aimed at decreasing divisions among people. 
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Some may argue that this description is simplistic or 

solipsistic or idealistic, but it is my framework for 

studying service learning, social activism, and education, 

and therefore must be explained at the outset. And though I 

never require my students to adopt or to avow this view, I do 

confess — to them and to the reader — that I hope that they 

are influenced by it. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

RHETORIC AND ETHICS IN TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION: 

A TEXTUAL TOPOGRAPHY 

If science is the constellation of facts, theories, and 
methods collected in current texts, then scientists are the 
men who, successfully or not, have striven to contribute one 
or another element to that particular constellation. 
Scientific development becomes the piecemeal process by which 
these items have been added, singly and in combination, to 
the ever growing stockpile that constitutes scientific 
technique and Imowledge. Thomas Kuhn 

If the history of thought could remain the locus of 
uninterrupted continuities, if it could endlessly forge 
connexions that no analysis could undo without abstraction, 
if it could weave, around everything that men say and do, 
obscure synthesis that anticipate for him, prepare him, and 
lead him endlessly toward his future, it would provide a 
privileged shelter of the sovereignty of consciousness. 
Michel Foucault 

When I began studying technical and professional writing 

several years ago at the University of Oklahoma, I hoped to 

learn more cibout how the power of language shapes the world 

beyond the university. I wanted to discover ways in which 

what I had begun to learn about reading and writing might 

have tangible effects on the world outside of my composition 

classroom. I wanted to challenge myself to experience and 

learn about new subjects like dirt and asphalt and torque in 

conjunction with my study of words and sentences and 

eirgument. As I began teaching and learning in this field, 

though, I quickly discovered that the most exciting and 
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interesting questions for me pertained to ethics. How did 

the people who make decisions about how to build bridges and 

test medicines and design software accommodate personal and 

professional values in their planning and designing? I 

wanted to know answers to Kuhn's questions—how do we make 

science? And to Foucault's questions—how does science make 

us? I wanted to locate those answers in a discussion of 

ethics, values, and social action. 

I am not alone in this interest. In the past 25 years 

of technical communication's development as a subfield of 

rhetoric and composition, many scholars have committed 

themselves to finding ways to bring what we know about 

language and power to bear on scientific, business, and 

technical communities. Given the huge impacts that 

technology and science have on our daily lives and our social 

worlds, it is not surprising that much of that research has 

related to questions of ethics. In this chapter I will 

provide a map of one way to understand this work. I will 

describe and situate the major contributions to the project 

of defining an ethical agenda for professional writing. I 

will begin by identifying a set of territories into which 

this work can be mapped productively and then describe the 

work in each category, making connections and identifying 

significant patterns. While much good work has been done in 

this field, the pattern that will emerge is a lack of 

attention to practical application of ethical concepts in 
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technical writing courses. The survey that follows will 

provide the reader with useful bibliographic information 

about the ways in which technical communication scholars deal 

with ethical questions. It will also set the stage for the 

pedagogical approach I will describe in Chapter Five, which 

emphasizes local action. 

The Lay of the Land 

Technical communication has held an odd position in the 

arguably odd larger picture of the history of con̂ osition. 

As Robert Connors has argued, this area is separated from but 

closely linked to the primary service work of English 

departments, first-year composition. Though, as Connors 

argues, technical discourse has been around, "for as long as 

men have used tools and needed to communicate with each other 

about them" (329), the field has become formalized as part of 

the American university only during the twentieth century. In 

"The Rise of Technical Writing Instruction in America," 

Connors traces the connections between the changing cirenas of 

engineering and defense industries and the business of 

teaching technical writing. He describes an ongoing gap 

between the goals and expectations of anti-science/ 

literature-oriented English teachers and their technical and 

scientific colleagues early in the development in the field. 

Ultimately, he suggests that the connections among these 
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communities are the reason for what he considered in 1982 to 

be the improved prospects for the field. He wrote: 

The field has generated its own patriarchs and scholars, 

and some English departments have already begun to trade 

heavily on their technical-writing fame. There is 

finally evidence that many colleges see and appreciate 

the dedication of their technical writing staffs, and 

the technical writing division is no longer the 

repository of callow youths and second-raters that it 

once tended to be. In general the prospect is excellent 

for both teachers and students of technical writing. We 

have come a long way from 1939, when teaching technical 

writing was called "professional suicide". . . (349) 

Connors' signature style is recognizable in this 

passage; in an eimbiguous tone that slips between exhortation 

and derision, this self-proclaimed topographer of rhetoric 

and composition describes the changing stature of technical 

communication in the early 1980s. The fact that he has not 

contributed directly to the technical writing conversation 

subsequent to this article does raise questions about the 

sincerity of his pronouncement on the field's boundless 

potential and significance, but the history he describes 

seems no less accurate because of this. 

Articles like the Connors piece and Carolyn R. Miller's 

"A Humanistic Rationale for Technical Writing" (1979) capture 

the status of technical writing in the late 70s and early 
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80s, the period during which it came to be a major subject of 

research and conversation within the rhetoric and composition 

field. Miller describes the ways in which positivistic 

perspectives in science and engineering fields affected the 

development of technical communication. She offers a 

rhetorical perspective, suggesting that technical writing 

scholars and teachers must push beyond what she calls the 

"windowpane" theory of language to recognize the ways in 

which language not only reflects but shapes reality. She 

suggests that technical writing scholars and teachers should 

take interdisciplinary approaches to learning about 

technology and communication in order to meet these goals, 

looking to fields such as "organizational and management 

theory, the sociology of technology, and the cultural history 

of industry and bureaucracy." She argues: 

Under this communalist perspective, the teaching of 

technical or scientific writing becomes more than the 

inculcation of skills; it becomes a kind of 

enculturation. We can teach technical writing, not as a 

set of techniques for accommodating slippery words to 

intractable things, but as an understanding of how to 

belong to a community. (617) 

A social construction philosophy has dominated technical 

writing since the early 1980s. Miller begins the push toward 

imagining technical communication as a process in this piece. 

The Connors and Miller articles mark a shift in technical 
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communication scholarship. Their publication coincides with 

the legitimizing of this area as a site for theoretical, 

historical, and pedagogical research. The connection between 

technical communication and the world beyond the university 

helps to explain why the field has long upheld a commitment 

to ethics. The work our field does through professional 

communication provides rhetoricians with great opportunities 

to shape language practices outside the university. This 

opportunity and responsibility has motivated many technical 

writing scholars to focus on ethics in their research. 

Technical communication scholars publish not only in rhetoric 

and con̂ osition journals and their technical writing 

offspring, but also in trade journals produced by 

professional writing organizations, such as the Society for 

Technical Communication's (STC) Technical Conmunication, and 

the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) 

Transactions on Professional Communication. As members of 

communities that lie beyond academia, professional writing 

scholcirs have opportunities to see the immediate relevance 

that ethical questions have to the production of technical 

documents. 

Recognizing the ways in which technical documents shape 

technology and professional practice, ny predecessors and 

colleagues in the field have taken three major approaches to 

the critical task of discussing ethics in the technical 

writing classroom and scholarly community. First, they have 
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taken a theoretical approach, grounding their ideas eibout 

technical writing practices by explicating rhetorical and 

ethical theories in relation to technical documentation. 

Second, they have taken a case studies approach, performing 

and recording analyses of documents associated with major 

missteps in technical communication that have resulted in 

disasters. Finally, they have taken a pedagogical approach, 

incorporating the first two approaches and others to write 

about practical strategies for bringing ethical issues into 

our classrooms. 

Theoretical Approaches 

In efforts to make technical writing pedagogy and 

practice more ethically sound, scholars have brought a range 

of theoretical perspectives to the subject. In "The Ethic of 

Expediency," Katz questions Aristotelian notions of ethics 

and rhetoric to describe and explain a troubling twentieth-

century focus on technological means as socially destructive 

ends. In "Aristotle's Rhetoric," Katz builds on the first 

article, further developing his critique of the Aristotelian 

deliberative model for ethics and exploring the term praxis 

in relation to a community environmental controversy, in "A 

Question of Ethics," Dragga compares two perspectives on 

ethics that influence contemporciry culture: a classical 

(Aristotelian and Platonic) model that focuses on behaviors 

derived from received notions of good character, and a 
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second that is grounded in feelings and intuitions. He 

argues that the classical model is more likely to be 

addressed in technical communication textbooks, but suggests 

that most people in the workplace make decisions based on the 

second model. Craig Kallendorf and Carol Kallendorf use case 

studies to demonstrate ways in which Aristotle's pistls can 

be useful in the teaching of ethics in professional writing. 

Blake Scott departs from this emphasis on Aristotle and Plato 

as he explores major concepts in the approaches of key 

sophists to describe a technical writing pedagogy that 

emphasizes ethical deliberation and question-posing. 

Gregory Clark draws upon classical and contemporary 

rhetorical theory to put forth an ethical approach that could 

be useful to technical writing scholars in and out of the 

academy. "Ethics in Technical Communication: A Rhetorical 

Perspective," argues that "professional" and "academic" 

attitudes toward ethics in technical communication are quite 

different. Professionals, he argues, focus on functionality: 

"On that basis, ethical communication is, more than anything 

else, a matter of transporting information effectively" 

(191). Academics, on the other hand "discuss ethics in 

technical communication in the context of the obligations and 

rights of all the people in the communication situation, 

including those who might be affected by the consequences of 

communication" (191). Clark suggests that in order to bridge 

the gap between these perspectives rhetoricicuis should use a 
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rhetorical approach which focuses on accon̂ lishing rhetorical 

purposes primarily through cooperation among involved 

parties. 

In "Ethics and Technical Communication: A Case for 

Foundational Approaches," Mike Markel establishes the 

significance of studying ethics in technical communication by 

situating the work in a landscape that includes major figures 

from the both the history of philosophy and contemporary 

rhetoric and composition. He goes on to describe-and compare 

two major ethical approaches, foundational and 

nonfoundational. His category of "foundational" approaches 

includes Kantian and utilitarian perspectives. He places 

postmodern and communicative or discourse ethics in the 

"nonfoundational" category. Markel's prdLmary argument is 

that the foundational approach is the more useful one 

teachers can sheire with students. Students need to be 

exposed to an ethics approach that will help them to create 

clear standards for their future behavior. According to 

Markel's analysis, nonfoundational approaches will not 

provide this support. Though the article contains a 

compelling argument, its power is diminished in the final 

sections, an application of Kantian and utilitarian ethical 

systems to two major ethically complex scenarios from 

American industries: the Challenger space shuttle explosion 

and the Intel Pentium chip recall. When Markel attempts to 

apply the foundational approach to each of these situations. 
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the argument unravels. In arguing strongly for a 

foundational approach, the author demonstrates beautifully 

how much can be gained from a more complex perspective that 

incorporates a range of theoretical approaches. 

The complicated relationship between technology and 

technical writing that Markel struggles with has motivated 

much of the recent scholarship on ethics in technical 

communication. Most technical documents are created to help 

people to use technology effectively, and changing writing 

and design technologies are constantly reshaping the field's 

processes and products. The ethically charged challenge to 

remain critical of these technologies is a major focus eimong 

professional communication scholeirs. In "Complicating 

Technology: Interdisciplinary Method, the Burden of 

Comprehension, and the Ethical Space of the Technical 

Communicator," Robert Johnson argues that we must interrogate 

technology from an ethical perspective. While he works from 

a rhetoric and composition point of view, Johnson's focus is 

interdisciplinary inquiry. He explores the relevance of 

perspectives on technology in three other disciplines: 

history, sociology, and philosophy. He argues that we must 

be responsible in our appropriation of theories and 

approaches from other disciplines, but suggests that we have 

an ethical burden to take those perspectives into 

consideration as we formulate our field's attitude toward 

technology. 
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Not all of this research addresses technology in such 

broad teirms. In "Technology and Communicative Ethics; An 

Evaluative Framework," Christopher Schroll explores one 

technological development. Caller ID, through a communicative 

ethics lens, applying theoretical attitudes from thinkers 

like Jurgen Habermas and Andrew Feenburg. He argues that 

technical communications experts must consistently question 

the long term ethical significance of technologies. 

Other researchers make a point of connecting their work 

with technology to preparing students for the workplace and 

classroom. James Porter also draws on Feenburg's ideas about 

just use of technologies in his "Legal Realities and Ethical 

Hyperrealities: A Critical Approach Toward Cyberwriting. " 

In this piece, Porter submits a praxis code for technical 

writers producing on-line texts. He suggests that legal 

standards covering issues such as intellectual property and 

fair use are not sufficient guidelines for these writers and 

puts forth a postmodern ethical approach as an alternative. 

One aspect of technical communication that has been 

particularly revolutionized through technological 

developments, including desk top publishing and HTML 

authoring, is visual rhetorics. The ethics associated with 

selecting, creating, and altering document design features 

such as fonts and graphics is a major focus of research among 

technical communication specialists. The most notable 

rhetorician among this group is Sam Dragga. Much of Dragga's 
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work comes from surveys that compare the perspectives of 

technical writing students and professionals on document 

design choices. In "The Ethics of Delivery" and "'Is This 

Ethical?'; A Survey of Opinion on Principles and Practices of 

Document Design," Dragga presents the results of surveys 

about the use of particular design strategies. In a textbook 

co-authored with Gwendolyn Gong, Editing: The Design of 

Rhetoric, and the article, "Evaluating Pictorial 

Illustrations," Dragga applies the information gained from 

these surveys to suggest strategies and heuristics for making 

ethical choices in document design addressing such features 

as size, value, texture, color, orientation, and shape. 

The Dragga/Gong heuristic is one of the seven major 

visual rhetoric systems Nancy Allen considers in "Ethics and 

Visual Rhetorics: Seeing's Not Believing Anymore." Allen 

explains the importance of developing an ethically conscious 

perspective on the use of photographs and other graphics, 

particularly in light of the ways in which current 

technologies make it possible to alter and distort images for 

particular rhetorical purposes. Describing the basic ideas 

behind the systems she's working with, Allen extends these 

ideas to specific ethical applications. 

These theoretical approaches to ethics in technical 

writing provide teachers and students with useful material 

for discussion and reflection. They offer frameworks for 

asking difficult questions and for situating our own 
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perspectives within philosophical, intellectual, and 

professional landscapes. In most cases, though, these 

approaches do not offer the reader particular ideas about how 

we should proceed from one point to the next. Other authors 

struggle with this challenge in a variety of ways. 

Case Studies Approaches 

In the second common approach to treating ethics in 

technical communication, scholars have sought instances from 

science and technology in which bad documents have resulted 

in unnecessary loss of life and property. As Herndl, et al., 

explain, ". . .disaster makes otherwise routine and invisible 

communication accessible, and disaster makes the study of it 

compelling" (280). Herndl and his co-authors analyze 

documents associated with two major technological disasters 

of our time, the 1979 accident at the Three Mile Island 

nuclear reactor, and, the contemporary tragedy most commonly 

referenced among technical communication scholars, the 1986 

explosion of the Challenger space shuttle upon its launch. 

Using linguistic structural analysis, the authors examine the 

written correspondence associated with each event in an 

attempt to categorize the kinds of communication breakdowns 

that can take place in orgemizational discourse. They 

identify two categories of problems: miscommunications and 

misunderstandings, which can be applied to the kinds of 

language problems they see associated with these disasters. 
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Rather than focusing on ethical questions related to actions 

of individuals in each case, these authors ask questions 

about how the organization served as a context in which the 

trail of errors that resulted in the tragedies could take 

place. 

Our field seems to have a kind of preoccupation with the 

Challenger event, perhaps because the documentation 

associated with it is so compelling; it demonstrates the 

tremendous importance that language can have in a real-world 

situation and underscores with haunting effect how easily 

this tragedy might have been avoided. Perhaps this apparent 

preoccupation can also be explained by the immediacy the 

event had for our nation. America watched on live television 

as national heroes were killed because of what we would later 

learn was the failure of "0" rings to seal in the cold 

temperatures of that January morning. This was a defining 

moment in our history. 

Many other authors have used the Challenger disaster as 

a site for analysis. For the most part, these authors have 

joined Herndl and his co-authors in resisting the temptation 

to explicitly second guess the ethics of the peirties involved 

in retrospect. Patrick, R. C. Pace, and Dorothy Winsor each 

approach the tragedy by applying theoretical lenses: 

discourse analysis, organizational analysis, and 

epistemological analysis. They add to our body of knowledge 
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on group and individual responsibility through these acts of 

questioning. 

Other scholars use the Challenger event as an example to 

support their theoretical positions. Art Walzer and Alan 

Gross' "Fositivists, Postmodernists, Aristotelians, and the 

Challenger" is an analysis of the disaster from the three 

philosophical/ethical perspectives listed in the article's 

title. Walzer and Gross analyze the argumentation 

strategies used by the various parties involved with the 

launch and conclude that the launch went on despite clear 

indications of the dangers involved primarily because the 

burden of proof was misplaced during pre-launch 

deliberations. They consider this to be a rhetorical 

problem. 

Technical communication textbooks and course packets 

also feature the story of the Challenger disaster as a 

cautionciry tale for would-be engineers and scientists. 

Technical Conmunication, one of the most populeir technical 

writing books in current use, was written by Mary Lay, Billie 

J. Wahlstrom, Stephen Doheny-Farina, Ann Hill Duin, Sherry 

Burgus Little, Ccirolyn D. Rude, Cynthia L. Selfe, and Jack 

Selzer, some of the top scholars in technical writing in the 

country. The authors refer to the Challenger disaster six 

times in this text. In most cases they are underscoring the 

social nature of language, citing this disaster as an example 

of a situation in which organizational structure and politics 
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adversely affected conoaunication. Though they do not tie 

this event directly to ethical questions, the connection is 

implicit in the text. Donald Pattow and William Wresch's 

Conmunicating Technical Information also refers to the 

Challenger incident. These authors employ graphs, diagrams 

and summaries excerpted from Challenger documents to 

demonstrate their suggestions for document design. The 

content of these excerpts is not any more or less germane to 

the lessons they are teaching than many other documents would 

be. The authors seem to be using the Challenger excimple 

because they expect readers to be familiar and emotionally 

connected with it. 

The approaches in these two texts are quite different: 

the Lay book evokes the Challenger as a human drama that 

students can learn from looking back on. The Pattow text 

approaches the disaster as a source of documents that can be 

examined for their face value as models. In each case the 

Challenger tragedy functions as a kind of background parable 

for communication gone awry. 

The famous "O" ring memos from the Challenger documents 

have been a staple of technical writing course packets since 

1988, when they were released in connection with the 

Presidential Commission's report on the disaster. Though the 

publication of this report theoretically made these documents 

availcUsle to the public, a certain mystique seems to have 

enveloped them over the years. There is a common bond among 
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my professional writing colleagues around the country 

associated with seeing the memos and charts (hopelessly 

streaked from repeated duplication) for the first time. It's 

a bit of a sad joke among us. I mentioned these documents 

during a recent presentation at a university in Chicago. Two 

of the faculty members present, both of whom taught technical 

writing in the early 1990s, responded to this comment. One 

asked me, "Do people still look at those memos in classes?" 

as if these texts, and even the event, are hopelessly pasŝ . 

Yet there seems to be a kind of anxiety associated with this 

moment, as though all of us regret something about the 

feelings that an act of voyeurism on this scale brings with 

it. Witnessing such a series of events, even passively and 

in retrospect, carries with it a surprising burden. 

Among scholars in the field of rhetoric and composition, 

Paul Dombrowski has written most about the Challenger 

disaster. Three of his articles provide suggestions for 

making the shuttle disaster relevant to technical writing 

classrooms. His forthcoming textbook. Ethics in Technical 

Conanunication, a part of the Allyn and Bacon Technical 

Communication textbook series, includes chapters on ethical 

dimensions of several major events and phenomena—medical 

data gained through Nazi "research," tobacco companies in the 

US, and the Star Wars/Strategic Defense Initiative of the 

1980s. Chapter Five of the text addresses the shuttle 

disaster. Dombrowski attributes the ongoing relevance of the 
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Challenger documents to the fact that, "the subsequent 

investigations revealed not only causes and errors but also a 

long chain of failures of ethical responsibility" (183). His 

treatment of the subject begins with a detailed analysis and 

comparison of selected documents included in both the 

Presidential and Senate investigative reports. In describing 

the chapter's content and currangement he writes. 

Returning to Challenger, we will first examine the 

two governmental reports of the disaster, then examine 

how conceptualizations and assun̂ tions shaped technical 

communication in two key developments, then examine the 

"smoking gun" memorandum. Tragically, this well-written 

technical document was rendered ineffective by the 

unwarranted assumptions of its readers. (183) 

Ultimately, Dombrowski tells the story of the writer of 

that "smoking gun" memo, an engineer neimed Roger Boisjoly. 

Boisjoly was fired from his position with Morton Thiokol, the 

engineering firm that handled the launch, because of his 

written objections to it. Boisjoly was reinstated to his 

position when he sued the company citing laws that protect 

"whistleblowers." Dombrowski uses this story as a touchstone 

for the text, centering many discussion questions and writing 

assignments around scenarios that ask students whether or not 

they would "blow the whistle" on their own companies under 

given circumstances. 
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The Challenger explosion and Three Mile Island are not 

the only major disasters that technical writing scholars have 

analyzed in their research. The first Steven Katz article 

mentioned above ("An Ethic of Expediency") clearly fits into 

this category as well. In it, Katz focuses on contemporary 

ethical attitudes and connections between technical writing 

and the holocaust. He and others, including Arlene Plevin, 

have written about environmental issues, "green rhetorics" 

and the impacts of language in conversations about the use 

and abuse of resources. Also in this category is Ecospeak: 

Rhetoric and Environmental Politics in America by M. Jimmie 

Killingsworth and Jacqueline S. Palmer. Lisa Tyler has 

written about the Exxon Valdez spill, describing connections 

between documentation and problems with the clean-up process. 

Beverly Sauer has suggested ways in which feminist rhetorical 

strategies might decrease the nations' number of mining 

accidents. Michael Zerbe, Amanda Young, and Edwin Nagelhout 

have looked at a pattern of tragedy; they have described ways 

in which rhetorical strategies used in popular and 

professional documentation of breast cancer reseeirch affected 

survival rates of women diagnosed with the disease. 

As I will argue more fully in Chapter Five, this case 

studies approach to teaching ethics in technical writing has 

many merits. It allows students to see the effects 

rhetorical decisions can have on leirge numbers of people and 

lets them imagine how they might handle difficult situations 
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without jeopardizing their futures or the welfare of others. 

What this approach does not do is give students opportunities 

to test out the ethical views that they espouse in "real" 

situations that are not clear cut. This approach may cause 

students to believe that ethically complex situations are 

always easy to identify and deal with. These dangers require 

that ethics be more fully addressed in the classroom. 

Pedagogical Approaches 

In the final category of research on technical 

communication ethics, pedagogy, scholars use ideas and 

approaches influenced by work in the theoretical and case 

study categories to design strategies for shaping technical 

writing students into more ethical thinkers and writers. 

One of the more influential forces in the teaching of 

ethics in technical communication is popular textbooks. As 

Sam Dragga noted in his 1997 "A Question of Ethics: Lessons 

from Technical Communicators on the Job," ethics has been 

addressed more and more frequently in popular texts over the 

last few years. Dragga cites the 1992 publication of Steven 

Katz's "The Ethic of Expediency" as a turning point in this 

pattern. Dragga writes: 

Today, in addition to the usual lessons on audience 

analysis, active and passive voice, feasibility studies, 

technical instructions, tables and figures, typography, 

white space, collaborative composing, e-mail etiquette. 
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and World Wide Web sites, teachers of technical 

communication try at least to introduce the subject of 

ethics to their classes. New editions of major 

textbooks give elaborated coverage to ethical issues 

. . . and entire books are dedicated to the specific 

topic of technical communication ethics. (161) 

In order to suggest more specifically how these books 

Dragga mentions treat ethics, in the paragraphs that follow I 

will review the perspectives presented on ethics in seven 

popular technical communication textbooks. This review will 

support my argument that the field in general merely tips a 

hat to the study of ethics and does not connect it to direct 

application. These books either separate ethics out as an 

abstract topic for theoretical discussion or water the 

subject down so completely as to make it dull and unengaging 

for students. None of these books recommends assignments 

that challenge students to specifically apply ethical 

principles. 

Thomas Fearsall's concise volume The Elements of 

Technical Writing includes a chapter called "Write 

Ethically." The chapter gives six basic rules for 

accomplishing this task. They are; don't hide or suppress 

unfavorable data; don't exaggerate favorable data; don't make 

false implications; don't plagiarize; construct ethical 

graphs; and don't lie. In some sense, each of these rules is 

subsumed in the final one. Though he begins the chapter with 
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general comments about the importance of making "moral" 

decisions in professional behavior, for Pearsall, the most 

important ethical issue related to technical communication is 

honesty. 

Honesty is a primary focus in the ethics sections of Jo 

Allen's Writing in the Workplace, a text used in both 

technical and business writing courses. Allen includes a two-

page discussion of ethics in professional communication in 

Chapter One, and places one to three paragraph text boxes 

addressing ethical concerns related to particular assignments 

and projects throughout the chapters that follow. Besides 

honesty, Allen calls attention to matters like safety, 

consistency, and personal reputation which are related to 

ethics. Some of these text boxes also address more complex 

philosophical questions like the ethical considerations of an 

admonition to be "objective." Overall, the references to 

ethics are not connected with students' course work. 

Several other texts are similarly information-oriented. 

Deborah C. Andrews' Technical Comaunication in the Global 

Conmunity, a text that focuses on the effects of cutting edge 

technologies on technical communication, includes a chapter 

called "Writing Ethically." This chapter contains 

information about interpreting eind following professional 

ethical codes, respecting cultural differences in 

international relations, eind using technology ethically. 

Other topics in the chapter include "Fulfilling Obligations," 
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and "Respecting the Law and the Rights of Others." In other 

chapters Andrews addresses ethical questions related to 

source documentation and ethical use of graphics. Many of 

Andrews arguments relate to questions of honesty. Though 

Andrews calls students' attention to ethical components of 

rhetorical tools, she provide students with suggestions for 

specific strategies they might use to avoid unethical 

actions. The fifth edition of Mike Markel's Technical 

Conanunlcation: Situations and Strategies includes an entire 

chapter on ethics. Markel provides a brief overview of 

philosophical perspectives on rhetoric, and then, like 

Andrews, addresses issues like intellectual property, 

professional obligations, and honesty. Additional references 

to ethics in the text cover a wide range of questions from 

the use of the exclamation mark to bribery. 

Paul Anderson chose not to set ethics aside in a 

separate chapter of his Technical Writing: A Reader-Centered 

Approach. Instead, Anderson includes a "focus on ethics" 

section in each chapter. Some of these segments address 

ethics and the job search, investigating stcUceholder impacts, 

avoiding stereotyping, and evaluating from an ethical 

perspective, l̂ derson's approach asks students to address 

ethical questions from the perspective of a good citizen, a 

member of many communities with a desire to fulfill her or 

his obligations to those around her or him. Andersons' text 

does begin to move students toward formulating practical 
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ethical standards for particular situations unlike many of 

the other texts. 

The first chapter of M. Jimmie Killingsworth' s 

Information in Action is called "Rhetoric, Management, and 

Ethics in Technical Communication." The third section of the 

chapter is subtitled "Strengthening Your Ethical Judgment; 

Issues of Access and Integrity." The section addresses 

several theoretical issues related to ethics, including 

utilitarian ethics, ethical rationality, and "Adding an 

Ethical Filter to the Audience-Action Analysis." 

Killingsworth includes summaries and excerpts from documents 

related to the Three Mile Island nuclear accident and the 

Challenger disaster. The final section of this chapter is 

called "The Moral of the Two Cases." Here Killingsworth 

argues that rather than developing cynical attitudes about 

corporations and governments upon studying these disasters, 

students should look upon the people who stood up for their 

positions, however futiley, and atten̂ ted to divert these 

tragedies as models of ethical behavior. As I will argue 

more fully in Chapter Five, many scholars rely on this high-

profile case study approach for addressing ethical questions. 

This approach allows students to take a confident 

retrospective point of view on the incidents, ignoring the 

subtleties most ethically complex situations include. 

As I've mentioned above, Mary Lay and her co-authors 

also discuss the Challenger disaster in their book. Technical 
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Communication. Though these authors don't include a chapter 

or text boxes directly related to ethical questions, they do 

provide documents from several "real" government agencies, 

businesses, and nonprofit agencies that provide students 

whose teachers direct them to do so to explore ethical 

matters. The treatment of ethics throughout this text is 

generally quite subtle. 

Many articles in the field also address ethics and 

pedagogy. Bruce Speck's and Lynette R. Porter's "Annotated 

Bibliography for Teaching Ethics in Professional Writing," 

describes books and articles printed during the 1970s and 

1980s in scientific, technical, business, and rhetoric and 

composition fields. Speck and Porter place the pieces in the 

categories of "theory focus," "teaching focus," and "teacher 

focus" in order to describe the landscape and to help readers 

to quickly locate the sources they need. This article 

encourages teachers and scholcurs to continue developing 

strategies for teaching ethics in professional writing. 

Some writers, including David Russell, Gerald Parsons, 

and Cezar Ornatowski recommend that we be cautious as we 

approach this task. Their caution leaves us with ideas of 

what not to do, but little sense of ways in which we should 

proceed, in "The Ethics of Teaching Ethics in Professional 

Communication: The Case of Engineering Publicity at MIT in 

the 1920's," Russell argues that English teachers must be 

careful as they attempt to "teach ethics" to students in 
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scientific and technical disciplines. He suggests that the 

ethical standards and assumptions of English teachers, whom 

he seems to identify as primarily literature scholars, are 

not necessarily useful to students in these different fields. 

Russell encourages teachers to help students to discover and 

apply the ethical beliefs of their ovm fields when making 

decisions. To make his point clear, Russell asks technical 

writing teachers to imagine how they would like to see 

teachers from scientific and technical fields teach ethics to 

students in the humanities. 

Like Russell, Parsons admonishes technical communication 

teachers to respect the agendas of other parties in the 

rhetorical arena of curriculum design. In "Ethical Factors 

Influencing Curriculum Design and Instruction in Technical 

Communication," Parsons describes the coô licated situation 

in which technical communications experts find themselves, 

suggesting that they are pulled by a diverse set of 

constituents and agendas: the marketplace, colleges of 

humanities, and students. He argues that we must carefully 

weigh these responsibilities cind shape our treatment of 

curriculum, including our approaches to teaching ethics, 

through a reasonable balance. He encourages technical 

communications teachers to avoid selling out their curricula 

to business interests, and to foreground a full vision of 

students' needs as we make our plans. 
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Ornatowski also calls for balanced and realistic 

approachfes to curriculum design in "Between Efficiency and 

Politics; Rhetoric and Ethics In Technical Writing." His 

focus in this article is a bit more narrow than Russell's and 

Parsons'; he is recommending particular pedagogical 

strategies for teachers. He argues that traditional 

conceptions of technical communication held by non-

rhetoricians focus on clarity and objectivity in the delivery 

of information. Ornatowski is suggestinĝ  however, that 

technical writing teachers must emphasize the inherent 

ethically charged power of language, and train technical 

writers to be sensitive to the ethical implications of their 

rhetorical decisions. Ornatowski's primary concern here is 

that the worlds in which students do or will work when they 

leave our classes do not have the same ethical values that 

many technical writing teachers have. We must offer students 

opportunities to develop realistic strategies for coping with 

the difficult situations they will surely face when working 

in their professions. Like most technical writing scholars, 

Ornatowski recommends the use of case studies for 

accomplishing this task. 

The case study method described in the previous section 

is often directly connected with classroom practice. This 

pedagogical strategy asks students to consider hypothetical 

scenarios with ethical components and to imagine how they 

would hcuidle them. In "Linking Ethics and Language in the 
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Technical Communication Classroom." Brenda Sims suggests that 

most of the scholarship on ethics in technical communication 

presents abstract frameworks (utilitarian, deontological, and 

justice or rights) for talking about the subject, but does 

not give teachers specific strategies for helping students 

mcLke the connection between language and ethical issues. She 

recommends a series of questions students can apply to their 

rhetorical situations that she suggests will allow them to 

better understand how language functions in shaping ethos and 

guiding audience response. The application section of this 

piece offers several hypothetical scenarios that Sims 

believes students can learn from. 

Some authors promote particular writing program and 

curriculum designs using case studies. In "Ethics, Audience, 

and the Writing Process: Bringing Public Policy Issues into 

the Classroom," Wanda Martin and Scott Sanders advocate the 

use of a different kind of case study for helping students to 

address ethical issues. Working on the assumption that 

students have concerns about ethical issues, a view that is 

supported by their students' statements, these authors 

propose a course that involves students in open debate about 

local public policy issues. Their focus here is on helping 

students to see that providing and analyzing technical data 

involves interpretation. Using a speakers' series about 

local social issues, they encourage students to seek out a 

rcinge of perspectives on a given question in order to 
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formulate ethically sound plans of action. Dean G. Hall cuid 

Bonnie A. Nelson also recommend the use of case studies for 

teaching ethics to technical communications students in 

"Integrating Professional Ethics into the Technical Writing 

Course." They briefly historicize technical writing 

textbooks and argue that a critical shift must take place in 

pedagogical approaches. That shift must challenge students 

to write not just like professionals, but as professionals. 

In other words, students should not only think about and 

discuss their ideas about ethics and other professional 

considerations, they should have opportunities to apply those 

ideas. The technical writing course should be an opportunity 

for professionalization. The case studies Hall and Nelson 

present in this article ask students to deal with socially 

and technically complex scenarios. The authors contend that 

these exercises help students to develop excellent decision

making skills. 

Other scholars advocate the use of internships for the 

purpose of professionalizing technical writing students, 

suggesting that these opportunities will mcike them better 

writers and potentially better employees. Generally, these 

authors do not connect internships with ethical development. 

Leigh Henson and Kristene Sutliff, however, do touch briefly 

on ethical development as a dividend of a particular type of 

internship in "A Service Learning Approach to Technical 

writing Instruction." In this piece the authors provide a 
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short history of service learning and cirgue that professional 

writing courses are especially appropriate contexts for this 

pedagogy. The primary contention of the article is that 

service learning provides students with beneficial real-world 

tasks and audiences. 

Professional Communication and Citizenship 

Henson and Sutliffe make another important argument in 

the piece mentioned above. They suggest that students who 

participate in service learning may be molded into better 

citizens. This idea, that technical writing curricula should 

mold good citizens, is at the heart of this dissertation and 

of some of the most important landmarks in the scholarship of 

professional communication. In "Genre as Social Action," 

Carolyn Miller once again suggests that professional writing 

teachers must discourage the "windowpane" view of language. 

She connects the term genre with the classical concept of 

kairoSf in that both address the question of what can be said 

in a particular time and place. She claims that technical 

communication is a practice, rather than an art or skill. 

From this perspective she argues that deploying a technical 

genre is a social action, meant to bring about particular 

responses and actions. For this reason, she argues, we need 

to help students to develop deliberative strategies for 

making ethiccU. rhetorical decisions. 
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Dale Sullivan draws heavily on Miller's work in her 

"Political-Ethical Implications of Defining Technical 

Communication as a Practice." She extends the argument by 

claiming that "teaching standcirdized formats and foirms means 

teaching the technological mindset, and, thus, enculturating 

students into the military-industrial complex" (377). Herein 

lies Sullivan's dilemma: how can we feel good about 

preparing our students to be effective professional 

communicators when the social action of their written 

products supports an ethical position we want them to resist? 

Sullivan suggests that the way we can manage this challenge 

is by assigning students to write about public issues in real 

or imaginary public fora. She describes a pedagogy that 

involves students in collciboratively addressing public policy 

issues from a vciriety of perspectives. Sullivan is most 

concerned that students critique technology and its public 

and private effects on their lives and actions. 

Like Sullivan and Carolyn Miller, Thomas P. Miller 

applies concepts from classical rhetoric to argue for an 

ethically responsible professional writing pedagogy in 

"Treating Professional Writing as Social Praxis." Miller 

situates the tradition of civic humanism within classical 

rhetoric and argues that a responsible approach to teaching 

professional writing would involve helping students to 

develop phronesis, or practical wisdom, about the values of 

their professional cultures. Miller deploys a hermeneutical 
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approach to this work, suggesting that such a perspective 

would help us to move students away from simply learning 

forms and templates and toward understanding the moral and 

practical implications of their rhetorical acts. Miller 

suggests that this kind of attitude toward teaching 

professional writing would challenge students to see the 

moral significance of their interpretations of technical 

information. 

Gerald Savage has a similar ultimate goal in his 

"Redefining the Responsibilities of Teachers and the Social 

Position of the Technical Communicator," a piece that argues 

for a reassessment of the work we ask our technical writing 

students to do. The difference is that Savage is concerned 

directly with actions that teachers can take outside of the 

classroom. Surveying the literature in business and 

technical writing and ethics. Savage concludes that 

professional writing teachers have a responsibility not only 

to teach students eibout ethical dimensions of their language 

use, but also to help shape the world in which those students 

will be doing their work. He suggests that we can do this by 

sending students into internships and other positions with 

companies that tcike ethical questions seriously and that 

reward students for making ethically sound decisions. Savage 

acknowledges that we cannot singly teach our students grand 

ethical principles in the professional writing classroom and 

expect them to go out and apply their ideals in corporate 
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environments run on codes that are in direct opposition to 

these standards. He asks a critical question: How can we 

keep students on the path toward the lucrative careers they 

look forward to while helping them to develop ideals that are 

not inherently lucrative? Savage concludes: 

If we really want to see technical communications 

practiced professionally and with social responsibility, 

we should take practical social action as well. This 

may involve helping our students find or create 

alternative sites of practice in which they can not only 

fully engage in the kind of dialectical negotiation of 

meanings called for by theorists of the social model of 

technical communication, but in which they can make a 

reasonable living, as well. 

Conclusions 

As teachers of technical communication, we have a 

responsibility to shape the world our students will work, 

learn, and live in. That point is the focus of the chapters 

that will follow. Though there is much exciting work being 

done in the area of ethics in technical communication, many 

of the cirticles and views reviewed in this chapter are 

ultimately unsatisfying because they stop short of making a 

strong stand for a particular approach that involves more 

than lesson plans. This is where the argument of this 

dissertation is different. I argue explicitly that in order 
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to teach ethics we have to do more than present students with 

theories or have them consider hypothetical cases. We have 

to get them into the community, ask them to invest in an 

issue or concern that matters to them, and Invite them to 

write for specific purposes, to discover the power of their 

own language for changing the world. If we want students to 

formulate effective strategies for confronting ethical 

dilemmas in the long run, we need to be there as they face 

dilemmas in the moment. We need to give them legitimate 

tasks that take advantage of their knowledge and expertise 

and give them opportunities to participate in guided 

collaborative deliberations about ethics. Our future work in 

ethics and technical communication must push students beyond 

the pat abstractions that much of the scholarship I've 

reviewed in this chapter encourages them to formulate. It 

must challenge them to actively apply their standards in 

meaningful local contexts. 



CHAPTER TWO: 

SPECIFIC FEMINISM AND THE ETHIC OF ACTION 

A feminine or feminist approach to ethics that helps persons 
to actually bridge the gap between thinking the good and 
doing the good will be an improvement over those traditional 
approaches that have failed to persuade us that what makes 
life worth living may be the desire to be a better person 
tomorrow than one was today. Rosemary Tong 

Now I must emphasize that what the agent is able to do and 
say intelligibly as an actor is deeply affected by the fact 
that we are never more (and sometimes less) than the co
authors of our own narratives. Only in fantasy do we live 
what story we please. In life, as both Aristotle and Engels 
noted, we are always under certain constraints. We enter 
upon a stage which we did not design and we find ourselves 
part of an action that was not of our making. Each of us 
being a main character in his own drama plays subordinate 
parts in the dramas of others, and each drama constrains the 
others. Alisdair Maclntyre 

Ethics and Action 

When we take on a project like dLmagining a way to teach 

ethics in technical communication, we must begin with some 

basic definitions. After all, one of the most critical 

lessons we hope to convey to our students is that the 

language that they use matters. Their rhetorical decisions 

have consequences. It makes sense to begin by Ccirefully 

questioning our own language decisions. Though this does 

seem quite logical, one of the problems I've identified in 

the texts reviewed in Chapter One is a failure to make clear 

what we mean by critical terms like "ethic." The definition 

of ethics in̂ licit in this literature is something along the 
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lines of a set strategies for making decisions. Among 

professional technical writers, the unproblematized term 

typically emerges in debates about the pros and cons of 

developing and even possibly somehow enforcing a set of rules 

or standards for ethical communication practices. 

In the past, when my professional writing students have 

heard the words "ethic" or "ethics," they have initially 

associated both with morality. Some think of a work ethic, 

others an ethics committee, indeed, according to Sam Dragga, 

most technical communicators turn to models of moral behavior 

rather than classical or formal ethical theories when they 

are making a decision about how to proceed in a complicated 

situation. Steven Katz's "The Ethic of Expediency" offers a 

more refined sense of the term. Though Katz does not 

explicitly state a definition, his description of the 

ideology that he believes allowed the holocaust to take place 

and continues to support inhumane actions in technologized 

cultures suggests a definition of the term "ethic." In the 

context of Katz's article, an ethic is a primary motivation 

or objective. We can extend that definition to encompass the 

system that enables people to make decisions that advance 

them toward that motivation or objective. An ethic, then, 

is a system for making choices based on an objective or 

related set of objectives. According to this definition, we 

can function within an ethic without claiming or even 

recognizing it. 
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When we make the term "ethic" particular by connecting 

it with "action," however, we move out of the unconscious 

realm and into awareness. Though an ethic of action may not 

unearth all possible motivations for a decision, it does 

include at least a partial identification of values. For 

social theorist Iris Young, action, in general, is the 

"producer and reproducer of structures which only exist in 

action," (29) so our daily life patterns serve to create a 

context for social action, which stmiggles against or within 

those structures. For Young, the critical goal of action is 

to move beyond a model of social activism that focuses on 

distribution of wealth and resources to one that addresses 

significant social structural changes. Most importantly. 

Young imagines a society that allows all people to shape 

their own futures, that invites everyone to the social teible. 

Jurgen Habermas defines action in general as "mastering 

a situation" (134). This is a useful beginning place from 

which Habermas moves to create definitions of several 

particular types of action in a model of collaborative 

problem-solving through communication called discourse 

ethics. For Habermas, action is a joint effort to find a 

solution to a shared problem or dilemma. In The New 

Rhetoric, Chaim Ferelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca use the 

term adherence to describe an effective rhetorical act. For 

an utterance to achieve adherence, its recipient must take 

the desired action that motivated the utterance. Adherence 
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means that language works, and that we can see its effects. 

This notion is critical to an ethic of action. This ethic 

involves specific strategies for creating desired responses 

in the form of action on the part of the self or another. An 

ethic of action accounts for the power of language, and seeks 

to use that power to accomplish a goal. It focuses on the 

local. 

I am certainly not the first to suggest that an ethic 

which does not involve action is inadequate. In After 

Virtue, Alisdair Maclntyre argues that an ethical system 

means nothing if we cannot identify its social embodiment. 

Maclntyre surveys the history of Western ethics and comes to 

other important conclusions about action. He argues that 

ethical systems have traditionally sought to identify 

particular virtues to be valued by a culture and have 

designed rules or guidelines for steering people towcird 

attaining those virtues. (I must note here that though 

Maclntyre doesn't explicitly acknowledge it, those "people" 

have traditionally been men of citizen classes.) Maclntyre 

argues that the concept of virtue has little meaning in the 

present day, as few of us are understood as whole subjects 

who can possess and be defined by a particular virtue or set 

of virtues. 

Maclntyre suggests, as the epigraph to this chapter 

underscores, that we are instead the products of narratives 

told by ourselves and others about who we are. Based on this 
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notion, we can assume that our acts, then, are developments 

in the stories of our lives that define our being. Like 

postmodern philosophy, Maclntyre's idea calls into question 

the liberal idea of the individual, but what Maclntyre argues 

is less disruptive of our romantic individualist tradition 

than a postmodern view. Maclntyre suggests that Western 

society in particular has gotten itself into a terrible 

communication breakdown that precludes our ability to sit 

down and collaborate on a solution to our differences. 

However, he also sees a possibility for some resolution to 

difficulty through the narrative focus. 

Ethical feminist and scientist Donna Haraway also sees 

the value and power of narrative. In looking at the history 

of science, Haraway suggests that western science has been a 

telling of a variety of stories about the truth of human 

experiences and the natural world. For Haraway, action in 

the sciences is about telling alternate stories, moving 

female or other marginalized experiences of truth into the 

central scientific conversation, making our stories part of 

the story. Haraway points out that this work is a particular 

challenge for feminists who believe that science has 

intrinsic value — that we must take action from within the 

constraints of that context. She identifies the agenda of 

the feminist scientific researcher in Symians, Cyborgs and 

Women i 
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So, I think my problem and "our" problem is how to have 

simultaneously an account of radical historical 

contingency for all knowledge claims and knowing 

subjects, a critical practice for recognizing our own 

"semiotic technologies" for making meanings, and a no-

nonsense commitment to faithful accounts of a "real" 

world, one that can be partially shared and friendly to 

earth-wide projects of finite freedom, adequate material 

abundance, modest meaning in suffering, and limited 

happiness. (187) 

The model Haraway provides here fits in well with the 

ethical stance I will develop in this chapter: specific 

feminism. I borrow the term "specific" from Michel Foucault, 

who, in Power/Knowledge uses it to describe a type of 

intellectual who grounds his or her work in the local and 

attends to his or her work's contribution to the production 

of truth. This local emphasis that moves away from 

universalization is the adveintage of this term. I develop 

this point more fully in Chapter Three, where I provide a 

model of the specific intellectual in the community. The 

remainder of this chapter will be dedicated to defining 

specific feminism within the context of an ethical 

conversation. In short, a specific feminist is one who uses 

a diverse array of rhetorical strategies in order to help to 

create a more just world. She works on a local level and 

fights against totalizing moral attitudes. She fights for. 
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recognizes, and marshals her power as a person, but sees 

beyond a romantic view of the individual to understand 

herself as a member and product of many communities. She 

works to promote values that are often called feminist; 

particularly, she seeks an end to oppression based on gender 

and categories of the other. She uses the power of 

narrative—valuing her own and others' life "stories" to 

accomplish her goals. The specific feminist deploys 

strategies from feminine, feminist and discourse ethics. 

Feminine and Feminist Ethics 

In some sense, all of feminist theory, contemporary and 

historical, is about ethics — ethics of gender relations and 

political implications, the ethics of women's treatment and 

action in the world. This is one reason why we so often mark 

female ethicists as feminist though their positions vary 

radically. To be a woman and a philosopher, or even an 

outspoken female in another field, is often to be 

automatically labeled a feminist. Specific feminism is 

located in an intersection of a variety of attitudes about 

feminism and ethics. To present a fuller sense of this 

location, I will identify three general directions from which 

we can move toweird or away from specific feminism. The 

categories I will use are feminine ethics, radical feminist 

ethics, and discourse ethics. 
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I will begin by negotiating a place between feminine and 

feminist views, and then plot that position in relation to 

the third point. In creating this map I'll explore one 

central feminist dilemma: should feminist ethics embrace and 

promote a uniquely female way of seeing and understanding the 

world or should a feminist encourage the eradication of a 

distinction between femaleness and maleness? Like some of 

the ethical theorists I'll discuss in this section, I believe 

we must try to transcend this feminine/feminist dichotony by 

promoting a flexible ethic of difference that is rooted in 

local action. In Feminine and Feminist Ethics, Rosemarie 

Tong works to clarify the meaning of the terms "feminine" and 

"feminist." After troubling the term "feminist" by pointing 

out that it can be applied to such varied feminisms as 

liberal, radical, Marxist, and psychoanalytic, Tong traces 

the history of 19th and early 20th century feminist thinkers 

including Mary Wollstonecraft, Catherine Beecher, Elizabeth 

Cady Stanton, and Charlotte Perkins Oilman. In this process, 

Tong characterizes the difference between the two broad 

approaches of feminine and feminist as a long-standing gap. 

Ultimately she asserts that both approaches offer valuable 

insights, as the epigraph to this chapter suggests. 

Tong and many others agree that the contemporary 

academic conversation about feminist ethics could be said to 

have begun with the 1982 publication of Carol Gilligein's In a 

Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women's 
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Development. Gilligan, a psychology professor at Harvard 

University and student of moral theorist Lawrence Kohlberg 

believed that Kohlberg's vTell-knovm model of moral 

development ignored the experiences of women and girls. In a 

Different Voice is a study of the ways in which women make 

moral and ethical decisions. The bulk of Gilligan's research 

centered on women in the process of making decisions about 

abortions. Through her research, Gilligan found that 

traditional moral and ethical philosophies and models did not 

reflect or account for women's ways of making decisions. She 

suggested that rather than relying on strict moral codes or 

rigid ethical formulas for making decisions, women focus on 

context. Above all, she said, women value connections with 

other humans. This ethic of care is representative of the 

feminine approach to ethics. 

Responses to Gilligan's initial research were diverse. 

Some women cheered this work that valued their experiences 

and views. Some researchers were motivated to take up 

related projects for factoring women's experience into other 

sociological and psychological models. Others immediately 

responded with con̂ laints of essentialism — they believed 

that Gilligan's research supported long-held contentions 

about the differences between men and women—differences 

that were exploited to keep women's status lower than men's. 

In the nearly twenty years since this book's publication, 

Gilligan has amswered the claim of essentialism in many fora. 
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including new editions of the original book which feature new 

disclaimers and other works featuring new research. Though 

Gilligan clearly continues to believe in female ways of 

thinking, her subsequent research has focused more on 

explaining the reasons for the differences she sees between 

the sexes rather than strictly on reporting them. 

A rehearsal of the significance of In a Different Voice 

is almost a requirement in the grounding of feminist ethical 

stances. This book was just the first of many in education 

and the social sciences to focus on ways in which female 

experiences shape feminine ethics. Mary Field Belenky, 

Blythe Clinchy, Nancy Goldberger, and Jill Tarule published 

ffomen's Ways of Knowing in 1986. This book, like Gilligan's 

offered a female perspective on a sociological model. These 

authors describe ways in which women process information and 

make sense of their worlds, identifying five stages in which 

a woman's relationships to her own power and authority and 

that of others shifts. The writers advocate a pedagogy they 

call "connected teaching" which involves developing personal 

links between teachers and students. The model they offer 

for these relationships is the midwife. Teachers, they 

suggest, should help students to birth their thoughts and 

ideas through coaching and nurturing. 

Childbirth is considered to be the central female 

experience in many human cultures. For this reason, it is 

not surprising that many feminine ethical thinkers focus 
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their attention on the validation and development of 

traditionally maternal attributes. Nel Noddings' Caring: A 

Feminine Approach to Ethics and Moral Education is one such 

text that builds on Gilligan's relational ethic. Noddings 

considers caring and nurturing to be uniquely feminine 

traits, and believes that a femdLnine approach, rooted in the 

connections, receptivity, and caring of eros is preferable to 

the masculinist dominant ethical systems of our history, 

which are rooted in logos. Though Noddings does not call for 

the total replacement of the masculine model with the 

feminine, she does suggest that the caring approach is 

ultimately superior. 

Ethicists' emphasis on the superiority of feminine 

qualities is not limited to maternal traits. Diana Meyers, 

advocates an ethic of empathy in her Self, Society and 

Personal Choice. Here Meyers argues that traditional ethical 

theoiry has overlooked the human side of ethical decision 

making. She advocates a focus on the thoughts and feelings 

of others as a part of an ethical system. To avoid getting 

tangled in a troublesome overattention to the individual, 

Meyers suggests a "broad en̂ athy" that allows us to imagine 

the possible ramifications of our acts for others but does 

not force us to discern the truths of others' experiences. 

In what Tong argues is the legacy of one school of early 

feminists like Catherine Beecher, many other thinkers 

advocate a focus on feminine virtues as a basis of an ethical 
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approach. The idea behind this position is that when 

feminine attributes and virtues are valued by a culture, not 

only women, but society in general will benefit by becoming 

more humane. 

While, ultimately, they desire to improve the human 

condition, radical postmodern feminists are more immediately 

concerned with improving conditions for women. This is 

complex, because one of their common contentions is that 

gender is a social construction, that the key to making a 

better future is the disruption of any attempts to categorize 

"woman." In the next section I will consider in̂ ortant ideas 

from a wide variety of political and intellectual feminists 

who trouble the terms "woman" and "feminine." I do not mean 

to suggest that these thinkers would agree on all or even 

most points of a feminist ethical agenda, but consider them 

together for the purpose of creating a context for the 

specific feminist agenda. 

Judith Butler argues that by creating an identity 

politics in feminism — a politics that is rooted in and 

trades on the sameness of people in a category — we define 

the limitations of what it is to be a voman. we limit the 

options and narrow the possibilities. We offer only a 

reductive example of what a woman or another human can be. 

Feminists seeking solutions to problems of discrimination. 
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marginalization, and failed communication don't want to do 

that. Butler explains: 

I have tried to suggest that the identity categories 

often presumed to be foundational to feminist politics, 

that is, deemed necessary in order to mobilize feminism 

as an identity politics, simultaneously work to limit 

and constrain in advance the very cultural possibilities 

that feminism is supposed to open up. {Gender Trouble 

147) 

Butler suggests that one way to break out of the 

debilitating patterns of current gender constructions is to 

use parody—to exaggerate the characteristics of gender so 

thoroughly as to dislodge them and make their inaccuracies 

obvious. Toward the goal of expanding the possibilities for 

a feminist activism, Butler argues: 

. . .the question is not whether or not there ought to 

be reference to matter, just as the question never has 

been whether or not there ought to be speaking about 

women. This speaking will occur, and for feminist 

reasons, it must; the category of women does not become 

useless through deconstruct ion, but becomes one whose 

uses are no longer reified as "referents" and which 

stand a chance of being opening up, indeed, of coming to 

signify, in ways that none of us can predict in advance. 

Surely, it must be possible to both use the term, to use 
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it tactically even as one is, as it were, used and 

positioned by it, and also to subject the term to a 

critique that interrogates the exclusionary operations 

and differential power-relations that construct and 

delimit the feminist invocations of "women." (Bodies 

That Matter 29) 

This desire to debunk static understandings of woman-

ness is a staple of feminist theory. In "What is Ethical 

Feminism?" psychoanalytic feminist Drucilla Cornell uses 

Lacanian language theory to describe a place for a feminist 

ethic within the heterosexist and androcentric order of 

language. Like Butler, Cornell argues that rather than 

shutting down possibilities for ways to imagine and 

understand feminist identities, ethical feminism should seek 

to open up a range of spaces: 

A crucial aspect of ethical feminism is that it enlarges 

continually the space in which we could both write and speak 

of the rich and multi-layered sexuality of a creature that 

struggles to achieve individuation from the imposed 

strictures of gender hierarchy and rigid gender identity. 

(75) 

Cornell advocates an ethical approach that resists 

codification in rigid rules and regulations; she encourages 

feminists to transcend the differences and divisions that 

keep us from valuing the approaches of the many branches of 

feminism. Though she acknowledges that there are some rules 
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of right, for the most part she rejects any effort to create 

an inflexible feminist ethical attitude that limits the 

possibilities for our understanding of the term woman. 

This term can be quite polarizing among feminist 

thinkers. Chantal Mouffe insists that feminists must look 

beyond monolithic feminist identity to discover ways in which 

femaleness is constructed and constituted. She encourages 

feminists to challenge essentialism and suggests that we need 

to adopt a perspective that "allows us to grasp the diversity 

of ways in which relations of power are constructed and helps 

us to reveal the forms of exclusion present in all 

pretentions to universalism and in claims to have found the 

true essence of rationality" (382). Studying and writing 

about woman-ness, Mouffe argues, does not advance the fight 

for justice. 

Materialist-feminism, shaped by Marxist class critique 

can help to bridge the gap between feminine and feminist 

ethics. Like specific feminism, materialist-feminism 

requires acknowledgment of women's material existence and 

experience while troubling and moving toward a disruption of 

the category of gender, pursuing a humanness that accounts 

for attitudes and experiences traditionally identified with 

both genders. 
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Habecmas' Coiiimunicative Action 

From this feminist place, which can both acknowledge and 

take apart the idea of "woman," we will move to consider the 

work of Jurgen Habermas, whose ideas about action will help 

to fill out the work of specific feminism. Habermas works 

out of a Kantian ethical perspective that focuses on acting 

in the best interests of others. In this attitude, one must 

make just moral decisions that do not rely on helping others 

as a means to an end, but as an end in itself. 

Hcibermas believes that a good ethical approach involves 

concern for the motivation of others. While Kant suggests 

that there are basic universal principles related to how 

people should treat one another, and focuses on the 

individual's motivation, Habermas argues that yes, we must be 

respectful of others and seek just answers to our ethical 

dilemmas, but he does not accept that there are obvious 

universal values to help us do that. What is universal about 

Habermas' ethics is the method for identifying the values of 

justice in a given social context. Habermas' work provides a 

system for reaching conclusions through communicative action. 

This is a structured model for group decision making that 

requires involved parties to imagine what one another must be 

feeling, what one another can accept as true. In a 

categorization similar to Aristotle's interior and exterior 

persuaders, Habermas identifies strategic and communicative 
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approaches to persuasion, and suggests that the latter, which 

relies on a process of empathy, conversation, and group 

deliberation, must not include the former, which involves the 

use of other kinds of persuaders, such as guns or money. 

Whereas Kant sees the ethical deliberation process as an 

individual experience, for Habermas it must be communal. 

Hcibermas takes Carol Gilligan's seemingly compatible 

notion of relational ethics to task, however, when he 

suggests that what makes the discourse ethics universalizable 

is a system for making decisions. This system, he claims, 

does not ignore context, but neither does it give way to the 

totally relativistic approach that he believes can come from 

Gilligan's perspective. Habermas argues that a well-defined 

system and approach can help us to transcend the problems, 

the slippeiry ethical slope that comes from a situational 

attitude toward ethics. Human relationships are not the 

ultimate value for Habermas, but a path to the ultimate value 

of a collaboratively reached just course of action. 

I agree with Habermas' idea that we need a value beyond 

caring or relationships to guide our ethical thought. 

Habermas assumes that the participants in the negotiations he 

lays out come from a perspective of personal entitlement and 

self-interest and must move toward an altruistic and communal 

view. What a strategic combination of feminine and feminist 

ethics can tell us is that many othered people, including 

some women, do not come from such a place of agency because 
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of their life experiences. In order to accomplish a truly 

altruistic goal of the common good, some parties must begin 

by developing a sense of their ovm rights and needs. 

What I want to add to Habermas' system is that the 

growth and strengthening of the individual's ethical view and 

approach is an appropriate goal for an ethical system. I 

don't suggest a huge personal justice campaign across the 

land demanding that everyone do what she or he thinks is best 

for her or his personal gain. What I do advocate is an ethic 

of action that does not rely exclusively on selflessness, a 

troubling value that critics of feminine ethics say has 

historically kept women from overcoming domination. 

Valuing Individual Agency and Action 

In order to move us toward a more just society in 

general, I believe that this ethic must value the 

development, for example, of a young woman's right to see her 

own needs and desires as an acceptcible part of an ethic. She 

should not be forced to choose between being right and being 

selfish, being caring and being responsible, being feminine 

and being feminist. She should be able to articulate for 

herself an ethical system that protects her own interests and 

promotes justice around her. She should not have to see her 

acts as an individualistic, ontologically based approach. 

Instead, we all need to see that a sense of cooperation among 

collaborators can only come when all parties have the 
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opportunity to recognize their ovm power and their right to 

survive, flourish, and contribute to society. 

Specific feminism relies on breaking down the dichotomy 

between individual and collective interests. This approach 

requires that we leave space for the individual's gendered, 

classed, or raced experience, but that we understand that we 

only achieve what is best for ourselves as individuals when 

we participate actively in the creation of a just society. 

The feminine approach to ethics has helped us to see that a 

majority of women's experiences of entering that conversation 

may be radically different from a majority of men's. It has 

taught us that the discrepancy between those two general 

patterns should be acknowledged and problematized. Those 

seime thinkers have challenged us to ask not only about the 

equity of this difference, but also about what we might gain 

by valuing this different way of knowing or feeling or 

choosing. 

The feminist approach to ethics has taught us that 

embracing what is uniquely feminine does not get us far in 

our efforts for justice ... we must make a powerful claim 

to our rights as citizens and humans and fight the systematic 

oppression of women that has taken place across the planet 

and throughout human history. This approach has shown us 

what can be gained from solidarity, from a focus on the 

rights of one group of people toward the end of improvement 

for humanity in general. 
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Habennas tells us that if we want to do the right thing, 

we must think of the rights and needs of a community, that we 

must consider the feelings, and expectations of the other 

people who will be affected by our decisions as we make 

choices and formulate ethical principles. 

A specific feminist takes all of these lessons into 

account. She acts, locally, marshaling the power of her 

capacity for concern and her commitment to justice to make 

changes in her community. She sees her own self interests 

and self-existence as critically tied to the fate of those 

around her, but also believes that the future of the 

community relies on her cibility to make good decisions for 

her own life. She neither eschews nor obsesses on her 

obligations to the people in what Nel Noddings would call her 

"chain" of relationships (46). 

Practicing Specific Feminism in the Classroom 

Because I am a teacher, the most obvious local site for 

my practice as a specific feminist is the classroom. Because 

I accept Maclntyre's and Haraway's position that narrative is 

critical to an ethical approach, a major part of this work, 

for me, is the valuing of students' stories. In Essentially 

Speaking, Diana Fuss discourages us from subscribing to the 

enqpiricist view that "experience" creates knowledge and 

demands that we must be cautious in our handling of personal 

experience narratives in the classroom. But even Fuss agrees 
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that finally we have to deal with students' "realities." She 

recommends that we discuss experiences as examples of 

ideological productions. She argues that this "permits the 

introduction of narratives of lived experience into the 

classroom while at the same time challenging us to excunine 

collectively the central role social and historical practices 

play in shaping and producing these narratives" (118). 

Our students come to class with notions of truth. They 

have beliefs and commitments that create their understandings 

of life and construct their realities. It is not our job as 

feminists or as teachers to relieve them of their truths in 

the writing classroom by forcefully taking away their rights 

to believe in them, by creating an alternate hegemony for 

controlling students' thoughts and words and truths like some 

critics may accuse feminists of doing. It is neither our job 

to serve as students' caregivers or midwives. It is our job 

as specific feminists to help provide them with challenges to 

their truths—to demand that they question them, surely; but 

also, sometimes, to help students find ways to validate the 

truths of their lives, to embrace what they understand as 

their own experiences, to find a place to build from those 

truths. 

Kenneth Burke suggests that one way human beings can 

transcend the gaps between us in order to accomplish shared 

goals without losing sight of our own selves is through the 
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process of identification. In The Philosophy of Literary 

Form, he writes: 

By "identification" I have in mind this sort of thing; 

one's material and mental ways of placing oneself as a 

person in the groups and movements; one's ways of 

sharing vicariously in the role of leader or spokesman; 

. . .one's way of seeing one's reflection in the social 

mirror. (227) 

Through identifying with our students and encouraging 

our students to identify with the groups and individuals 

around them, we can promote the kind of social justice that 

specific feminism values. We can help students and others to 

see that the connections among us are greater than our 

divisions, and that valuing those connections is a way to 

challenge human oppression and suffering. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

DANCE OF ETHOS: NEGOTIATING THE ROLE OF THE 

INTELLECTUAL IN COMMUNITY ACTIVISM 

The discursive and institutional pressure to articulate AIDS 
from within a continuous history of epidemics, understood to 
reflect a uniformly flawed human nature manifested in 
prejudice and discrimination, thus tends to displace any 
concrete consideration of the irreducible specificities of 
HIV and its multiple collisions with the late twentieth 
century. Simon Watney 

. . .social relations are, in all respects, mappings of some 
sort, be they symbolic, figurative, or material. The 
organization of social relations demands a mapping so that 
people know their place. Revolutionary activity entails a 
re-mapping of social relations and agents who no longer 
acknowledge that place to which they were formerly assigned. 
From this it follows that the production of spatial 
relationships (and of discourses about space relations) is a 
production of social relations and to alter one is to alter 
the other. David Harvey 

Getting Local 

One of the first things I did when I moved to Tucson, 

Arizona, in 1994, was contact a local AIDS services 

organization. As a newcomer to the community, I wanted a 

connection to the place where I suddenly found myself. I 

remember looking out at my new front "yeird" and seeing, eunid 

the dirt, a couple of palm trees and a barrel cactus. I 

wondered what life would be like when these other-wordly 

plants started to look normal to me . . . when the mountains 
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that surrounded this town became part of my interior 

landscape. 

That landscape already included a connection with the 

AIDS epidemic. From its earliest mention in the press, this 

disease has stratified my generation from the one before and 

the one after. Mine was the last generation to take the 

spoils of the sexual revolution for granted and the first to 

have information that might prevent our infection. We were 

the last to see external threats like nuclear war and car 

accidents as the only major danger to our lives as 

adolescents. I had friends who were HIV positive; friends of 

friends had died of AIDS. I was part of a community that 

feared HIV, feared our own fear. And when I came to this new 

place, I wanted to be part of a movement against those fears 

and the dangers they represented. 

I contacted Tucson AIDS Project early that fall. As a 

new volunteer I participated in training sessions, joined a 

couple of committees, and made some friends in the 

organization. I soon found my niche in community outreach 

work. I passed out condoms and brochures at coffee houses, 

dance clubs, teenage dance raves, and community festivals. I 

attended board meetings and did some public speaking. I 

demonstrated how to put on condoms and clean needles with 

bleach. I stuffed envelopes and learned to answer hot line 

calls. I brought my expertise as a rhetorician to the 

community through my work as a grantwriter and as a link 
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between the organization and the university. I brought what 

I learned at TAP into ny classroom and invited my students to 

find ways to connect with causes that mattered to them. In 

this sense, I remapped my position as an intellectual by 

expanding my classroom to include my city and vice versa. I 

redefined the boundaries of my work as an academic and as a 

citizen. This public intellectual work improved my personal 

and professional experience and benefited my students and my 

civic coworkers. 

TAP: A Local Dance 

I spent one spring evening in 1995 doing AIDS prevention 

outreach at a teen rave. I went with two other volunteers— 

both young (19 or 20, I guess) and infinitely hip. Though I 

was only 28 at the time, I remember feeling unbearably 

ancient and uncool as I prepared to go. When we arrived, a 

skeptical looking event coordinator pointed us to a bleak 

little table in one dark corner of the merchants' section of 

the facility. The booths around us offered piercings, 

tattoos, music, and clothing. The baskets of many colored 

condoms and safe sex brochures and paraphernalia gave our 

tcible a decidedly low relative glamour quotient. 

Occasionally a group of kids, tired of dancing or on an 

official see-it-all shopping mission, would wander over to 

our table. They reacted to our baskets in a wide range of 

ways. Some laughed at the condoms, mocked brochures that 
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featured cartoon-like illustrated instructions for putting on 

condoms, and generally performed for their friends. Others 

quietly took a few condoms—sometimes searching our eyes for 

judgments, praise, some connection. Many passed our table 

quickly when they saw what we were offering. Clearly this 

was a subject they did not want to discuss on a big night 

out. 

One girl in particular stands out for me. She appeared 

to be about 13 years old. She was dressed pretty wildly; her 

head was covered with tiny ponytails and her warm-brown 

colored cheek was decorated with a painted-on heart. She 

practically bounced along as she walked—boldly marching up 

to the various vendors in the place and asking questions 

about their wares. This person captured the kind of 

confident attitude that Peggy Orenstein's School Girls 

describes in girls in early adolescence. She had a palpable 

self-assurance — an energy I could feel from ten feet away 

as she marched up to our little table, not snubbing us 

despite our lack of impressive poster art. 

When she got close enough to one of our baskets to 

actually see what was inside, she looked stunned, and 

suddenly very young. Embarrassed/ she turned away. From a 

safe distance of a few yards she turned and offered me a shy 

smile, tucking her chin against her chest. I thought about 

her for a few minutes but was soon drawn back into the melee 

of the scene. I answered a lot of questions that night—more 
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"is it true"s than I could possibly recount. Some of these 

junior high age kids asked me if I had AIDS. Others asked 

where they could go to get tested. 

In a little while, the heart-faced girl returned to our 

table in the company of about five other kids. They were 

quite a crew—a wide range of genders and colors—and 

together they were confident. One girl, apparently the 

leader, came right up to our table, inspected the hundreds of 

condoms in the basket, and asked, "Are these free?" 

I giggled, for some reason, looked at the heart-faced 

girl, and answered, "Yes, as many as you want." I took a 

chance then, and did something I'd never done in this 

situation before. My practiced non-judgmental ease and 

rehearsed lack of response set aside, I said, "Aren't you 

guys a little young to be needing these, though?" 

My heart-faced girl grinned back at me as her leader 

said, "We're not gonna use 'em for that. They're like 

souvenirs." I smiled and moved the basket toward her. The 

kids crowded around her and began to choose their colors— 

red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple. Each one picked 

out a number of condoms, all except my heart-faced girl 

explaining the symbolism or significance of the colors they 

chose. Each kid looked at me, and I read or imagined 

messages in their eyes. 

I'm cool. I've used these before. I think this is 

funny. I wonder what you think of me. . . 
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They stood around for a while, laughing, talking, 

processing the moment. A couple of the more studious looking 

ones examined some brochures and one boy who seemed to be the 

clown of the crowd picked up some of the more exotic products 

from another basket—some flavored condoms and a little tube 

of lubricant—and integrated them into his comedic routine. 

When the group had dispersed and gone on to get food or 

to dance or shop, the heart-faced girl stayed around. We 

smiled openly at one another then, and, her pockets full of 

condoms like those of her friends, she grinned and said to me 

and my colleagues at the table, "I'm a virgin," in a tone 

that suggested she thought we might be surprised. 

A couple of us said "Good," nearly in unison back to 

her. She liked this response and stood there for a few 

minutes, once again the energetic and confident person she 

had appeared to be at first glance, regaling us with the 

glories of virgindom. 

Why do I still remember this girl, years later? Why does 

her face stay in my mind, her reaction make me laugh and 

think after all this time? This was one of those local 

moments that specific feminism is built around, a time when I 

was in a real place with a real person making a strong 

connection and sharing a life experience. This is what I was 

looking for when I went to the Tucson AIDS Project in the 

first place: an opportunity to apply my knowledge and skills 

to make connections with people, a chance to be a positive 
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role model and affirming presence to kids who have questions 

about their lives and HIV. This was a chance to be an 

educator and a leader in a context beyond my classroom. 

There's no telling where that girl is now. It's likely 

that she doesn't even remember that moment. But that doesn't 

mcdce it any less of a definitive experience for me. That is 

what being a specific, local intellectual and feminist is 

about. Tiny moments like this one and the larger context 

that surrounds them are the focus of this chapter. In it I 

will explore intellectual activism by looking at models of it 

in and out of the field of rhetoric. Through a case study of 

my own work with a significant community-based research 

project I will demonstrate specific ways in which 

rhetoricians can deploy their particular abilities and 

knowledge to bring about change in the world. After 

situating this work in a national context, I will describe 

some other times when taking practical action in a lived 

moment, even in the form of something as simple as valuing 

restraint to a young woman negotiating the uncertainties of 

adolescence, can offer wider opportunities for using rhetoric 

for social action. 

Local Action on the National Scene 

American professors in a wide range of academic fields 

are making the link between their research and civic activism 

a priority in their work. A recent article in the Chronicle 
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of Higher Education called "How Community-Based Research 

Changed a Professor's Career," highlights a Loyola University 

of Chicago chemistry professor's experience of bringing her 

academic interests into her community. The professor 

designed a research program that allowed local elementary 

school teachers and children to participate in a lead 

contamination study in the area. She claims that this 

experience changed her perspectives on her research and 

teaching and, "marvels at her evolution into a more well-

rounded scholar, ready to continue the hard, time-consuming 

work of research designed with and for people in Chicago's 

neighborhoods" (A40), as a result. 

This scientist's work with people in her community is a 

model for intellectual activism. According to her assessment 

in this article, the decision to use her research and 

teaching to change the conditions of her local community 

benefited everyone involved. 

This project is just one example of a trend in higher 

education, a trend related to the increased interest in areas 

like service learning and interdisciplinary collaboration. 

According to the Ccimpus Compact, a nationwide coalition of 

college and university presidents "committed to helping 

students develop the values and skills of citizenship through 

participation in public and community service," service 

learning is on the rise across the US. The latest statistics 

from their website state: 
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There are approximately 2,566 institutions of higher 

learning in the United States. Of these, more than 590 

or 23% are members of Campus Contact. On these campuses: 

• 29 million hours of service are contributed by 

undergraduate students 

• 294,000 undergraduates are involved in ongoing 

community service activities 

• 316,000 undergraduate students are involved in one

time service projects or events 

• 10,800 faculty members are involved in service-

learning 

• 11,800 service-learning courses are available to 

undergraduates 

As we enter a new millennium, this trend is particularly 

critical. As the ethical stance described in Chapter Two 

suggests, the complex problems of a changing world can best 

be confronted through collaboration and cooperation. 

I find it encouraging that this trend of pairing 

academic work with community activism has also emerged in 

interesting ways in the field of rhetoric and composition. 

The publication of Ellen Cushman's award-winning College 

English article, "The Rhetorician as an Agent of Social 

Change," marked a moment of possibility in contemporary 

scholarship in English. The piece came out, complete with 

first-person ncirrative about non-academic work, catchy sub

headings and related photographs, emd demanded attention. It 
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highlighted the need for more consideration of rhetoricians' 

opportunities to affect the world in meaningful ways and to 

be given scholarly recognition for their efforts. Cushman 

made some important points: she called rhetoricians to 

participate in civic service; she encouraged us to see 

service as a reciprocal relationship rather than imagining 

ourselves as saviors or "benevolent liberators"(20). 

Cushman's piece is at points simplistic in its focus on her 

own relationships with a community in the city where she did 

her PhD work. While I believe strongly in importance of a 

focus on local moments, the sort of naivety that runs through 

this piece takes away some of the potential power of 

Cushman's message. While the name of the article is "The 

Rhetorician as an Agent of Social Change," the work Cushman 

describes is not connected with her work as a rhetorician. 

Cushman's more recent piece, an opinion essay in College 

English called "The Public Intellectual, Service Learning, an 

Activist Research" is more focused and offers more specific 

suggestions for action and for connection between academics 

work in and beyond the institution. What troubles me is the 

fact that few others in the field of rhetoric and composition 

are joining in this conversation, at least in our major 

journals. 

In "The Rhetorician as an Agent of Social Change," 

Cushman refers to Edward Schiappa's piece in the proceedings 

from the 1994 Rhetoric Society of America conference. 
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"Intellectuals and the Place of Cultural Critique." In the 

oral version of this piece, the 1994 Chcirles Kneupper 

memorial address, Schiappa moved a room full of rhetoricians 

to re-think their roles in their communities, to see 

themselves as privileged and capable of changing the world. 

Schiappa particularly critiqued the notion that teaching 

alone counted as activism, arguing that while teaching 

matters and can affect the world, it is not enough: "But 

cultural critique in the classroom has a limited audience and 

its influence is indirect at best. We should not allow 

ourselves the easy way out of believing that being 

'political' in the classroom is a substitute for direct civic 

participation" (23). Rhetoricians must do more. And yet this 

subject has had little further discussion in our subsequent 

work as authorized by the publications in our field. 

Cushman's work is a rsire exception to an unfortunate pattern; 

activism is not being theorized or encouraged in our major 

journals. 

Part of the problem here is that activism is a hard word 

to define. For Cushman, "Activism means accepting a civic 

duty to empower people with our positions, a type of leftist 

stealing from the rich to give to the poor" (14). Her 

emphasis here is on taking the resources (material, like 

computers, buildings, and copying machines and intangible, 

like authority and credibility) that we are afforded as 

members of academic communities cuid sharing them with people 
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outside of the university. This idea makes sense and is 

admirable in a certain way: many of our institutions were 

formed through land grant agreements that make it our 

responsibility to use our resources to support public needs. 

Surely one way to address gaps between the privileges of the 

academic and nonacademic communities is through this kind of 

work. 

Cushman's article focuses on her own work in this 

community, including tutoring, writing assistance, and 

general support of the women in an inner-city neighborhood. 

As I mentioned before, what doesn't come through clearly is 

how her role as an intellectual, a member of the academic 

community, benefited those she worked with beyond the 

superficial level of providing credibility and access to 

resources. She discusses helping women in the community to 

write letters to educators, creditors, and government 

agencies. She recounts her experiences of writing on their 

behalf to "landlords, courts, potential employers, admissions 

counselors, and DSS representatives . . ."(13). Clearly 

her expertise as a rhetorician came into play in the 

production and critique of these texts, in lending her 

subjects authority. 

But there's more than this to our responsibility to be 

community activists. I contend that beyond simply fighting 

injustice through small efforts at resource redistribution, 

rhetoricians must make their activism rhetorical. We must 
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marshal the power we hold in our knowledge about language to 

bring about change through the specific means that rhetoric 

provides, such as writing for and about the agencies that 

provide services to our communities. Political theorist Iris 

Young takes a similar position when she critiques social 

movements and theoretical positions that consider resource 

distribution to be the primary measure of justice. While she 

believes that equitable distribution of materials as well as 

nonmaterial goods as "power, opportunity or self-respect" 

(16), can promote justice in a culture, she considers a 

culture-specific framework of domination and oppression to be 

a more useful tool for discussing what is just. Like me. 

Young believes in a focus on action. She writes, "I wish 

rather to displace talk of justice that regards persons as 

primarily possessors and consumers of goods to a wider 

context that also includes action, decisions about action, 

and provision of the means to develop and exercise 

capabilities" (16). For Young, social justice hinges on 

principles of democracy: equality and fair access to power. 

This access must be more than representational; intellectuals 

must do more than stand to represent people without access to 

power. They/we must create opportunities for power 

distribution to change. We must, as Foucault suggests, meUce 

the invisible visible. 

One method academics can use to make the invisible 

visible is cultural critique in our lives outside of the 
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academy and in our pedagogy. Schiappa advocates for letting 

our students see us "in the trenches" of social controversy, 

meaningfully applying the kind of analytical skills we teach 

in our courses to the culture we live in. He describes what 

rhetoricians in particular can do: 

The fact is that graduate students and faculty 

members are typically pretty darn smart and have 

better-than-average educated views. And we're 

pretty quick to learn. Most of us speak and write 

well. Our research skills, analytical abilities 

and argumentative prowess make us formidable 

public intellectuals. (26) 

Unlike the model that Schiappa puts forth here, what 

Cushman is promoting is a pattern of individual involvement 

in nonacademic communities, an exclusive focus on the "face-

to-face" approach that Young finds limiting. Cushman focuses 

on the acts of one individual to another rather than actions 

that might be taken by rhetoricians to impact large numbers 

of people through shaping public policy. Yet simply adopting 

Schiappa's approach is not an acceptable alternative, for the 

model he recommends emphasizes activism only in the form of 

public cultural critique; it does not specifically advocate a 

joining of critique and broad-based action to bring about 

social change. Paulo Freire's concept of praxis gives us a 

model that is useful for imagining how we might tcUce action 

to bring cibout change in the world. While Cushman focuses on 
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her own work as a helper to people in her community, Freire 

focuses on leading people — our students, people we 

encounter in the community — to bring about change for 

themselves. According to Freire, an activist who seeks only 

to rescue people she or he perceives as underprivileged does 

not bring about permanent meaningful change: 

Revolutionary praxis cannot tolerate an absurd dichotomy 

in which the praxis of the people is merely that of 

following the leaders' decisions—a dichotomy reflecting 

the prescriptive methods of the dominant elites. 

Revolutionary praxis is a unity, and the leaders cannot 

treat the oppressed as their possession. (120) 

This notion of praxis that is geared toward cooperation and 

shared effort offers a model for action that is preferable to 

Schiappa's overly general model and Cushman's very localized 

one. 

Bruce Herzberg identifies the appeal of this kind of 

focus on the needs, problems, and experiences of the 

individual as one of the major problems with using community 

service in a composition course designed to teach critical 

thinking. While he believes that "service learning generates 

a social conscience," he argues that, ". . .these responses 

tend, quite naturally, to be personal, to report perceptions 

and emotions." He says that this focus on personal 

connection with individual experiences is the reason for his 

"deepest questions about service leeirning" (308). The 
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romanticizing of efforts to affect the individual are not 

limited to the work of students; clearly the Cushman piece 

suggests that this same pattern emerges in the work of 

educators as well. 

Like all attempts at finding solutions to complex 

problems, Cushman's article has flaws, but I do not mean to 

say that the action she advocates in this piece is not 

productive or appropriate work for rhetoricians to take on as 

public intellectuals. As this chapter's opening anecdote 

suggests, I believe strongly in the individual connection 

part of outreach. Cushman's piece stands as an indicator of 

the potential for scholarship related to political activism 

in our field. It marks a beginning place for a discussion of 

connections among intellectual work and public action. I see 

my own work as a community activist fitting into that 

discussion. But we can and should do more as public 

intellectuals. Part of our work must be participating in 

debates about values in our culture and communities and in 

the creation and shaping of public policy. 

Being Political 

Though contemporary rhetoric and con̂ osition scholars 

and practitioners do not always acknowledge it, the raison 

detre of our discipline in its earliest stages in ancient 

Athens was the need to persuade citizens—the need to use 

language to affect the behavior and attitudes of community 
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members in significant ways. The rhetoric practiced in the 

public fora of Athens and Rome was directly tied to the 

creation and application of public policy that shaped the 

lives of citizens, as well as those denied citizenship, 

including women, foreigners, and slaves. According to 

classical rhetoric scholar Kathleen Welch, the responsibility 

to deal with questions of values is still a part of being a 

rhetorician today, 2500 years after Plato and Aristotle: 

Rhetoric, more than any other field, points to 

the need for excuninations of value systems. It 

points, in fact, to the need for the analysis of 

many kinds of value systems. Couched in different 

terms, it requires us to study ideology, or the 

interconnecting system of values and beliefs that 

informs attitudes and behaviors. Most 

significantly, rhetoric can teach people to become 

aware of these systems that are usually tacit and 

assumed to be factual, or based on reality, partly 

because they feel so "normal," so "natural." This 

enterprise leads to the emphasis on rhetorical 

consciousness. (159) 

Welch goes on to argue that rhetoricians must apply 

their influence to see the values they are committed to 

upheld in the world around them. For example, she suggests 

that we should be helping students to learn to produce video 

products and to consume them in active euid productive ways. 
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She suggests that we should do this by action in our 

classrooms and in our conununities; we should train ourselves 

to do this work and find funding for programs that could 

provide these possibilities. Welch's project and call to 

action among rhetoricians combines intellectual activity with 

rhetorical and material action. It is in this spirit of 

continuing and building and improving upon classical 

rhetorical values that we must examine the role of the 

rhetorician as an intellectual in our own historical moment. 

The Role of the Intellectual: Foucault and Gramsci 

In Power/Knowledge, Michel Foucault distinguishes 

between the local or specific and global or universal 

intellectual. He identifies a critical shift in the role of 

the intellectual in the Western world in the post-World War 

II era. Essentially what he suggests is that as the world 

has become more politically and technologically complex, the 

necessity for intellectuals to be in touch with and invested 

in the impacts of their work has increased. In a world with 

the technology to destroy itself many times over, it is 

critical that intellectuals be connected with their work in 

meaningful ways in order to understand and shape its 

potential applications. Furthermore, this fragmented 

postmodern world demands that the intellectual have a 

sophisticated understanding of and relationship with truth as 

a product of her or his work. The sense that truth is 
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contingent, produced, constructed, and commodified is an 

in̂ ortant perspective and mandates that the intellectual have 

a local investment. For example, in an interview in the 

Power/Knowledge collection, Foucault admonishes scholars to 

maintain connections with their subjects: "But if one is 

interested in doing historical work that has political 

meaning, utility and effectiveness, then this is possible 

only if one has some kind of involvement with the struggles 

taking place in the area in question" (64). 

Foucault defines an intellectual as "the person who 

utilizes his knowledge, his competence, and his relation to 

truth in the field of political struggles"(126). Clearly, 

for Foucault an academic who does not engage in political 

action is not an intellectual. The notion of the specific 

intellectual makes a framework for the political that 

encompasses day-to-day work with individual people in need. 

For Foucault, as for Schiappa and others in our field, 

"being political," and espousing politically controversial 

positions is not enough. For Foucault this urgency of 

combining action with positioning is another by-product of 

our time, another crucial aspect of the post-World Weu: II 

intellectual. Using Marxist terminology, Foucault suggests 

that the image of the intellectual as one who speaks for the 

proletariat on a general scale is a troublesome nostalgic 

holdout bom of outdated Marxist political formulas. He 

argues that the local or specific intellectual, though s/he 
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does not spend the bulk of her/his tine theorizing about 

economic and political questions on a grand scale, finally 

has more connection with the proletariat than his universal 

counterpart who is deeply disconnected from the daily 

material struggles of people who have particular needs. 

(126)  

Foucault's scholarship doesn't provide us with an 

explicit model for the practical application of the idea of 

the specific intellectual. Though Foucault himself was 

actively involved with a number of radical causes and 

movements during his life, and sought to enact and play out 

his theories about bodies and power in his high-profile 

personal life, most of his work describes institutions, 

focusing on an analytic approach that he hoped would bring 

change in the world. In describing the role of the 

intellectual in politics, he wrote; "What the intellectual 

can do is to provide instruments of analysis, and at present 

this is the historian's essential role" {Power/Knowledge 62). 

While Foucault wrote analyses of institutions including 

prisons, Antonio Gramsci, an Italian political dissident of 

the early twentieth century, wrote his most important works 

from a prison cell. There he sketched a broad history of 

politics in Italy and described the context for intellectual 

development there in his own moment. In discussions of 

models of intellectuals, Foucault's specific intellectual is 

sometimes conflated with Gramsci's organic intellectual. 
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Both of these concepts are useful as we contemplate the role 

of the intellectual as a force in the world, but it is 

important to make a distinction between them. First, Gramsci 

puts forth a much broader definition of the general term 

"intellectual" than does Foucault: 

Each man, finally, outside his professional 

activity, carries on some form of intellectual 

activity, that is, he is a "philosopher", an 

artist, a man of taste, he participates in a 

particular conception of the world, has a conscious 

line of moral conduct, and therefore contributes to 

sustain a conception of the world or to modify it, 

that is, to bring into being new modes of thought. 

(9) 

Gramsci sees every human as an intellectual. When he 

uses the term "organic intellectual," he refers to an 

individual who emerges somewhat naturally from his own class 

to take a leadership position and bring about changes in the 

world, pcirticularly on behalf the community from which he 

comes. Gramsci juxtaposes this image with that of the 

functional intellectual, comparable to what we might think of 

as the traditional academic, whose function is not so much to 

bring about change as to produce knowledge in an officially 

sanctioned way. The distinction here is important; this 

model, which brings political action in the community into 

the realm of intellectual activity, can help us to fill in 
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gaps in our image of the intellectual. For both Foucault and 

Gramsci, like Cushman and Schiappa, the intellectual must 

take action. Foucault sees intellectual work (in the form of 

analysis), as action so long as it is grounded in the 

immediate context and addresses meaningful local struggles. 

Gramsci sees political action as intellectual work when it is 

taken thoughtfully by local activists with clear political 

goals. Taken together, these definitions suggest an 

intellectual ethic of action, an approach that values 

intellectual inquiry and analysis that is tied directly to 

tangible action. This approach describes, asks questions of, 

and works to change systems that are unjust. 

Gramsci's categories focus on the difference between an 

isolated scholar who produces knowledge in a space apart from 

the people and a thinker who leads and acts. When we combine 

the value of praxis that Gramsci promotes with Foucault's 

enqphasis on careful attention to the ways in which the 

knowledge we produce as intellectuals is used, it is clear 

that taking action—local, connected, purposeful and 

meaningful—is the responsibility of the intellectual. 

This ethic of action complements a rhetorical attitude 

toward language and service. The rhetorical tradition is 

sepeirated from the philosophical tradition through its focus 

on action, impacts, effects, change. When we bring a 

rhetorical attitude to our philosophical questions and to our 

political action, we can combine the two perspectives to 
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create energy and change in a community. We can find in this 

approach the combination of "man's thinking about reality and 

man's action upon reality," (97) which Freire calls praxis. 

This is the magic of logos that Gorgias imagined, the power 

of belief and commitment and knowledge melded together. 

Models of Action in Rhetoric and Composition 

Scholars in rhetoric and composition don't just write, 

like Schiappa and Cushman, about the need for activism and 

rhetorical action in the community. Many identify community 

needs and put their skills as writers to work in order to 

meet those needs. Scholars in professional writing programs, 

business and technical, are particularly likely to be 

involved with this kind of work because of the obvious 

connection between it and "the real-world." Like the 

chemistry professor mentioned earlier in this chapter, these 

scholars are able to apply the skills and knowledge they have 

accumulated through their work as academics to solve problems 

for their communities. 

Despite the fact that this connection between 

professional writing teachers and the community is logical, 

the rhetoric and con̂ osition journals that focus on 

professional writing contain few articles describing this 

kind of work. Those that are occasionally published are 

often relegated to categories like "teaching hints" or lesson 
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plan columns rather than being treated as full-fledged 

scholarly work. 

Perhaps one important reason why this kind of work isn't 

performed or validated as much as it might be by our field is 

the amount of time that must be invested to make a 

collaboration between academics and non-profit agencies or 

other community organizations work. Most of the models of 

this kind of projects are contained in anthologies of 

relatively brief articles based on short-term research. This 

includes major landmark collections such as Lee Odell and 

Dixie Goswami's Writing in Nonacademic Settings and Carolyn 

Matalene's Worlds of Writing. Such collections are excellent 

resources, but they only provide glin̂ ses into the 

nonacademic worlds they report on. A majority of the few 

book-length models of this kind of work that our field offers 

are boiled down "how to write for the-world-of-blank" books 

that recreate old ten̂ late style strategies for writing 

outside of classrooms. There are some exceptions to this 

pattern, including books like Fred Reynolds et al's 

Professional Writing in Context: Lessons From Teaching and 

Consulting in the Worlds of Work. The five authors of this 

book target a diverse audience: "teacher-writer-editor-

students like ourselves who constantly change roles while 

working together daily in workplaces and schools all across 

the country" (viii). They present their experiences in 

working with government agencies, high tech firms, nonprofit 
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agencies, and other nonacademic entities; they identify 

patterns, problems, and possibilities for rhetoricians 

vrorking there. 

Beyond anthologies such as this one, our field needs 

large-scale studies about particular rhetorical communities. 

These studies are rare. They often take many years and 

specialized training to complete. When they are pursued, 

these kinds of projects promise to provide readers with 

information and analysis that may be critical to improving 

material conditions of people affected by the policies and 

problems involved. 

Fred Reynolds, David Mair, and Pamela Fisher 

completed this sort of project in 1992. Their Writing and 

Reading Mental Health Records is a book-length record of 

their work in mental health units in public institutions 

including prisons and schools. Through studying tremendous 

numbers of documents and interviewing dozens of clinical 

staff members, these authors produced a text appropriate for 

a wide range of audiences including mental health 

practitioners, law makers, educators, and rhetoricians. This 

study brought the work of rhetoric, the study of language, 

its in̂ acts, and the contexts in which it is used, to a field 

in great need of insight. The researchers (two rhetoricians 

and a clinical psychologist) make tliree major arguments 

throughout the text: 
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Theme 1: that there has been relatively 

little systematic study of mental health records, 

given the critical role they play in patient care 

and management. 

Theme 2: that mental health practitioners 

receive surprisingly little training in how to 

write and read a record, given the amount of time 

they tend to spend doing both; and 

Theme 3: that communication between 

professionals in the mental health community is 

especially complicated as a result of its unusually 

wide variety of writer/reader backgrounds, care-

delivery settings, and documentation standards. 

These authors identify some major writing and reading-

related problems in the mental health care system and provide 

a series of recommendations for rectifying problematic 

patterns. Beyond this, they provide an analysis of their own 

experiences, what they learned about doing this kind of 

textual ethnographic work. In one chapter, they confess 

their own naivet6 about the way the process of studying these 

materials would unfold: 

In 1986, having grown interested in patient records 

in the mental health professions, we decided to begin a 

study of the importance of written records in mental 

health care delivery by performing a rhetorical analysis 

of the documents typically written and read during the 
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course of a patient's care, in order to perform our 

analysis, we had to begin by identifying the documents, 

and so we undertook the seemingly simple project of 

compiling a list, with descriptions, of the various 

documents involved in a typical patient-care cycle. 

Somewhat naively, we assumed we could accomplish this 

first step by performing a single case study in which we 

would interview a mental health care team, collect 

samples of the documents that they wrote and read, and 

then analyze those documents. We found and continue to 

find that the situation is considerably more complex 

than we had expected. (31) 

The authors go on to describe the difficulties they 

faced as they moved on in the project and the ways in which 

they confronted those difficulties. They provide a useful 

model for this kind of work and give the reader valuable 

insights about ways to handle the complexities of taking 

rhetorical strategies to sites outside of the classroom. 

This work is a kind of activism that takes advantage of the 

specific skills and interests of the rhetorician. 

In this book the authors demonstrate that rhetoricians 

are needed in the world beyond the academy. They addressed a 

need in professional communication. They created a text 

appropriate for a wide range of audiences, a text that may 

very well shape the experiences of patients and clinicians in 

the mental health community in major ways. 
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The Specific Intellectual and HIV Activism: Cindy 

Patton 

Cindy Patton is a member of the English Department 

faculty at Temple University. Her work in the field of AIDS 

activism has heavily influenced HIV prevention efforts in the 

United States. Patton's four books related to this subject, 

Sex and Germs, Inventing AIDS, Last Served? Gendering the HIV 

Pandemic, and Fatal Advice: How Safe-Sex Education Went 

Wrong, present a look at HIV prevention policy and literature 

with a rhetorical attitude. Patton connects her own activist 

work, her background in the language of science, and her 

analytical skills as a scholar to describe and critique the 

linguistic landscape of HIV. 

Patton tackles controversial and complex issues such as 

sexist and essentializing policies and attitudes in 

epidemiology and prevention campaigns and problematic 

educational and economic policies. Her analysis is broad, 

encompassing a wide range of types of documents and subject 

positions. Finally, though, this work is purely rhetorical. 

Patton constantly looks at the ways in which language shapes 

the material world of all of us in relation to HIV status: 

what does it mean to be HIV positive? HIV negative? at-risk? 

Patton uses her position and knowledge as a language expert 

to point to answers to these questions. Her work is not read 

only by scholeirs of English or of the rhetoric of science. 
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It influences educators, parents, lay persons, government 

representatives, scientists, and epidemiologists. Patton is 

a public intellectual. Taking her specific position/s as an 

academic and an AIDS activist she works to bring about change 

that affects the world far beyond the English department. 

Patton's findings are controversial. Her scathing 

critiques of public and private policies related to 

prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of HIV-related disease 

underscore the need for rhetoricians to work in our 

communities. Ultimately Patton's work demands that we 

consider the effects of the widespread habit of looking upon 

HIV as a trope, of separating ideas and images of AIDS from 

actual medical phenomena. Her writings invite us to 

participate in the shaping of culture, the making of policies 

and scholarship related to HIV and other diseases. She does 

all of this through linking her position and expertise as an 

English scholar and her personal activism. Patton's 

extensive research and theorizing in this field will 

undergird my analysis in the next section of this chapter. 

The case study below deals with my own work with a community-

level HIV prevention project. 

This case study is not only presented as an example of 

the kinds of work intellectuals can do in the community. It 

is not included simply to call attention to the kinds of rich 

opportunities for study that surround scholars in every 

community. The examination itself is intended also to 
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contribute to a genealogy of the local efforts made by one 

agency. Foucault explains this term in relation to his own 

sweeping histories of various institutions and schools of 

thought: "Let us give the term genealogy to the union of 

erudite knowledge and local memories which allows us to 

establish a historical knowledge of struggles and to make use 

of this knowledge tactically today" (83). The key here is 

the notion of tactical use. I hope that the genealogy of 

this project, which I've been able to be part of, will 

continue to be used tactically by the community leaders who 

are in a position to create change. At the end of the 

chapter I'll provide a number of suggestions for and examples 

of tactics for rhetoricians suggested through this study. 

Background: The GYM (Gay Young Men) Research Project 

In 1995, The AIDS Prevention Collaboration of Tucson, 

Arizona (APC), was formed through the cooperation of five 

local agencies, People with AIDS Coalition of Tucson (PACT), 

the Pima County Health Department AIDS Program, the Shanti 

Foundation of Tucson, the Tucson AIDS Project, and Wingspan, 

a Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Community Center. Using funding 

provided by the Arizona Department of Health Services and the 

national Center for Disease Control, the APC began a four-

year phase-based community-level intervention to prevent HIV 

infection. The first phase of the project was a six-month 

formative evaluation among gay young men between the ages of 
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16 and 25, called the GYM (Gay Young Men) study. The 

researchers involved in the project, including a medical 

anthropologist and a group of trained ethnographers from the 

Tucson public health community, set out to talk with and 

learn from members of this target population through one-on-

one interviews (called "KPIs", Key Participant Interviews) 

and focus groups. The frameworks for these interviews came 

from protocols provided by the Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention. 

The researchers wanted to find out how young gay men in 

the Tucson area get information about safer sex and what they 

do with that information. They wanted to find out which 

methods of conveying safer sex messages get through to the 

young men and then to find out how those messages affected 

their behavior. They wanted to find out what factors in 

their subjects' lives affect the ways in which they 

understand and listen to such messages. They hoped to use 

the information they gained to help these young men to find 

ways to assess their own risk-taking behaviors that might 

lead to infection. They planned to create a model for 

identifying particular moments and circumstances in young gay 

men's lives that presented the highest levels of risk of 

infection. All of this information was to be used to create 

a set of community-wide strategies for preventing the spread 

of HIV-infection. 
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My Work in the GYM 

I became involved with this project in its final stages. 

The research had yielded some important information that the 

project team wanted to share with prevention workers in other 

communities. As an active Tucson AIDS Project volunteer and 

a technical writing specialist, I was asked to take a rough 

draft of the document and prepare it for submission to an 

academic journal. I agreed, expecting to fix some typos, find 

and correct over-use of passive voice, and improve the 

document's format. Of course nothing is ever that simple. 

When I received the text for the study, I began reading 

with an editor's eye, but soon I was just reading, listening 

to the stories of the 61 gay young men between the ages of 16 

and 25 whose words were woven into the text amid statistics, 

literature reviews, descriptions of methodology, and 

conclusions. From my work in the field of composition I 

already knew that ethnography can be a productive but 

complicated, messy, and elusive business. These points 

beccime even more clear as I studied this project. The 

researchers were trying, admirably, to make sense of the mass 

of information their questions had helped them to accumulate. 

They were trying to get at truths in their research. Their 

conclusions, though fascinating, were often troubling to me 

as a reader, as a community volunteer, and especially as a 

rhetorician. 
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What I found as I sat surrounded by medical 

dictionaries, style manuals, and health journals, was a far 

more complicated set of problems than the title "editor" had 

initially meant for me. I faced serious ethical and 

rhetorical dilemmas as I struggled to re-negotiate ny own 

role in the project. Who was I in this story? As a regular 

volunteer with the agency, I knew many of the participants in 

the study—the interviewers and the interviewees—on a 

personal level. I knew that they were real people, with 

egos, feelings, and rights. As an AIDS educator and a 

college teacher I had a vested interest in the outcome of the 

report. It would affect project funding and the agency's 

official prevention strategies in the community. As a 

rhetorician I could find ways to stand outside the project 

and evaluate the document that came out of it. And much of 

what I saw troubled me. 

Was I what Clifford Geertz and others in anthropology 

call a "participant-observer"? Ultimately I wasn't. I 

didn't participate in the ethnographic research, only in the 

production of the report that came out of it. Did any of 

these positionings give me a right to offer substantive 

recommendations related to the report's conclusions? 

I concluded that my role as a rhetorician and educator 

was to call attention to these problems and to help negotiate 

the production of truths in the project. Foucault weurns us 

of the intellectual's complex relationship with this process 
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of producing truths in the essay "Truth and Power." He 

writes: 

The essential political problem for the 

intellectual is not to criticize the ideological 

contents supposedly linked to science or to ensure 

that his own scientific practice is accompanied by 

a correct ideology, but that of ascertaining the 

possibility of constituting a new politics of 

truth. The problem is not changing people's 

consciousness—or what's in their heads—but the 

political, economic, institutional regime of the 

production of truth. (133) 

In other words, as I tried to apply this attitude to my 

work with this study, it was not my job to simply critique 

the basic tenets or truths from which the researchers were 

working, but to remind them of the potential uses their work 

might have and to remind them to question the "model" they 

were hoping to design. I needed to remind them of the 

possible ramifications such a static piece of "truth" might 

have in this community and in others to whom this knowledge 

might be exported. As Welch suggests, I had to call 

attention to the values systems at work in the project. I 

needed to take advantage of my relationship to the project by 

raising the other participants' awareness of how these values 

were being enacted. In this situation, the stakes associated 

with the truths were high: HIV prevention can be a matter of 
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life and death. This was no theoretical, hypothetical 

academic discussion. This project affected our coiranunity in 

major ways. 

The Study Methodology 

One of the critical "truths" that shaped the design of 

this study was a high infection rate among gay men in the 

Tucson community. Epidemiological reports told us that 

although infection rates in the area were fairly high, most 

of the gay men identified as HIV positive were not in the age 

range being targeted in this study. This project was 

intended as a prophylactic. In light of this agenda, the GYM 

project's designers chose to use an ethnographic research 

approach to accomplish their goals of learning more, of 

filling out their image of the young gay man in our 

community. 

The project developers' research suggested that most 

previous studies of correlations between safer sex campaigns 

and individuals' behaviors relied on closed models of inquiry 

which required participants to answer within a range of three 

to five options. They could respond by indicating that they 

agreed, disagreed, or were unsure, or perhaps by choosing 

from options like never, sometimes, often, usually, and 

always. While drawing on the foundation of this kind of work 

helped the designers to identify areas of interest that 

should be considered in their research, this methodology did 
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not provide the kind of rich and detailed information that 

they needed to create and justify an effective approach to 

prevention. Their decision to take an ethnographic approach 

was a fairly cutting edge move in the context of their field. 

In order to design the survey the anthropologist in 

charge of the project interviewed representatives from a 

broad range of groups, including "social service agency 

personnel, institutional personnel, community gatekeepers, 

[and] local role models" (8). She asked these people 

questions about what information would be useful, what 

strategies they recommended for eliciting the information, 

and what uses they might see for the data the study yielded. 

She described the rationale behind her approach as follows: 

The ethnographic approach to behavioral 

research combines both quantitative research, 

which allows the researcher to identify risk-taking 

behaviors and to gauge the relative percentages of 

those individuals at risk; and qualitative 

research, which proceeds from quantitative findings 

to consider the motivations for engaging in high-

risk sexual behavior. This combination makes it 

possible to recognize pertinent patterns in sexual 

decision- making. . .The ethnographic approach, 

therefore, serves as a 'reality check' by measuring 

how a population assesses the authenticity of safer 

sex messages. (4) 
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For the designers of this study, the ethnographic approach 

obviously made good sense. Here was an opportunity to engage 

with the community members and hear their stories, a chance 

to validate the perspectives of those most affected by the 

prevention campaigns they put so much time and money into 

creating and implementing. 

This qualitative approach to research would not only 

provide the team with a broader range of answers to their 

questions, it would also let them discover a much greater 

range of areas of inquiry. They hoped to use this 

ethnographic model, which they referred to as "formative 

evaluation," to collect information about the following six 

issues: community structure; sources and patterns of 

communication and risk; cultural, linguistic, and religious 

influences; migration patterns and access points; sexual 

decision-making; and motivations for high-risk sexual 

behavior. (5) 

Before they began interviewing the young men, the 

researchers talked with members of the community, such as 

educators, social workers, community leaders, and parents to 

learn as much as they could about their subjects. Going into 

the project they put together a picture of what these young 

men would be like. They had some very specific expectations. 

I'll quote from the report at length to give the reader a 

sense of the report's style and tone: 
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It is critical to target youth because of what we 

know about many of their lifestyles; generally they 

enter into sexual relations earlier than ever 

before; some use IV drugs; and many display 

inconsistent use of condoms in sexual intercourse 

. . .other pertinent factors that are specific to 

youth include: lack of role models in 

conanunication, especially in sexual matters; 

dismissal by adults as trivial or easily changeable 

the experiences, perceptions, knowledge, realities 

and the resulting choices youth make; societal 

judgment of adolescent sexual exploration and 

experimentation, as well as of sexual orientation; 

and the belief that low sexual experience is 

preferable, which then inhibits development of 

sexual negotiation skills and allows for a 

mystification of basic criteria of long-term and 

committed relationships. (7) 

Some might argue that this list is a description of 

teenagers in general or that it is little more than a 

checklist for a troubling stereotype. Nevertheless, the 

project ethnographers went in with these expectations and 

images of their subjects. It is not surprising that they 

found this profile generally confirmed over the course of the 

project. 
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Gay young Men and the Trope of Risk 

Another truth that undergirded this project was the 

notion that this group of young men was at high risk for HIV 

infection. In Fatal Advice, Patton distinguishes between two 

paradigms that have undergirded safe sex education over the 

last ten years: "one based on decreasing risk by modifying 

the behavior of the entire population, and one based on 

decreasing risk by tcirgeting only those believed to be at 

highest risk" (23). Clearly the GYM study fell into the 

latter category. In some sense, then, the participants were 

always-already at high-risk for HIV infection simply because 

they were part of this community. The preliminary report 

from the project cites a study that influenced the shaping of 

the GYM plan. It includes a list of factors that cause 

certain young men in the population to be considered at 

particular risk. The second item on the list reads: "They do 

not fully identify themselves as 'gay' and therefore may not 

perceive themselves to be in a 'risk group' for AIDS" (16). 

Pcurt of the point of this statement makes sense: young men in 

denial about their sexuality may be generally less honest 

with themselves and therefore less able to accurately assess 

their risks. But this argument has another implication. 

Just being gay or bisexual — not having unprotected anal sex 

with multiple partners — just acknowledging this identity 

automatically puts these gay young men in a risk group, 

according to this standeird. 
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patton explains that this kind of attitude leads to a 

dangerous essentializing of community members, a move that 

draws attention away from the kinds of specific simple 

strategies members of any community can use to avoid 

infection and directs attention toward a fatalistic image of 

what it is to be a young gay male in the 1990s. She refers 

to the "queer paradigm" in Inventing AIDS, suggesting that 

"straight" and "gay" people who are HIV-positive, regardless 

of the means through which they contracted the virus, are 

labeled and understood as "queer" (117). The gay male body 

is somehow always-already infected whether or not the virus 

enters it or it participates in activities that might create 

exposure. This is true despite the fact that that there is 

no biological predisposition to infection present in these 

bodies. Cultural forces have created this image. Research 

and science have little meaning in the shadow of this 

perspective. This complex scientific and social dynamic is 

the backdrop for this project. 

Indeed the participants in the GYM project had 

internalized this message of the inherently at-risk queer 

body. The report tells us that "the young gay men in the 

sample self-reported feeling very vulnerable to HIV and noted 

that they were very aware that the AIDS epidemic is part of 

their lives and of their life experiences" (17). In fact, 92 

percent indicated that they and their friends were at risk 

for contracting HIV. Though all of the interviewees 
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explained safer sex as (among other things) "using condoms 

with anal sex," most expressed doubts that condoms would 

protect them from contracting the virus. (35) 

In spite of this doubt, most reported that they used 

condoms in most of their sexual encounters. Other strategies 

they used to avoid infection included avoiding sex 

altogether, avoiding anal sex, and asking potential partners 

about their sexual histories. When asked how they assessed 

those potential partners, they reported a wide range of 

indicators including, "perceptions of promiscuity (21%), 

'bad' reputation (13%), age (11%) (older men were considered 

more 'risky', physical appearance (18%)(men who look 'sickly' 

were considered more risky." They also considered sexually 

aggressive men and young men who seemed to be in a sexual 

frenzy to be more dangerous. (35) 

why were these young men so willing to divulge 

information about their personal lives to, in most cases, 

virtual strangers? They provided the interviewers with 

information about not only the details of their sex lives, 

but also about family histories, experiences with alcohol and 

drugs, abuse, criminal activity, friendships, economic 

status, and emotional states. Patton offers one explanation 

of this phenomenon in Inventing AIDS. She cites Foucault and 

suggests that the AIDS epidemic has placed a spotlight on the 

lives of gay men, creating "a dispersed panopticism which 

directs everyone's attention to the sex lives of gay men," 
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(55). She argues that, "gay men are in the constant position 

of being spoken about, though there is virtually no context 

in which men can speak of their sexuality and community 

processes without being rendered a 'case study' or subject of 

confession" (55). This "social voyeurism" Patton identifies 

may explain the participants' willingness to discuss all of 

these experiences so openly. The GYM report includes a 

discussion of the level of detail and emotion the interviews 

elicited; 

The objective of the individual interviews was 

to elicit the motivations for sexual decision

making behaviors and social norms of a targeted 

population. These in-depth interviews were one to 

two hours in length and included questions to the 

infojnnant about family, friends, lovers, the 

community at large, and the gay community. 

Interviews provided a safe and confidential forum 

in which informants could reveal their con̂ lex and 

often contradictory emotions relating to issues of 

sexuality. Frequently informants expressed 

surprise that they were able to disclose feelings 

that they had never articulated before. (11) 

This phenomenon meant that the researchers were able to 

collect a great deal of information that they considered very 

useful for their purposes. The positive feeling that the 

participants seemed to get also resulted in a surge in 
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volunteers for interviews. Participants apparently 

appreciated the opportunity to tell their stories and to 

express their fears. The report suggests that other positive 

effects resulted: 

The response from the young gay and bisexual 

male community was overwhelmingly positive and the 

interview process in itself is an inportant 

prevention tool in building sexual negotiation 

skills and helping individuals to recognize and 

reflect upon their own risk-taking patterns. (11) 

Some of the young men may have had a positive experience 

with the study and thought more about important issues 

related to their health, but what else might have happened 

with this study's participants? The pathological tone of the 

report and the interview questions, the panopticism this 

project implied, very likely reified the interviewees' belief 

that they were always-already infected with HIV. 

The contents of the report offer contradictory 

information on this question of the participants' sense of 

risk. As indicated above, 92% of the young men in the survey 

said that they consider themselves to be at-risk for 

contracting HIV. The report doesn't suggest how much at risk 

these youth see themselves, only that they do consider 

themselves to be in a risk group for the disease, in spite 

of this, however, the respondents seem to see risk on a 

"sliding scale" and believe that while they are in a risk 
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group, they will not be infected. This fits in with Patton's 

contention in Fatal Advice that most young people in America 

do not see themselves as being at-risk. 

Although American teens score high on tests of 

the basic information that has been available in 

the 'general public,' few perceive themselves to be 

at-risk. Some do not understand the efficacy of 

particular risk reduction techniques and many rely 

on vague partner selection strategies or simply 

believe that for themselves infection will be a 

matter of luck. (40) 

Perhaps we all believe ourselves to be invincible when 

we are young. The purpose of this survey was to find ways to 

help its young subjects see their power to guide their own 

destinies in terms of HIV infection. The combination of fear 

and perceptions of immortality made this an especially 

challenging task. 

The Implications of Ethnography: Rhetoric and 

Pathology 

From our own work we know that in some ways ethnography 

has served as a "reality check" in composition studies just 

as the GYM project designers hoped it would for theirs. Our 

deployment of its strategies has helped us to apply and to 

study rhetoric within and beyond academic communities, to 

identify gaps between our theories of Icuiguage and its uses 
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beyond the acaden̂ . We can also find examples of studies 

that suggest that ethnography is not the panacea it might 

appear to be on the surface. This set of strategies brings 

with it its own set of potential problems. As a specific 

intellectual involved with this project, I used fairly 

rudimentary rhetorical concepts to deal with some of the 

problems that emerged in this study. In this section, I'll 

examine two specific problematic passages from the report and 

explain how basic rhetorical analysis brought them to light 

and helped to correct them. 

One troubling conclusion of the study came from a 

very brief and terse subsection of a section on 

behaviors associated with risk-teiking tendencies. I' 11 

quote this brief section directly from the study in its 

entirety; 

5. Receptive preference 

When combined with any of the above predictors, 

individuals who prefer taking the "bottom" position 

in anal sex may have a higher proclivity towards 

risky sexual behavior. 

This assertion was followed by a segment from an interview: 

Informant: On the receiving end, I feel closer to 

the person. I don't know, but I'm just a true 

bottom, I guess. 

Interviewer: What about condom use? 
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Informant: I don't want to be bothered. I think 

that I'm not practicing safe sex with my roommate, 

um, because he's the person that I normally have 

sex with, on occasion from these other flings. 

The next section of the report goes on to deal with 

another risk-taking associated behavior. The paucity of 

support for this sweeping generalization alarmed me. I 

speculated that latent and deeply ingrained sexist ideology 

was the underpinning for the statement. Scientists and 

epidemiologists agree that from a clinical biological 

perspective, the passive (or bottom) party in anal or vaginal 

sex is more at risk for contracting HIV from an infected 

partner than the active (or top) party. This makes sense. 

This role creates more physical opportunity for exposure. 

But that's not what this short but troublesome section of the 

report is saying. The report is suggesting an altogether 

different point: that the gay young men who identified 

themselves as receptive in anal intercourse were more 

affected by co-factors such as child abuse, drug use, 

transitional phases in their lives and homelessness. The one 

quotation used to support this contention had nothing 

whatsoever to do with the level of impact any of these co-

factors had on the interviewee. It was a bad use of evidence 

to support a bad claim. 

In my analysis, this claim supported traditional sexist 

ideologies about receptive (read here feminine) parties in 
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all kinds of intercourse. They are weaker, less capable of 

handling pressure, more likely to give in to impulse, less 

disciplined. One needs do nothing more than glance at, for 

exan̂ le, the history of American medical research in the 19th 

century to see that "science" repeatedly "proved" these very 

ideas about women with similar kinds of data and support 

(Schiebinger). 

Furthermore, this section seems to be suggesting that 

the receptive parties should be targeted for follow-up 

support; this group should be particularly counseled about 

safer-sex. This is in perfect accord with traditional 

attitudes cUsout gender roles and birth control. Receptive 

women are ultimately responsible for taking care of this 

matter. In Fatal Advice Patton has explored the politics of 

these approaches in detail, arguing that the ways in which 

safe sex campaigns target particular audiences create and 

reflect notions of responsibility for infection. Could this 

segment of the GYM report be used to justify letting "tops" 

off the hook in terms of condom use or targeting them less? 

This was a question the researchers had not considered. 

Another site in the text troubled me in a similar way. 

The section is called "Abuse/Non-Abuse." It presents the 

findings regarding participants' self-reports of sexual and 

other types of abuse. 

Past events which have caused the individual 

to have a sense of powerlessness, such as physical. 
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sexual and/or emotional abuse can exacerbate an 

individual's risk-taking behaviors. When abuse and 

times of transition are combined, risk for exposure 

to HIV among gay and bisexual youth is compounded. 

While this conclusion may very well be valid, the study 

contains no meta-analysis of possible reasons for the 

findings. Though several quotations from interviewees who do 

report sexual and other kinds of abuse from their childhoods 

are included, there are no statements from the "non-abused" 

about their "non-abuse" and its relation to their risk-taking 

behaviors. This suggests problems with data collection. 

There is not so much as a footnote to explore the possibility 

that the emergence of a discussion about abuse might trigger 

a change in the tone of the open-ended interview toward more 

trust and personal revelation. This conclusion may be valid, 

but the argument is not complete. As a writing teacher I 

noticed this problem immediately. I brought up these 

problems and others like them during conversations with the 

anthropologist and interviewers. In some cases they had 

excellent answers for my questions, but those answers were 

not in the text, the document that would represent this study 

in and beyond their organization. 

These conclusions about receptivity and histories of 

abuse might be extremely useful for the project members as 

they plan their prevention activities for the future, but 

they might also both be used to create an image of the 
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potentially infected young gay male as a drug-using, 

suicidal, wild young man who was abused as a child. This is 

certainly not a full and fair depiction of those at risk for 

contracting AIDS in any population. These conclusions, while 

potentially useful, are also potentially essentializing. 

Young men in this community who do not fit this narrow 

profile are not necessarily less at-risk than those who do. 

AIDS activist Simon Watney responds to similar problematic 

models in governmental research: 

. . .it should be perfectly obvious to researchers that 

the factors determining sexual behavior are not 

adequately explained by the "addiction models" which 

reduce complex social phenomena to the status of 

personal problems. This is victim-blaming of a 

particularly elevated and distasteful kind. There is no 

such thing as a "scientific" indicator that accurately 

predicts who is likely to have unsafe sex, nor is there 

a distinct minority of recalcitrant "AIDS carriers" at 

Icirge in society who must be detected at all costs and 

forcibly "educated". (226) 

Watney advocates a global information campaign for young 

people in every culture, focusing on reversing the "bad 

health education" patterns that help HIV infection to 

continue to spread. Similarly, Patton argues that simplified 

images of the "at-risk" person such as that suggested by the 

GYM report are dangerous. They shift the prevention focus 
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away from actual behaviors that create risk and onto outward 

appearance, reputation, and image. 

As I've discussed above, risk and perception of risk 

were critical concepts for this study, topics that came up 

regularly throughout the project. My final example of site 

for rhetorical intervention, however, suggests that the 

concepts were not adequately developed before the study 

began. I don't mean to suggest that the ethnographers should 

have had a firmly established and inflexible working 

definition of the term. Clearly this would have unfairly 

biased the study and closed off possibilities for response. 

However, in a study which is attempting to situate subjects' 

perspectives within a continuum of definitions and 

perceptions, the ethnographers should have a clear sense of 

what the term means among themselves. A definition of high-

risk (not just "risky") behavior is buried in a dense middle 

section of the report, and it is much more liberal than the 

definitions the young men described for themselves in their 

interviews: 

High-risk behavior is defined as three or more 

incidences of unprotected anal intercourse with 

casual partners in the previous twelve months with 

multiple casual partners and drug/alcohol 

involvement as additional factors. (41) 

Though this definition had been established, largely as 

an adaptation of the definitions put forth in epidemiological 
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journals, I found that the ethnographers involved in this 

project were not in agreement about this or any other 

definition of risk. A few weeks into the editing phase of 

the project I was in the ethnographer's office going over 

some notes with her and other staff members who participated 

in the interviews. She looked up from her work and said to 

all of us, "How would you define risk?" 

A strange conversation ensued: one person mentioned sky

diving at Marana; another said unprotected sex; one said 

riding a motorcycle. These people, all of whom had been 

participating in these interviews, were defining risk in 

disparate ways. These were the very people who had worked 

together to define and pinpoint "risk," "risk-takers," "risky 

behavior" and so forth, the major terms of the study. It was 

fairly clear (and I followed up with questions to confirm 

this) that in their training sessions for the interviewing 

stage they had not discussed these definition. To me, that 

was troubling. Some might say it was a good thing; perhaps 

their ideas about risk hadn't been so rigidly codified by the 

project as to limit their ability to imagine possibilities, 

but I also wondered how this ambiguity had played out in 

interviews about the subject of risk. 

As I examined transcripts from interviews I concluded 

that this disparity yielded both productive and unproductive 

results. In some interviews the ambiguity of definitions 

seemed to confuse the participants. In others it seemed to 
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encourage the interviewees to create their own definitions of 

risk, which helped to enrich the final report and, we hope, 

the participants' perspectives. Even so, I contend that the 

results could have been more useful if the interviewers had 

started with more clear ideas about the meanings of this and 

other pivotal terms in the survey and about the persuasive 

nature of language in general. 

Acting as a Specific Intellectual 

The focus of this chapter has been to describe a dance 

of ethos — a shifting relationship between the intellectual 

and her community, between her values and the values of those 

she works with. The purpose of this case study was to 

describe places and moments in which the rhetorician, acting 

as a specific intellectual, and, in my case a specific 

feminist, can shape her world. To fulfill that purpose, I'd 

like to offer some suggestions of specific ways in which we 

Ccui do that. 

First, we can take the information that we've gathered 

through our research in the history of science and rhetoric 

to sites where decisions are being made. The people working 

in the AIDS project in my community don't have time to read 

much scholarship about theories of language. Underpaid and 

overworked, they can barely keep up with client loads and 

current research in their own fields, i was and am able to 

bring rhetorical history and theory to them in manageable and 
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relevant pieces that supplement their knowledge of patient 

histories and epidemiological theory. There are several ways 

we can make use of our knowledge. As Donna Haraway suggests, 

we can share narratives of the ways "science" has shaped the 

world we live in in the past. We can talk about the kind of 

influence that social and physical scientists' ideologies 

have on the ways in which science evolves and then shapes 

lives. We can highlight the systematic creation of world 

views in and through science and recommend strategies for 

seeing, naming, and possibly circumventing the limitations 

these received world views make for us. We can tell stories 

from the past to those who produce the stories of today. 

Second, we can export skills for producing critical 

frameworks and performing rhetorical analysis to these sites 

of action. I have modeled rhetorical analysis strategies in 

countless writing class sessions on a variety of levels, but 

bringing those same strategies into the field gives me a 

different kind of satisfaction. The parallel teaching 

experience of helping researchers in this field that matters 

so much to me to create ways to critique texts they read and 

produce is personally and professionally gratifying for me. 

When I worked with the revisers of this study, we talked 

cQ}out analyzing our basic assumptions cind identifying the 

purposes for our writing. We envisioned various levels of 

audiences for the texts we were producing and talked about 

the possible ways people might use the texts for various 
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purposes. We discussed the ramifications of certain word 

choices and questioned our methods of making conclusions. 

This may all sound obvious to us as writing professionals, 

but it was extremely helpful for the people I was working 

with to focus on these issues that they hadn't given a lot of 

thought to in the past. 

The third step I think rhetoricians can take is to do 

what I'm doing now — to tell the stories of these projects, 

to let our colleagues know about what's going on in these 

sites, to identify places that might be good targets for more 

work. 

Dancing with Students 

We can also bring these projects and this ethic of 

action back to our classrooms. This is one of the most 

critical ways in which ny work with the GYM project 

functioned. Once the final report was written and the 

results had been reviewed and restated to accommodate the 

suggestions I (and many others) had made, the model of risk-

assessment that Ccune out of it was boiled down to a survey 

that would be distributed among young gay men in the 

community. The idea was that counselors and social workers 

could ask the subjects a series of questions that would help 

everyone involved to pinpoint circumstances in which the 

young men might be likely to make decisions about sex and 

drugs that might cause them to be exposed to HIV. 
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I sat dovm with a colleague from the agency and looked 

at the survey one Sunday morning in 1996. Though it had 

finally begun to look pretty good to us, basically stripped 

of the kinds of troubling essentialist flags that had worried 

us during the editing of the report, it still seemed to have 

a pathological and negative tone. As two adults trained in 

safe sex education and far removed from the experiences of 

high school and college age kids, we thought it looked pretty 

good but had a sense that it could use some in̂ rovement. We 

also knew that we weren't equipped to make all of the changes 

that were necessary. We agreed that I would present it to my 

students. We would take their suggestions for revisions into 

cons ideration. 

Because I always tend to bring my experiences of writing 

into my classroom, my technical writing students were aware 

of my work on this project. Until the day when I brought the 

survey in, though, what they had heard most about was my 

difficulty understanding certain statistical and medical 

terms in the report. I had mentioned these experiences in an 

effort to commiserate with those among them having great 

difficulties with understanding the materials they were 

working with in their own projects. 

On this particular Monday, though, I brought the project 

to them in a new way. I began by explaining the background 

of the study and the purpose of the survey. A couple of 

slightly homophobic students were a bit resisteint to working 
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on the project at first, insisting that they couldn't help me 

imagine the mindset of anyone who was gay. But soon the 

entire class was involved, and they were offering me 

excellent and insightful revision suggestions. As a matter 

of fact, they were giving me back the very advice I had been 

giving them all semester as I commented on their papers: say 

what you mean; choose words that are very clear; don't assume 

your audience will know that; don 't be condescending to your 

readers. 

Because I had explained our concern about the 

pathological tone of the questions, most of their suggestions 

were geared toward making the survey seem more upbeat and 

proactive. They made suggestions about particular word 

choices. For example, one question initially read: "Describe 

your sex life. What's good about, what's bad about it? 

(Celibacy is considered a sex lifel)" After a sophisticated 

and often amusing conversation, they agreed that we should 

substitute the word "masturbation" for celibacy to make the 

question more clear and, they believed, more positive. They 

suggested removing repetitious questions. They recommended 

changing the order of some questions, particularly in a final 

section that asked about specific emotional states. They 

moved a question about suicide to a place in the survey that 

seemed more logical, more gentle to the reader. 

My students completely re-worded several questions that 

they found unclear. FdLrst, they thought a question that 
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read, "Do drugs and alcohol affect your sex life?" should be 

changed to "Are you usually sober when you have sexual 

encounters? If not, what are you on?" This took away the 

values-driven reflection part of the question and allowed the 

respondents to simply report their experiences without the 

implied judgment of the first version. Another question 

which my colleague and I had thought reflected our own 

coolness was worded, "What are the crappiest things that 

happened to you during your childhood?" My students were not 

amused. They thought a more clear and useful version would 

be, "What good and/or bad experiences from your childhood 

have made you who you are today?" 

In all of these cases, my colleague and I agreed that my 

students were "right." Their suggestions made the document 

better, and the results have been excellent. The many 

respondents to the new version of the survey have reported 

positive feelings about completing it. Many have gotten 

involved in conversations and programs that have helped them 

to deal with their life struggles. In their final evaluation 

of my course, many of my students indicated that that forty 

minute segment of our course taught them more about technical 

writing and its uses and implications than any other 

experience or assignment in the class. The work we did 

together helped everyone involved. 
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The Dance of Ethos 

A few weeks ago, during my job search, I had a 

disturbing conversation with the chair of the English 

department at a church-affiliated university in the south. I 

had completed an initial interview with the department's 

search committee and had been asked to consider scheduling a 

visit to campus for further conversations. When I received 

this call, I expected a fairly routine conversation about 

scheduling a date for ny visit. That was not the case. 

The department chair began the conversation by telling 

me that there were "some problems" with my application 

materials. Apparently the university president and provost 

personally review eveiry application for faculty positions, 

and what they found in their review of mine disturbed them. 

The chair read to me from my letter of application, asking me 

a series of strange questions that focused primarily on 

use of various "f" words such as "feminism" and "Foucault" in 

the letter. I fielded those questions as best I could in 

light of my surprise, but the next part of the conversation 

was even more shocking. Turning to the second page of my 

letter, the chair asked me about "this AIDS education" 

activity I mentioned in a paragraph about my community 

commitments. He wanted to know if these activities included 

distributing condoms to teenagers, and if any of those 

teenagers were homosexual. He suggested that the powers at 

his university saw my work with kids in the community as 
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"promoting sexual activity" and in particular, "supporting a 

homosexual lifestyle." He regretted to inform me that this 

part of my work would surely derail my candidacy for the 

position. 

I was astonished. As an alumnus of a small private 

religious-affiliated university I knew that many of the 

institutional priorities and expectations at this school 

would be different from those I've grown accustomed to in my 

eight years of teaching in and attending large state 

universities. What surprised me about this conversation was 

that my outreach work, a part of my life that I expected to 

make me a particularly appropriate faculty candidate in a 

school such as this one that requires staff members to 

participate in and document their community commitments, had 

cost me a chance at this position. This experience reminded 

me that the world does not take for granted the rightness of 

activism. Sometimes the work that intellectuals do in their 

communities will be vilified by the most surprising critics. 

This experience made my outreach work — past, present, and 

future — even more in̂ ortant to me. It helped me to see how 

much I value the lessons this work has taught me. It caused 

me to redouble my commitment to the model of specific 

feminism, recommending that academics, and particularly 

rhetoricians, use their abilities and resources to bring 

about positive social changes even if it involves talking 

risks. 
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I've talked a lot in this chapter about risk, about 

possibilities for keeping kids safe from HIV infection and 

working in our own specific corners of the world to make a 

difference. The truth is, kids can be saved from getting HIV 

and AIDS. They can be not only taught about safe sex, which 

Cindy Patton says is only a beginning. They can be convinced 

that their decisions to apply their knowledge about risk 

matter. The involvement and support of specific 

intellectuals in their lives can advance this process. In 

the chapter that follows, I'll discuss an example of a 

project in which I worked to influence the lives of young 

women in Tucson, Arizona, to make healthy and safe decisions 

about their futures. 

Most of our efforts as intellectuals, whether they be in 

our classrooms, in board rooms, on the streets, or at a teen 

age dance rave, are small ones. They call on us to be more 

than one person — a scholar, a friend, a critic, a body. 

This dance, this series of carefully planned or spontaneously 

composed steps toward a goal, can change the world for ray 

heart-faced girl and everyone around her. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

THE SEDUCTION OF EMPATHY: SERVICE LEARNING AND THE 

ETHIC OF SPECIFIC FEMINISM 

I feel strongly that American academics are indeed abandoning 
their responsibility to the community when they allow a 
theoretical perspective to silence them on questions of grave 
importance to common security — I mean questions concerning 
Americans' ability as a nation to learn to appreciate and to 
negotiate among the differences that characterize this 
diverse society. I feel strongly that academics need to find 
more ways to promote social justice — that is, at least, to 
work against economic inequality and rampant hatred of 
difference. Patricia Bizzell 

In our complex, plural society, every social group has group 
differences cutting across it, which are potential sources of 
wisdom, excitement, conflict, and oppression ... A goal of 
social justice, I will assume, is social equality. 
(Equality) refers primarily to the full participation and 
inclusion of everyone in a society's major institutions, and 
the socially supported substantive opportunity for all to 
develop and exercise their capabilities and realize their 
choices. Iris Young 

Finding New Horizons 

In 1997 the Tucson AIDS Project was folded into a new 

agency called the Southern Arizona AIDS Foundation, a 

conglomeration of several local AIDS services organizations 

in Pima County, Arizona. This restructuring changed things 

at TAP, infusing the organization with a larger volunteer 

base from across the county. When this change happened, I 

made the decision to spend my volunteer hours at another 

agency. After three years at TAP I wanted new challenges, 

but more than anything I wanted to focus my energies on 
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influencing young women in my town. I wanted to develop 

ongoing relationships with individual ]d.ds. 

Working with a local agency, the Tucson Volunteer 

Center, I applied for a volunteer position with a gang 

prevention program in the mostly Hispanic city of South 

Tucson. The director of the New Horizons program was a fairly 

hardened Chicano man in his mid 50s. He had spent time in 

the streets, time in prison, and time watching volunteers 

come and go from this program to which he had devoted many 

years. He sized me up skeptically during our first 

interview, asking me more than once why I wanted to work with 

this group. From the beginning it was clear that he had 

doubts about my sincerity and stamina. Still, every 

volunteer hour that was contributed could be counted toward 

federal funding, and, I imagine he thought, you can never 

tell when somebody might actually decide to stay around. I 

signed on to be part of a young women's weekly support group. 

Spurred on by his doubts about me, I was enthusiastic about 

this work. How hard could it be? Kids are kids. 

But it was hard. During that first summer I felt very 

uncomfortable. I was one of only two Anglo people involved 

in the project in any way. I had never been in a gang, never 

had a substance abuse problem, never even doubted the love of 

my family, much less found myself abandoned, alone and 

homeless like many of the kids in the group had been at one 

point or another. As a pretty typical English teacher, I 
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wondered how these girls would see me. How could they 

possibly find me "cool"? These questions worried me every 

time I attended group sessions that summer. Yet I kept going 

and believing for some reason that ny purpose for being there 

would become clear if I stayed with it. Besides, I could 

always leave. 

One evening I was sitting around a table in the 

conference room with a group of about 15 girls and the group 

leader, a professional counselor. Everyone else in the room 

was Chicana, Native American, or a combination of the two. 

The subject for the evening's discussion related to being a 

minority woman and being misunderstood. The women talked 

about being stereotyped, watched by shopkeepers, and harassed 

by police officers. They talked about problems with 

understanding their mothers and their grandmothers, figuring 

out what to do with their heritage when most of them 

literally didn't speak the same language as their 

grandpcirents. We went around the circle responding to the 

conversation one by one. 

When my turn came, I felt awkward. Rather than 

describing my own experiences of alienation from my heritage 

and from the group in that moment, I just mumbled a little 

something to fulfill nty responsibility. As I looked around 

me, I had a revelation. I didn't belong there. I had 

nothing to say, nothing to offer, no right to be in the room. 

It occurred to me in that moment that this must be how it 
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would feel for some of these girls to enter a college 

classroom: this sense of alienation, this desire to be 

anywhere else on the planet. From what the girls had implied 

in our discussions, I gathered that this must be how they 

would feel in the places where I felt most comfortable. Of 

course if they exercised their option to leave or avoid those 

places, they might be turning their backs on their futures. 

At that moment, I felt a strong conviction to stay with this 

work, to figure out a process for walking through a challenge 

like this. I wanted to feel the sense of personal 

accomplishment it would give me and to have an idea of what 

to tell these kids or others like them if they asked me for 

suggestions for surviving in an alien environment, i didn't 

tell myself that what I was experiencing was on the level 

with what they might, but at least I had a point of reference 

for thinking about their experiences. 

As I was thinking these thoughts, one of the girls 

turned to Cathy, the leader, and said she'd like to ask me a 

question if it was okay. Cathy glanced at me and said it was 

fine. Many of the girls had never even acknowledged my 

presence before, but suddenly they were all looking at me. 

The girl said, "What's it like to be the only white person in 

this room?" I answered the question, briefly recounting a 

series of life experiences that had put me in similar 

situations, including my experiences as a white kid in an 

elementary school that was 98% black, and, more importantly. 
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my work as a teacher in the University of Arizona Minority 

Student Services New Start program that very summer. I talked 

briefly about connections I saw between my minority students 

in that summer bridge program and these young women. I 

framed my answer in a light way, making fun of myself a bit. 

I hoped that some shared laughter would break the ice, and it 

seemed to. For the first time I was somewhat a part of the 

group. Things didn't magically change in that moment. I 

still felt awkward and out of place a lot after that. 

Somehow, though, I felt like I had gained a bit of respect 

from the kids. And I made a promise to keep being there. I 

told them that I was there because I wanted to help some of 

them get to college. Before that moment I hadn't put that 

hope into words, but then it was clear to me how I might make 

a difference in this place. My feminist goal beccime 

specific, and my work changed. 

The "P" Word 

At the end of Chapter Two, I told the story of my 

experience with a religious-affiliated university during my 

job search. I explained that I disqualified myself from a 

position at that institution in part by using the term 

"feminism" in hqt application letter. But conservative 

religious groups are not the only people put off by that 

term. The young women I worked with in the New Horizons 

program found the label "feminist" troubling, too. Most of 
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these girls were 16-18 years old and basically physically 

mature. One of our 16-year-old regulars even had a two-year-

old child of her own. And in many ways this group was 

certainly more mature than most people their age. Some of 

them had been taking care of themselves and younger siblings 

for several years. Many had participated in gang activities. 

Certainly most of the kids had been exposed to urban 

violence. But they still carried what seemed to me an 

adolescent nervousness about issues surrounding sexuality, 

particularly anything that hinted at homosexuality. For 

them, feminists were surely white women and very likely 

lesbians, though I can't imagine them using that term. 

Though some of these young women were familiar with local, 

national, and international Latina power movements and 

enjoyed discussing them in our group, they did not associate 

"feminism" with those movements. I rarely used the term in 

my dialogues with these young women. 

Yet my work there had an agenda that I consider to be 

purely feminist: I wanted to challenge young women to 

identify and to change patterns of oppression and behaviors 

of self-sabotage in their lives. Indeed the conditions in 

which these young women live are among the most important 

reasons that I eua a feminist. I can think of no better 

reason to accept this identity than to use it to support 

these young women as they find ways out of the challenges 
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they face in getting an education and escaping the 

destructive cycle that consumed many of their mothers. 

The Empathy Impulse 

The feeling of empathy I had for these young women when 

I sat among them that evening motivated me to redouble my 

efforts to be a part of their lives. It was only a momentary 

glimpse into what I imagined might be their experience, but 

it changed my view of them and of myself. If I had never 

experienced a moment like that, when our connection made 

sense, I might not have continued working with the New 

Horizons program. I might have excused n̂ self from that 

work, convinced that I had no business there. This was the 

feeling of caring and connection that Gilligan and Noddings 

describe, and it was powerful. 

In this chapter I will explore the allure of this 

empathy impulse as it relates to social activism and feminist 

ethical theory. I will focus on service learning, a 

pedagogical and political movement that is often associated 

with feminist thought. In connection with the work on 

feminine ethics developed in Chapter Two, I will critique a 

popular justification for this pedagogy, which I will call 

the seduction of empathy. This approach connects service 

learning too heavily with a feminine responsibility to care 

for and about our fellow humans. It carries the burden of 

nurturing the planet, which is too much for a class 
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assignment. It brings along a hierarchy, albeit arguably 

maternalistic rather than typically paternalistic, that tells 

our students that it is their responsibility as members of a 

privileged class of college-going citizens to care for those 

less fortunate than themselves. It tells students to pat 

themselves on their backs for taking action in a cold cruel 

world, but doesn't necessarily ask them to consider what this 

action means beyond the constraints of an immediate context. 

Drawing on the ethic of specific feminism described in 

Chapter Two, I will suggest ways in which rethinking our 

views of service and action might help to make service 

learning, a pedagogy I am deeply committed to, more 

meaningful and useful for all of the parties involved. 

Service learning is an excellent way to teach an ethic of 

action: it does what Rosemary Tong suggests a good ethical 

approach should in the epigraph to Chapter Two: it gets 

students out into the community doing and thinking. It helps 

students to apply what they are learning, and asks them to 

test their values and ideas in meaningful ways. If we commit 

to making it a well-theorized and focused pedagogy we may 

create better courses and better communities on and off 

can̂ us. 

This chapter will address service learning in 

composition in general, while Chapter Five will address 

specific uses of service learning in professional writing. By 

situating service learning in specific feminism and citing 
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work by some of my students, I will describe a model that can 

help students to see their work as action, not just emotion, 

and to imagine making a difference in the world, not just for 

people they may perceive as underprivileged benefactors, but 

for themselves as well. This approach can make service 

learning an ethic of action. 

Service Learning: A Growing Trend 

Throughout the 1990s service learning has become 

progressively more popular in higher education. Composition 

studies has been part of this trend. Since the decade began, 

this pedagogical movement has been addressed and acknowledged 

in our journals and our conference programs more frequently 

each year. The most widely recognized early program of 

service learning in composition began at Stanford University 

in 1990. The Community Service Writing (CSW) progreun was 

designed to get students in the university's Writing and 

Critical Thinking program into the community. Cofounder Nora 

Bacon explains the context and motivations for its 

development: 

Stanford launched its Community Service Writing program 

just after composition theory took its "social turn," 

shifting its focus from the cognitive processes of 

individual writers to the relationship between texts and 

their social context. . .But the program was not 

developed only in response to composition theory. It 
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grew in response to observed needs—community 

organizations needed help with writing tasks, the staff 

at Stanford's Haas Center for Public Service saw that 

students needed opportunities for service experience 

linked to their academic courses, and instructors in the 

English Department believed they needed meaningful 

writing tasks with audiences beyond the classroom. 

(Adler-Kassner 39) 

Through articles, conference presentations, and word of 

mouth, the Stanford program made a strong impression on the 

Composition community. Soon similar programs began to appear 

around the nation. A 1997 American Association for Higher 

Education volume, Writing the Community: Concepts and Models 

for Service Learning In Composition, traces the development 

of the movement from Stanford to universities such as The 

University of Minnesota, Arizona State University, and 

Michigan State University. This monograph is part of a series 

of texts on service learning in eighteen academic disciplines 

including social sciences, natural sciences, business, and 

the humanities. 

The contributors to the con̂ osition monograph identify a 

number of motivations cuid justifications for bringing service 

learning to the composition classroom. Writing for the 

community gives students "real" audiences to work with and 

for. This may help to prepare them for the world of work. 

It may also persuade them to see themselves as activists, as 
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better citizens and people who can affect change. Service 

learning brings the university into more productive 

connection with the conununity around it. Both benefit from 

this association, and entire communities can be helped by the 

work that students and teachers do in connection with their 

service. Teachers have opportunities to influence their 

students to see alternative views of the world, an 

opportunity that rhetoricians like Patricia Bizzell encourage 

us to take on responsibly. 

These writers also identify the downside of service 

learning. It is administratively complicated and time-

consuming. It involves potential liability problems. 

Sometimes projects fail: students get frustrated, agencies 

are disappointed. Assignments have to be more carefully 

designed and evaluation can be more complicated than in 

traditional writing courses. Writing for the community 

doesn't always change students' perspectives. Sometimes 

students who come in with closed minds leave with minds 

closed even tighter. And some students don't appear to be 

affected by their experiences at all. 

Despite these concerns, however, the nineteen writing 

scholars, teachers and administrators who contributed to this 

book advocate service learning pedagogy strongly. What 

concerns them most, overall, is that programs and courses be 

designed thoughtfully, with careful focus on clear goals, and 

with sensitivity to student, teacher, and community needs. 
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What seems to inspire them most is the democratizing 

potential of this movement. These teachers value democratic 

thinking and action, and consider service learning to be an 

excellent tool for advancing their students' appreciation of 

it. In "Democratic Conversation; Civic Literacy and Seirvice-

Learning in the American Grains," David D. Cooper and Laura 

Julier discuss ways in which service learning fits into the 

American tradition of civic discourse and democracy. They 

see writing in the community as a major opportunity for 

influencing students' lives; 

Through actual writing projects growing out of public 

service agency placements, students have extensive 

opportunities to practice public discourse—the sort of 

talk a democracy needs to illuminate its problems and 

connect them to broader concerns of public life and the 

common good—and to engage in constructive conversations 

over American pluralism. (91) 

These authors and others suggest that service learning 

gives students opportunities to think about the ethical 

in̂ lications of their rhetorical decisions. They also 

identify what it takes for a service learning program to 

work. In the book's introductory essay, "Service Learning 

and Composition at the Crossroads," the editors argue that 

the long-term fate of service learning in composition will be 

determined by events in the immediate future. They explain 

that service learning's position in the university is 
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complex, and made more so because of its location in the 

center of controversies in academia in general. According 

to these writers, service learning is pulled between at least 

two can̂ s and agendas: a vocational model for higher 

education that focuses on job training, and a "do-goodism" or 

social activist agenda that focuses on developing students 

into better people (15). They suggest that determining how 

to select or redefine a mission for the work — one geared 

toward professionalizing students, toward developing them as 

citizens, or toward some hybrid goal — will be a critical 

paurt of the work of future service learning teachers and 

scholars. 

Most of the programs outlined in the Adler-Kassner 

volume have adopted the Stanford model for service learning. 

The defining characteristic of this model is its focus on 

writing as service, not just writing about service. Many of 

the other service learning programs and initiatives that have 

emerged around the nation have a different focus. They 

include courses that contain a service component, but the 

writing for the course is typically expressive, consisting of 

journals and personal experience essays. In his article, "On 

Reflection: The Role of Logs and Journals in Service-Learning 

Courses," Chris Anson recommends that instructors pay careful 

attention to their pedagogical objectives when assigning 

reflective writing. According to Anson, a course that 

focuses exclusively on reflective writing will produce 
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unsophisticated writing and will fail to foster critical 

thinking. 

While such an open-ended requirement can lead students 

to think in more principled ways about their 

experiences, perhaps even connecting them to the ideas 

and concepts in their course of study, sophisticated 

reflection is by no means guaranteed without a good deal 

of intervention, modeling, and response. Journal 

writing in many courses may serve the purpose of 

creating a log or record of the experience, but fall far 

short of encouraging the critical examination of ideas, 

or the sort of consciousness-raising reflection, that is 

the mark of highly successful learning. (169) 

In his "Community Service and Critical Teaching," a 1994 

College Composition and Conimunication article that is 

reprinted in the Adler-Kassner volume, Bruce Herzberg makes a 

similar warning. He describes a tutoring project in which 

upper division writing students in his class at Bentley 

College participated. The students at this small and elite 

institution with a major service learning program helped 

people at prisons, homeless shelters and other sites to 

in̂ rove their reading and writing. Herzberg recounts his 

disappointment that students weren't able to see beyond their 

emotional reactions to the situations their clients were in 

to understand the cultural eind political context that put 

them there. From this eurticle it is clear that Herzberg 
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wanted students to imagine ways in which they might change 

the circumstances that created the difficulties these people 

faced. He claims that their initial reactions were merely 

personal instead. They felt pity or judgment or affection 

for individuals in these agencies. They did not envision 

themselves as agents for change there or see this work as 

part of a system. Herzberg says that his students did 

ultimately experience a certain shift. He claims that their 

final papers for the course show "a sense of life as a 

communal project, an understanding of the way that social 

institutions affect our lives, and a sense that our 

responsibility for social justice includes but also carries 

beyond personal acts of charity" (Adler-Kassner 66). It's 

important to note that Herzberg's students did not write for 

their community. Their service was tutoring, a very personal 

and potentially emotional act. Though this work was 

obviously designed to help students to see the power of 

language through teaching literacy, it did not focus on what 

their own words, their own rhetorical acts, could mean to 

their community as the Stanford model recommends. 

Aaron Schutz and Anne Ruggles Gere draw heavily on 

Herzberg's argument and experience in their 1998 College 

English piece, "Service Lesurning and English Studies: 

Rethinking 'Public' Service." These authors renegotiate the 

definition of the term "public" to account for spaces within 

students * worlds. They suggest that service learning should 
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be understood to include work that students do on campus, to 

advance the interests of their peers and themselves. They 

argue that this focus might help us to avoid the overly 

personalized emphasis Herzberg complains about in his 

experience, and help us to really train students to recognize 

their ability to bring about change in their communities. 

These authors discuss the troubling feminine ethic of 

thinkers such as Nel Noddings, who focus on the one-to-one 

care and nurture models of service. They suggest that 

redefining and carefully shaping service learning projects 

can help students to develop both compassion and commitment 

to action. 

This compassion model is one logic of motivation for 

service learning that Linda Flower describes in her article 

in the Adler-Kassner volume, "Partners in Inquiry; A Logic 

for Community Outreach." Like others in this conversation, 

Flower believes that we must carefully consider our 

motivations for using service learning pedagogy. She 

cautions that collaborations between "town and gown" can have 

troubling effects. Most disturbingly, they can reinforce the 

gaps between the university and the community around it by 

creating a haves and have-nots split between college students 

and those they serve. Flower suggests that these dangers 

make it imperative that we carefully consider and define our 

motivations for using service learning in the classroom. She 

identifies four logics in the piece: the logic of cultural 
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mission, the logic of technical expertise, the logic of 

compassion and identity, and the logic of prophetic 

pragmatism and problem solving. Ultimately, Flower suggests 

an approach that is influenced by each of these logics, one 

that gets students involved in a multivocal dialogic approach 

to problem solving. Flower hopes to see her students develop 

"prophetic imaginations" that are "fueled by the vision of an 

alternative community" (112). 

Ellen Cushman describes a similar vision in her recent 

College English opinion piece, "The Public Intellectual, 

Service Learning and Activist Research." Cushman argues that 

intellectuals must redefine the term "public" to focus on the 

local. She suggests that intellectuals have a responsibility 

to take action in struggling communities that are located 

geographically near their campuses, and recommends that we 

use service learning and "activist research" to bring 

together our teaching, service, and scholarship in ways that 

are fulfilling for us as scholars and teachers and are 

useful to the community. 

Service Learning and Social Action 

From the time when I began teaching at the University of 

Oklahoma in 1991, I have been committed to bringing questions 

of ethics and service to my writing classroom. After hearing 

a presentation at the Conference on College Con̂ josition and 

Communication in 1992, I was persuaded to participate in the 
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service learning experiment. At that time, the Stanford 

model was the standard for service learning, which we then 

referred to as public or community service writing. As 

graduate assistants at the University of Oklahoma, my 

colleague Blake Scott and I persuaded the director of our 

composition program to allow us to pilot four sections of 

service learning courses. We team-taught two of the 

sections. One was a second semester course in argumentation 

taught in a networked classroom, the other was a basic 

writing class. Adding team-teaching and service learning 

made both pilot-within-a-pilot-within-a-pilot situations. 

The basic writing course was a covert operation in 

remediation, previously a forbidden effort at our flagship 

institution, and the argumentation class was one of the first 

to be taught in our new con̂ uter classroom. 

Our students wrote a wide range of documents for various 

organizations with a wide range of success levels. What we 

found to be most challenging was the logistics of putting 

together such a program. Unlike the teachers in the 

Stanford program, as two HA candidates we did not have a 

full-time staff in place to take care of making contacts, 

following up on arrangements, and designing projects. With 

around 100 students in our four classes, my colleague cuid I 

had more challenges than we knew how to handle. But somehow 

we managed to use our connections with the community and our 

naive faith in the power of a good idea to find placements 
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for all our students in local nonprofit agencies. Our 

students wrote for groups like Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Food 

for Friends, the Oklahoma Coalition on Domestic Violence and 

Sexual Assault, the United Way, the American Heart 

Association, and Amnesty International. They created 

brochures, press releases, posters, and other documents for 

the agencies. 

Three students worked with the Retired Seniors Volunteer 

Program, a local agency that helped older citizens of our 

town to find volunteer positions. This group wrote several 

articles for the agency's newsletter that were later picked 

up by the local newspaper. Their creativity and hard work 

revamped the agency's publication and at least one of the 

students continued working there long after our semester 

ended. In retrospect, we see this as our most successful 

group. 

Other groups had less impressive experiences. Several 

of my basic writing students had difficulty finding agencies 

that interested them. They had confidence barriers. Some 

felt that they didn't have the skills or knowledge needed to 

produce texts for a public audience. Ultimately, though, I 

did come to agree with Rosemary Area's position, that 

"community service can be a powerful agent for change in 

basic writers' thinking, writing, and interactions with their 

communities" (Adler-Kassner 133). Though my first semester 

basic writers as a group did not fare as well as our second 
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semester students, all of our students had an opportunity to 

learn about ways in which they could use language to affect 

change in their communities. Through writing for the 

community, these students developed stronger identities as 

writers. 

Through this project Blake Scott and I learned the hard 

way how difficult it is to put together a program that 

connects the classroom and the town around it. When we 

reflected on this work together recently, Blake jokingly 

called it "learning through failure," but as we reviewed the 

work our students did and the growth we both experienced 

through the process of team-teaching, he softened his 

analysis. Still, there is no question that service learning 

places a heavy burden on teachers and students. The critical 

task before service learning advocates is to justify this 

burden. For me, the best justification is the opportunity to 

help students see that their words matter — that when they 

use their rhetorical skills to pursue their convictions they 

can change the world for better or for worse. Service 

learning is a good forum for the specific feminist attitude. 

It allows and encourages students to see their own emotional 

and personal connections to a situation and to appreciate the 

lived experiences of others and seek changes in systems that 

create difficulties for people. As the next section of this 

chapter will demonstrate, this approach can help students to 
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transcend the personal to envision themselves as shapers of 

the world. 

Action in the Classroom 

My approach to service learning has changed a great deal 

since Blake Scott and I completed those "writing in the 

community" courses at the University of Oklahoma. For the 

last several years I have used service learning in my 

professional writing courses at the University of Arizona. 

I'll discuss my approaches in those course in Chapter Five. 

In order to effectively demonstrate the way specific feminism 

and service learning can function together to accomplish 

objectives, however, in this chapter I'll describe my work in 

another course. 

During the fall semester of 1998 I taught two sections 

of Advanced Composition at the University of Arizona. This 

junior level class is the highest undergraduate composition 

course offered at the university. It is a requirement for 

English and Language Arts Education majors. The majority of 

the 39 students I worked with that semester came from those 

areas. Others were studying Communications, Political 

Science, History, and Journalism. Among the students there 

were two or three sophomores and two students returning for 

teacher certification after con̂ leting their BAs. The rest of 

the students were a fairly even split between juniors and 

seniors. 
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Knowing that many of these students would be teaching 

within a year or two of taking the course, I thought about 

what I would want to know if, like them, I were about to 

begin teaching high school or college, as I designed the 

syllabus. I also made a list of what I would want to be able 

to do if I were entering graduate school again that next 

fall. From this wish list, I developed the assignments for 

the course. I had been working with our program's service 

learning committee for over a year at this point, and had 

spent part of the previous summer working with a colleague to 

create a website for use by teachers and students interested 

in service learning. I knew that I wanted to incorporate 

this pedagogy into the course, but I wasn't sure what 

approach to take or how to frame the assignments. Creating 

documents for nonprofit agencies had always been such a 

logical activity for professional writing students: they 

expected to be writing texts with relevance to the world 

beyond the classroom. But I suspected that English majors 

would not see things in quite the same way. These students 

would expect to write traditional essays for an audience of 

one: me, the teacher. It would take some work to justify the 

extra effort and flexibility that would be required of these 

students. 

Working within the parameters of the established 

curriculum, I put together a sylleQ)us and a series of writing 

assignments that I hoped would suit my purposes. I wanted 
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these future teachers to complicate their understandings of 

some key terms including literacy, community, democracy, and 

service. A major part of the students' work toward that goal 

would involve the fulfillment of a service learning 

requirement. Though my previous courses had followed the 

Stanford model exclusively, making the service writing rather 

than other kinds of work, in this course I made the 

requirement more flexible. Students could do work that 

involved writing if they chose to. They could also do other 

kinds of work if that interested them more. Two of the 

course assignments would be related to their service 

learning. A community textual analysis would require them to 

collect and analyze major texts from the agencies and 

determine how those texts did and did not reflect and shape 

the organizations' missions. The other would be a persuasive 

paper written for the community, it could result in any kind 

of document the students chose, as long as it had a primarily 

persuasive goal and could be used by or in the agencies the 

students were working with. 

The students could use their service learning time to 

write these papers if they worked directly with the agencies. 

They could also make the writing assignments an ancillary 

activity. They would be able to make those choices once they 

began spending time with their organizations. 

Like most students, the people in my classes were quite 

busy. Many had full school schedules, jobs, and families. 
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Several were dismayed to hear about this service learning 

requirement. A twenty-four year old student whom I will call 

Kathryn worked with Habitat for Humanity of Tucson. She 

writes: 

When I heard that I had to do a minimum of twenty hoars 

of community service in order to write a paper for my 

English 306 class I considered dropping the class. How 

was I going to fit 20 hours into my already tight 

schedule? It was easy to list the reasons why I 

shouldn't do this: 2 kids, 19 credit hours, a pending 

move and a pending divorce . . . but after one Saturday 

morning I was hooked, and the one Saturday I missed made 

the rest of my weekend feel empty. 

Kathryn was not alone in her initial resistance to 

service learning. In end-of-semester assessments of their 

service learning work, several students mentioned that they 

considered dropping the course when they read about this 

requirement. But after the loss of two or three students in 

the standard beginning-of-the-semester shuffle, we maintained 

our numbers for the rest of the term. Each of the 39 

students chose and worked with a local nonprofit agency. 

When students asked me how to select an organization to 

work with, I gave a lot of advice. I referred all of them to 

our service learning webpage, which contained a number of 

"ads" for various service opportunities. I had spent a great 

deal of time working with representatives from mciny agencies 
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to put this page together and hoped the students would find 

it useful. I asked students about their intellectual and 

personal interests and made recommendations about groups that 

I thought they'd enjoy. I advised students to choose 

agencies that addressed issues that interested them, but to 

avoid working in areas that would be excessively emotional 

for them. I was a teacher, not a counselor, after all, and I 

wanted students to have positive and productive experiences. 

Eventually all of the students chose sites and began to 

work and write. In regular listserve posts and class 

discussions they shared their experiences "in the field." 

They complained about logistical problems like not being able 

to locate the staff members they were supposed to work with 

or not being able to fit their service hours into complicated 

schedules. They shared sentimental moments, great 

conversations they had with clients in the agencies, and 

stories about kind words from the people they were working 

with. A few of the students chose organizations they were 

already affiliated with. Three worked with children or youth 

groups at their churches. A couple of education students 

worked extra hours tutoring in or producing materials for 

schools where they were completing internships. Others chose 

groups they had always been curious about or agencies that 

were geographically convenient. They worked for the Boys and 

Girls Club of America, the Tucson Literacy Guild, the 

American Cancer Society, Tucson Community Gardens, and other 
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groups. They built houses, stuffed envelopes, coached little 

league teams, and wrote press releases. They spent 30 or 

more hours each with these organizations. 

Some of their experiences were excellent. Several, like 

Kathryn, said that this work had changed their ideas about 

service. Deborah, a single mother in her mid-forties, 

tutored kids at the Boys and Girls Club of America. She 

wrote: 

I cannot say I've never volunteered my time before. 

I have. But it was always within a circle I was 

comfortable with and at a time in my life that was 

convenient for me. I've always felt it only right to 

donate my time in my children's schools, but I was now 

being asked to go out into my community. As a full time 

student and mother holding a part time job, I didn't 

feel that I could do any more. I was wrong. After 

shifting my priorities again, I was able to make room 

for someone else. And my writing improved because of 

it. 

And I agree with Deborah's assessment. Her writing did 

improve as she focused clearly on audiences and purposes. 

She helped children in her neighborhood learn to read and 

helped herself learn to write. 

Of course not everyone had a good experience. Some 

students faced frustrations in their work. The most 

interesting of these difficulties related to unexpected 
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ideological conflicts. Brad, a 19 year-old sophomore English 

major, worked for a major nature conservation organization. 

As an environmentalist. Brad had high hopes for this group. 

He looked forward to writing articles for the local chapter's 

newsletter and expected that in doing so he could have a 

positive effect on attitudes toward the environment. 

Instead, he found himself working with a group of people whom 

he saw as only interested in raising money. He complained 

regularly that the articles he was expected to write focused 

more on tea parties and dedications than on bird populations 

and animal habitats. In a reflection on the experience, he 

wrote: 

If I had the choice, I would not work for [this agency] 

again, and I definitely would not recommend the 

experience to any other students. However, the 

attitudes I developed while working there were 

instrumental in my writing this semester. The second 

two assignments were focused entirely on [the agency's] 

lack of action and inability to fulfill their stated 

goals. The ethical dilemma of having to write for an 

extremely conservative audience while my views were 

decidedly liberal was an interesting one, but having to 

write in such a restrained context only embittered me 

towards the society more, which can be seen in 

assignments two and three. 
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Not surprisingly. Brad's unfortunate experience with 

this group shaped his experience in the course. His first 

paper for the semester was a creative literacy profile about 

his favorite author. This paper was exciting for him and was 

an effective piece of writing. But his frustration with the 

agency seemed to decrease his interest and motivations in the 

other units. Though he completed them all with great 

competence, they did not bring him or others much inspiration 

or feeling of success. Brad seemed to doubt that what he 

wrote would influence anyone, and he wasn't sure that he 

wanted it to. 

Twenty-one year old senior, Megan, had a similar 

reaction to her experience. She worked with a program 

designed to provide kids with disabilities opportunities to 

study and perform in the arts. She sat in on drama and sign 

language classes at the agency and complained more than once 

about the ways in which staff members treated some students 

and reacted to her own work there: "Because [this agency] 

didn't really need my 'help* I felt slightly useless, a 

feeling strongly reinforced when I made the mistake of giving 

a crying retarded girl some food at an 'inappropriate' time." 

Megan didn't become part of the community of her agency, and 

repeatedly found her outsider position to be frustrating. 

Even so, she ultimately had positive things to say about the 

overall service learning experience as it fit into the 

course: 
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. . .it really worked out smoothly; there was cohesion 

and a sense of purpose as this English class focused 

mainly on language and the community, how people express 

themselves and relate to each other. It made me realize 

that there is an infinite number of ways to express the 

self: even hand motions and other body movements are 

reliable means of expression. 

Like Brad's, Megan's writing initially suffered because of 

her bad feelings about her agency. She ultimately found a 

way to turn her frustration into a source of creative energy, 

but it was a difficult task. 

Transcending Empathy 

From the beginning, the reasons for Brad's and Megan's 

agency choices were clear. Brad was passionate about the 

environment, and Megan wanted to work with an agency that 

involved children and the arts. Both of these students 

profited from the experience if only by lecurning that their 

romantic ideas about social activism were not entirely 

accurate and by having to write for challenging audiences. 

But the students whose experiences best exemplify the power 

and potential of service learning and specific feminism were 

a different group. In this section I'll describe the 

experiences of tliree of these students. These young women 

quietly selected agencies on their own. They did not 

indicate their motivations for these choices or call 
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attention to them, but ultimately the experiences they wrote 

and spoke about had profound meaning for them. These 

students worked with people in the community whose life 

experiences connected with difficulties they had faced in 

their own lives. Through their work in service learning, 

these young women found ways to transcend their empathetic 

impulses and go further. They helped people in their 

community and recognized their own strengths and skills. 

Kathryn, the single mother referred to above, chose to 

work at Habitat for Humanity early in the semester. In a 

listserve post she explained that she needed a project that 

could be done on the weekends when her two young daughters 

were visiting their father. Soon she was regaling the class 

with stories about wall raisings and open houses. She told 

us about learning how to put up sheet rock and pour concrete. 

From what she said in class, it seemed that her connection to 

the work was fairly simple. It made her feel good to help 

someone, and the work helped her to be physically active. 

But a deeper connection emerged in her final essay. Kathryn 

was a first-generation college student who had faced severe 

economic hardships during her life. She wrote about her 

childhood home in a government housing project: 

There were other problems involved in the low-rent 

apartment. We lived in New England but our ceiling 

didn't have insulation; it was stuffed with newspapers 

and rotted pine needles as a means of keeping out the 
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cold. We discovered this flaw one winter when the ice 

crept under the roofing and melted, taking out the 

ceiling which fell and covered our bedroom floor. (My 

mother and I shared the bedroom.) Along with moistened 

gypsum board there were balls of newspapers dated back 

to when the buildings were originally built in the early 

1900s.. .This was what my mother could afford. But these 

homes off Mission in Tucson were not the industrial 

townhouses of Manchester, NH. These were new, built 

with a family in mind. 

As she worked on the building and writing projects for 

her class conunitment, Kathryn saw herself in the families who 

would move into the Habitat houses and in the other 

volunteers who helped to build them. She empathized with the 

low-income families benefiting from the projects. She was 

certainly on a fixed income herself. But she also saw 

herself as part of the solution to the problems these people 

faced. And she saw the power she had to bring about change 

through her ability as a writer, as a user of language. She 

not only spent exhausting hours building houses for people 

with material needs, she wrote recruitment brochures and 

revised a website that would allow more people to participate 

in this program and to benefit from it. She moved beyond her 

personal connection to this problem to advance social 

justice. 
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Jennifer's personal connection to her service learning 

work emerged throughout the course of the semester. This 21 

year-old poet and senior English major chose to work with the 

Southern Arizona AIDS Foundation from the beginning. Weeks 

before most of her classmates had made their agency 

selections, Jennifer was attending the long and intense 

volunteer training sessions required by this agency. She had 

put in more than her required number of hours for the project 

before she even started to "work." This didn't surprise me; 

she was one of those students who consistently go beyond the 

call of duty in completing assignments. 

At some point early in the course, however, Jennifer 

mentioned that her best friend was HIV positive. This cast a 

new light on her decision to work for SAAF. It made sense 

that she would want to learn all she could about AIDS and 

what could be done to prevent it and to help people facing 

it. I thought that I understood her connection with the 

issue clearly at that point. I gave the matter little 

additional thought, though I did occasionally wonder if this 

might be too emotional a subject for her. But Jennifer 

persevered. Her final essay, "Safe Sex: Have It," was a 

persuasive piece geared toward her peers. This paper 

revealed her deeper connection with the issue of AIDS, it 

began: 

My ex-boyfriend showed up at my door with a dozen 

of ny favorite flowers, yellow roses, and blood-shot 
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eyes. I was shocked to see him—I had talked to him two 

days before, and he was at home in Vermont. 

"We need to talk, " he said. He came in and after 

fumbling around he said, "Look (Jennifer), I'm HIV+ and 

you have to get tested." Just like that. I was 

freaked out. I went immediately to get tested and 

waited two weeks to see if I had a deadly disease. It 

was one of the most torturous experiences of my life. I 

was lucky—I didn't have the virus, but I constantly 

wonder why—I didn't do the things I should have to 

protect myself. I gave the benefit of the doubt. I 

chose to indulge in risky behavior by having unprotected 

sex. 

From there, Jennifer went on to provide persuasive 

information to her audience of other college students. She 

mixed statistics with narratives and poetry to create a 

moving article. She shared this article with her peers 

through a SAAF publication and her own efforts. At the end 

of the semester she indicated that several of her friends and 

other readers had begun to think differently about their 

sexual decisions after reading the article. Jennifer was 

able to use her own terrifying but "lucky" experience to help 

persuade others to make good decisions. She was able to move 

beyond her emotional connection with the subject matter to 

take action. 
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Nancy's service learning experience had hidden personal 

resonances as well. This 19-year-old sophomore English major 

was quiet about her choice of the Brewster Center domestic 

violence shelter for her service learning work. She made 

this choice from three or four agencies I suggested to her 

that were in particular need of assistance and especially 

willing to work with students. At the beginning of the 

semester Nancy was a shy student who rarely spoke up in class 

and had a hard time (technologically and socially) with using 

the listserve. She complained more than once about 

logistical barriers that made her service learning experience 

difficult. All volunteers at the agency had to be 

fingerprinted before beginning their work; she went to the 

fingerprinting office several times only to find that they 

were closed or would only take cash for the service when she 

had only a check. She commented on the awkwardness of her 

first meeting with the program's director. She felt that the 

director was sizing her up critically and was surprised when 

Nancy said that she'd be happy to take out garbage and clean 

the kitchen at the shelter. Nancy said that the director 

seemed to think she was "rich" or "snobby," and she was eager 

to prove these perceptions to be inaccurate. 

Nancy's work at the shelter included these domestic 

duties, but it also involved working with the children who 

were living there temporarily. Nancy played games and talked 

with the kids, encouraging them to express their feelings to 
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her if they chose to. She didn't talk much with the women in 

the center. She wasn't sure what she could say to them or 

how she could help. But she did help. For her final 

persuasive essay, Nancy wrote a powerful personal piece that 

described her own life in an abusive home and offered her 

insights on a child's perspective on such an experience. 

Though she wasn't enthusiastic about revealing this side of 

her life to her classmates, she did share this moving piece 

with the agency's director. It was incorporated into public 

relations materials for the agency and used to recruit 

volunteers and encourage women to come forward to seek help 

in healing their families. 

Each of these students and others like them were able to 

find ways to relate to the people they were "serving" through 

their service learning projects. They were £d>le to nurture 

and support and show compassion for other humans. But they 

were able to transcend their personal connections to provide 

more than empathy and sympathy for those they worked with. 

They were able to show respect for other humans and to find 

ways to use their lived experiences to shape their 

communities. They worked as specific feminists when they 

addressed poverty and single motherhood, HIV infection, and 

domestic violence. 

And the empathy impulse shaped my experience, too. In 

the often heavily made up dark faces of the young women I 

worked with at New Horizons I pictured my own younger years. 
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I saw insecurities and the barriers I had to maneuver in 

order to pursue my goals. When I talked with them about the 

relationships in their lives, I recognized the challenges 

that I still face as an adult: questions about what to be, 

who to be, how to be, and with whom to be. My focus on a 

specific feminist agenda helped me to convert this emotional 

response and connection into action. When I used writing 

exercises and service activities to help these young women to 

think about protecting themselves from sexually transmitted 

diseases, getting out of abusive relationships, and imagining 

their futures, I could move away from commiseration and into 

action. And when I saw them reaching out to younger girls in 

other programs at the center with those same messages and 

others they had gained from their own experiences, I could 

see the effects of that action. This was more than a 

feeling. This was an experience that remdLnded me why I am a 

feminist. 

Justice and Difference 

We must encourage students to identify, to find common 

ultimate goals with those around them, but to resist the 

desire to imagine that they can know another's pain or 

pleasure. If we do, we can motivate them to action for the 

greater good. We can also fulfill our responsbilities as 

composition teachers by helping them to improve their 

writing. In Justice and the Politics of Difference, Iris 
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Young encourages readers to seek the kind of social justice 

my students and I sought through accepting and embracing 

difference. Like Joseph Harris in Con̂ osition: A Teaching 

Subject, Young promotes the vision of life in an urban 

center, where a wide variety of people live and function 

together without an effort to erase difference through policy 

or poetry. This kind of perspective can help us to avoid the 

seduction of empathy in service learning. We must not send 

students into the community as missionaries or do-gooders 

who, after a few hours' work with people in different life 

situations believe that they know what it is to be homeless, 

poor, or ill. We must help students to see that when they 

work for justice they work for the community and for 

themselves. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: A PEDAGOGY OF ACTION: 

TEACHING ETHICS IN TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION 

Justice is not identical with the concrete realization of 
these values in individual lives; justice, that is, is not 
identical with the good life as such. Rather, social justice 
concerns the degree to which a society contains and supports 
the institutional conditions necessary for the realization of 
these values. The values comprised in the good life can be 
reduced to very general ones: (1) developing and exercising 
one's capacities and expressing one's experience . . . and 
(2) participating in determining one's action and the 
conditions of one's actions. Iris Young 

The classroom remains the most radical space of possibility 
in the academy. For years it has been a place where 
education has been undermined by teachers and students alike 
who seek to use it as a platform for opportunistic concerns 
rather than as a place to learn. With these essays, I add my 
voice to the collective call for renewal and rejuvenation in 
our teaching practices. Urging all of us to open our minds 
and hearts to that we can know beyond the boundaries of what 
is acceptable, so that we can create new visions, I celebrate 
teaching that enables transgressions — a movement against 
and beyond boundaries. It is that movement which makes 
education the practice of freedom, bell hooks 

"Teaching Ethics" in Technical Communication 

The greatest challenge of incorporating ethics into a 

professional writing curriculum is not finding the time in 

the semester to address the subject or locating reading 

materials and activities that students will find engaging. 

What makes this work hard is the necessity of taking strong 

positions about ethics that have substance but do not force 

students to take on views that eire antithetical to their 

personal values. We can't singly "teach ethics," asking 
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students to memorize ethical codes and action formulas. We 

have to help students to discover their own ethical standards 

if we hope to offer them something they can apply effectively 

in their professional lives. 

But as hard as the attitude of respect for students' 

values I've described is to put into action, perhaps even it 

is too easy. If we are to claim that we teach ethics, we 

must necessarily privilege certain student values over 

others. If we simply challenge students to articulate their 

values we miss opportunities to see our own professional 

goals accomplished and we are dishonest. Who can spend 

months talking with students about their strategies for 

making ethical decisions without regularly attempting to 

shape the kinds of attitudes the students will emerge with? 

Despite my desire to show respect for and confidence in my 

students personal ideals, I know that I cannot resist this 

opportunity to shape those ideals. And indeed I believe that 

I should not resist that opportunity. 

When I teach technical communication, I work primarily 

with students who spend much of their time thinking about how 

to use technology and skills to do and make things. When I 

bring ethics into the mix, my goal is to invite these 

students to think about their work from a human perspective. 

I want them to imagine ways in which the work they are being 

trained to do might help or hurt the people around them. 
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The best way I can imagine to accomplish this goal is the 

application of the ethic of specific feminism in the 

classroom. This approach acknowledges and values students' 

experiences and attitudes but also challenges them to think 

about the world from other perspectives. My students 

collaborate to make ethical decisions about real situations 

by participating in service learning activities. I hope that 

when they emerge from my class students value cooperation and 

deliberation. I want them to find ways to put aside hate and 

separation. I expect ray students to leave this course 

understanding that an ethical system is not simply a list of 

the bare minimum behavioral standards a professional must 

uphold to avoid termination or other disciplinary measures. 

I want these future engineers and scientists to leave the 

course understanding that ethics is a system for making 

decisions based on right and wrong, and that their rhetorical 

actions can shape the kind of world they live in. In this 

chapter, I will describe the ways in which others in the 

field of technical communication have approached the 

challenge of bringing ethics into the curriculum. I will 

challenge the most popular model for this work, which relies 

on the use of hypothetical scenarios for preparing students 

to make decisions as professionals. I will describe a 

pedagogy of action, a model that takes advantage of the 

benefits of the scenarios approach but also pushes students 
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beyond the hypothetical, better preparing them for "real 

life" experiences. 

Ethics in the Subjunctive Case 

In Chapter One I described the strategies technical 

conununications teachers use to bring ethical questions into 

their classes. I plotted the scholarship in this field in 

three categories: the theoretically-oriented pieces, which 

shape the conversation by connecting ethics and writing on a 

conceptual level, bringing philosophy and rhetoric into the 

discussion; the case study projects, which look at the 

technical communication components of major disasters and 

tragedies to identify lessons we can learn from them; and the 

pedagogical pieces, which describe particular strategies for 

accomplishing teaching objectives. While the theoretical 

pieces tend to provide detailed analysis of particular 

aspects of ethical questions, the articles in the other two 

categories focus heavily on the use of historical and 

hypothetical scenarios for helping students to improve their 

decision-making abilities. 

Certainly the writers in the "case study" section of 

Chapter One advocate this approach. They write about 

disasters such as Challenger and Three Mile Island in order 

to provide scholars and students with insights into the ways 

in which people make decisions in professional settings, and 

the potentially disastrous impacts of poor decisions. In 
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mciny cases these authors provide portions of actual documents 

produced and consumed by the parties involved in these 

disasters. This allows students to look at and critique the 

documents, noting ineffective and unethical features and, 

ideally, learning from others' mistakes. 

Of the six major articles reviewed in the pedagogical 

section of Chapter One, four advocate the use of case studies 

and hypothetical scenarios in technical writing courses. The 

details of these approaches vary. Cezar Ornatowski advocates 

the use of complex hypothetical scenarios that highlight 

potential differences between the values of employees and 

employers. Brenda Sims offers hypothetical scenarios as 

exercises for helping students to pay careful attention to 

the words they choose. Wanda Martin and Scott Sanders use 

case studies in a different way: their students do extensive 

research on a public policy issue and then interact with 

guest speakers from the community who are key players in the 

policy debate. Dean Hall and Bonnie Nelson present 

complicated ethical dilemma scenarios that include social, 

cultural, and practical components, suggesting that this kind 

of exercise will help students to develop decision-making 

skills. 

There is certainly a strong argument to be made for the 

case studies approach. Reading and responding to case 

studies and hypothetical scenarios gives students 

opportunities to try out a variety of possible responses to 
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and interpretations of a problem. When students collaborate 

to find solutions to the ethical puzzles these scenarios 

present, they are exposed to one another' s views. They can 

practice negotiating answers to problems caused by major 

differences in perspective. They can try to place themselves 

in many different imaginary positions related to an issue and 

begin to appreciate the complexity of dealing with ethical 

questions. They can do all of this without placing 

themselves or others in danger and without risking jobs or 

reputations. They can work with dilemmas from a wide range 

of fields through the use of scenarios. Teachers need not 

restrict themselves to particular subject matter areas: they 

can ask students to think about questions related to all 

kinds of work. When looking at hypothetical scenarios, 

students can view a situation from many directions and begin 

to solidify the values that will guide their professional 

ethical frameworks. 

Omatowski makes an important point about how we process 

information about ethics. While he advocates the use of 

case studies in class, Omatowski argues that the typical 

theoretical approaches most textbooks use to "teach ethics" 

don't get at the true complexity of the issues people face in 

the workplace. While a theoretical approach might advocate 

the general value of "honesty," this perspective does not 

give students guides for handling the fluidity of that 

notion, the range of opinions on what is true, and how much 
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information is enough or too much to achieve honesty. 

Ornatowski says that the divergent agendas of academic and 

nonacademic views about ethics make strictly theoretical 

approaches useless to students when they leave our classrooms 

and therefore advocates the use of more elaborate and complex 

hypothetical scenarios to prepare students to face future 

dilemmas. 

I agree with part of Ornatowski's point. While students 

can begin to define and answer the critical ethical questions 

of professional writing through responding to ethical dilemma 

scenarios and discussing theoretical responses, they cannot 

develop a sense of the vast gray range that characterizes 

most work-related ethical questions. But a pedagogy that 

relies on hypothetical scenarios has at least two major 

drawbacks. First, it decontextualizes ethical questions. 

Second, it can encourage students to develop overly simple 

ideas about ethics, leaving them unprepared to deal with 

con̂ lex "real" dilemmas. 

When students look at case studies about ethics, they 

typically know what they're looking at and what they're 

looking for. They read a summary of a situation which might 

range in length from one or two sentences to one or two 

pages. They typically have a sense that what they are 

looking at is an ethical puzzle, a kind of rhetorical math 

problem for which they are to find the solution. While many 

of the eirticles mentioned above and the textbooks in the 
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field provide suitably complex scenarios with many social 

details, red herring details, and ambiguous questions, 

students know that they are reading these scenarios in order 

to find and solve the problems they present. No matter how 

much "context" these scenarios include, they do not require 

the student to identify the presence of an ethical dilemma on 

her or his own. They attach big signs to situations; 

ETHICAL COMPLICATIONS AHEfiDl PROCEED WITH CAUTION. This is, 

of course, not the way ethical issues emerge outside of the 

hypothetical realm. In "real life," students will have to 

identify ethical issues on their own. Dependence on these 

kinds of exercises can make students think that ethical 

dilemmas are obvious and readily identifiable. 

These kinds of exercises can also make students think 

that ethical choices are obvious. When students read the 

memos associated with the Challenger or Three Mile Island 

disaster, even those who do not have engineering backgrounds 

can see where people made mistakes. They can easily identify 

individuals and organizations who are "bad guys" in those 

documents. With 20/20 hindsight, students have no problem 

deciding what would have been the right thing to do. And 

they often believe that they would certainly have done it. 

As I mentioned above, students often look at hypothetical 

cases as problems to be solved. Most follow a 

straightforward process: identify the issue, select an 

ethical or moral principle or standard to apply to it, and 
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present as strong a case as possible for your position. Of 

course this process doesn't have to be as static as I've made 

it sound. In my experience, many students recognize 

complications and enjoy experimenting with creative ways of 

approaching them. Some take alternative positions and 

provide interesting solutions to the problems, but most 

students take a strong position on what is right, and claim 

that they would make a righteous decision if confronted with 

a similar problem in a work situation. And students don't do 

this because they're silly or shallow or egotistical or 

delusional. They develop this sense of righteousness because 

that is what the exercises ask them to do. From a sense of 

duty, students often develop ethical frameworks that sound 

good on paper or in a class discussion, but do not have the 

kind of substance needed to carry them through when they face 

the subtle complexities their lives as citizens and 

professionals will yield. 

This question of the problems of using case studies and 

hypothetical scenarios extends far beyond the technical 

writing classroom. When Carol Gilligan challenged Kohlberg's 

model of moral development, she had several major concerns in 

mind: Kohlberg's research had involved primarily males. The 

research did not value feminine ways of thinking about 

ethics. The kinds of questions Kohlberg presented gave 

either/or choices and decontextualized the dilemmas, causing 

meuiy girls and women involved in the research to feel unable 
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to make good choices. The designers of the GYM study at 

Tucson AIDS Project had similar problems with the previous 

research in the field of AIDS prevention. Traditional 

studies limited options for responding to possible behavior 

choices to narrow fields and did not provide contexts for 

them. Though the concerns related to these two projects 

differ from a pedagogical question about technical writing in 

many ways, they underscore my point: the hypothetical can 

only get us so far and teach us so much. 

This general point is the reason why internships are a 

staple of technical communication courses and programs. 

Teachers, administrators, and business representatives 

recognize that until they apply their academic knowledge to 

projects with audiences besides their teachers, students will 

not fully internalize their academic training. Gerald 

Savage has written extensively on technical writing 

internships, arguing that they are valuable to all kinds of 

English majors, not just those in professional writing. 

Savage also suggests that if we want to make those 

internships useful in the development of students' ethical 

views, teachers must be actively involved in shaping not only 

the particular assignments students complete in those 

internships, but also in shaping corporate cultures to be 

more ethically conscious environments through direct 

interaction with them. 
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Savage's argument fits into the ethic of specific 

feminism. By suggesting that academics need to work in 

coirporate environments and shape them into more socially 

responsible entities, Savage presents a model of the public 

intellectual at work in a venue different from those I've 

discussed in this dissertation. Fred Reynolds and the co

authors of Professional Writing in Context make a related 

point: rhetoricians can have a major influence on the ways 

in which commercial and governmental organizations make 

decisions through our work in those sites. While I certainly 

would encourage my colleagues in the field to pursue the 

challenge of influencing corporate environments, throughout 

this project I have focused on the nonprofit environment 

because I believe that the opportunities for professional and 

personal development that community service environments 

offer to students have not been sufficiently tapped by 

professional writing teachers. In the next section, I will 

argue for presenting ethics in technical writing through 

service learning. 

Learning through Teaching 

For my first three years as a technical writing teacher, 

I assigned the kinds of projects most technical writing 

teachers around the country assign—those found in textbooks. 

My students wrote resumes, letters, proposals, reports, 

descriptions, and instructions. They completed major 
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collaborative projects that involved several phases and 

encompassed many group and individual assignments. These 

assignments were often hypothetical. Students would identify 

a hypothetical problem, often inspired by challenges they 

faced in their other courses or in their jobs. They would 

propose a solution to the problem and "pretend" to implement 

that solution over the course of the term. They produced 

progress reports and final projects as if they had completed 

the actual work described in the proposal. Five Mechanical 

Engineering students designed a highly efficient race car. 

Four Architectural Landscaping students created an 

environmental theme park. Four Nutritional Science majors 

designed a corporate health program. An Animal Science 

student and classmates from other majors proposed the 

building of a stallion barn at the university farm. Family 

Studies and Business majors collaborated to imagine the 

development of a campus day care center. 

All of these projects and many of the others my students 

devised were interesting and useful. They presented 

in̂ ortant challenges to the students, allowing them to 

develop their collaboration and leadership skills. They 

caused at least some of the students to apply, albeit 

hypothetically, their major-specific knowledge in writing 

assignments. At the end of every semester when the final 

project portfolios came in I was in̂ ressed by the amount of 

work the students had done. Though I believed that they 
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learned a great deal from the work, I always wondered if all 

of that effort couldn't have gone into something that would 

be read by someone besides me — something that would 

actually accomplish a goal or matter to the community. I 

noticed a pattern that shaped my thinking. When students 

worked on projects they cared deeply about and hoped to 

present to audiences outside of the class, they often had 

more focus and more motivation to collaborate and revise 

effectively. A group who designed a new and improved campus 

recycling plan took their research about budgets and 

feasibility much more seriously than most. They presented 

their work to a campus committee on the subject and hoped to 

see changes as a result. Another group designed a prenatal 

care and education progreun for low income mothers in Pima 

County. They put together the recruitment and training 

materials for the project and presented them to a local 

agency that addresses this problem. They too were more 

engaged in the experience than many of their classmates. 

I made a decision to change my course design in light of 

this idea. I'm certainly not the first technical writing 

teacher to believe in using "real" assignments. As I've 

mentioned above, this is a common approach that is often 

implemented through internships and commissioned assignments. 

But as I've mentioned in previous chapters, I have a long

standing commitment to working with nonprofit agencies both 

as an individual and as a teacher. Like others at my 
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university and around the country, I decided to make my 

technical writing course a service learning course. I 

imagined that students would learn more and be more motivated 

in this kind of class. My experience suggests that this was 

an accurate prediction. 

Because my own interest in technical communication 

hinged somewhat on my fascination with the ethical components 

of the field, my previous syllabi had always included an 

ethics component. I asked students to think about ethics 

from the beginning of the course and to tjry to imagine 

ethical complications in every task they faced. I required 

that students read one or more articles about ethics and 

technical communication and I developed an ethics unit that 

culminated in a midterm examination. Students reacted 

strongly to this experience; in end-of-semester evaluations 

each term I had several students who indicated that the 

ethics focus of the class was its best feature, while another 

large group typically con̂ lained that it was too difficult 

and that it took valuable time away from learning to write. 

I went on with the unit because it seemed so important to me, 

but its shape changed radically when I re-imagined my course 

to include service learning. I realized quickly that when 

students' projects became located off campus the ethics 

components of the course would not feel like artificial 

additions. They would be relevant and vital to the success 

of students' projects. 
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Most of my experience in writing technical documents for 

nonprofit agencies related to funding such as grant proposals 

and brochures designed to solicit donations. In order to use 

my expertise in these areas and to address a major need of 

almost every nonprofit agency, I designed my new sylleibus 

around a grant proposal assignment. With the exception of 

the resume, every assignment in the course (from a letter of 

inquiry written in the first week of the semester through the 

final project portfolio), would connect with the students' 

work for their selected agencies. (See Appendix A for more 

information about the course such as a syllabus and 

assignment sheets.) 

During the two semesters in which I have used this 

approach my students have written grant proposals for twelve 

local agencies: a group of Wildlife Management students 

requested start-up funds for the Forever Wild wildlife 

refuge; four students from a variety of majors including 

Pharmacy and Public Health wrote a $100,000 proposal to fund 

a study of snake migration in Pima County; another group of 

students from several majors wrote a proposal to increase 

funding for a city-wide youth mentoring progrcun called 

Connect Tucson. Another group requested funding for the 

Latina Leadership Project, a program designed to train young 

Latinas to teach their peers about prevention of sexually 

transmitted diseases and pregnancy. Environmental Science 

students requested fincuicial support for a conseirvation 
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education program administered through the Friends of the 

Santa Cruz River; three students drafted a proposal to 

support the Child Protective Services Lifebook program which 

provides children in foster care with elaborate scrapbooks 

that document their personal histories. In another class 

five students requested funding for our local public radio 

station to produce a compact disc of performances by local 

musicians. Another group asked for the donation of a van to 

transport retired people in Green Valley, Arizona, on 

recreational trips; three students wrote a grant for support 

of the Youth On Their Own program which helps cibandoned and 

runaway teenagers to stay in school. Four Family Studies 

majors wrote asked for funding for a family visitation 

program administered through Casa de los Ninos, a local 

crisis nursery; Animal Science and Business majors worked 

together to request start-up funds for the Center for 

Wildlife Connection, an organization designed to create 

wildlife movement corridors throughout Tucson. Another group 

worked with the local YMCA to get funding for the National 

Youth Program Using Minibikes in our area. This program 

encourages kids who have been in trouble in school and with 

the law to keep contracts for good behavior by rewarding them 

with training and opportunities to ride minibikes on 

weekends. 

I tcike a great deal of pride in the work my students did 

tlirough this process, but it wasn't all as romantic as ny 
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list of projects may make it sound. As the authors of 

several essays in the Adler-Kassner service learning volume 

discussed in Chapter Four argue, sending students into the 

community brings challenges. Students have to deal with many 

logistical problems such as transportation, scheduling, and 

computer compatibility. And grant proposals cause special 

problems: students have to learn about their agencies 

quickly. They have to rely on the assistance of the 

librarian in the grants collection, the contact person/s at 

the agency, and each other to complete the project, while I 

don't mean to suggest that collaboration magically cures 

these challenges, I must argue that the design of this 

particular assignment does help to alleviate many worries 

associated with other service learning projects. Students 

can divide the duties in convenient ways that accommodate 

their varied schedules. Though every student is required to 

spend some time at the agency, they do not all have to work 

there during regular hours on an ongoing basis. 

Of course writing for nonacademic audiences involves 

challenges for teachers and administrators as well. As 

service learning scholars such as Nora Bacon have noted, 

evaluation can become even more difficult than usual in this 

kind of course. Bacon points out how complicated audience 

analysis can become when a teacher and an agency 

representative give students very different advice about 

rhetorical decisions. And then there's the matter of 
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outcomes. When students write documents with specific goals, 

such as grant proposals, it might be tempting to some outside 

of the project to suggest that the evaluation of the 

individual projects and the course itself might best be 

evaluated in terms of the number of dollars gained through 

the proposals and the percentage of projects that succeed. 

This is not a useful way of looking at this particular class 

project, however. First, the time frame for submission and 

funding of grants makes it impossible. Many grants are not 

acted upon for at least several months. The entire process 

can take up to a year in some cases. Clearly, evaluation 

could not be delayed for this period of time. Furthermore, 

the students know from the beginning that actually getting 

the funding you seek with the first try at a grant proposal 

is unlikely. Andy Robinson, a nationally recognized 

grantswriting expert from the Tucson area, says that 90% of 

grants submissions are refused (5). But students also know 

that there is always a chance that their projects will be an 

exception. And they know that in the long run what they do 

produce may be revised and resubmitted and, ultimately, 

funded. 

Even though proposals aren't always funded they make 

sense as a technical writing assignment. Practically 

speeUcing, at the very least the students provide the agencies 

with a good draft of a proposal and an annotated list of 

foundations that might be interested in funding it. They get 
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hands-on experience at working with budgets, feasibility 

studies, and many other technical genres. They create a 

portfolio of "real world" writing that they may share with 

future employers. They begin to develop the skills 

associated with grant writing, which are extremely valuable 

in the nonprofit and corporate worlds alike. 

Furthermore, if we apply the ethic of specific feminism 

to this approach, we see that whether or not each student 

group's proposal is among the 10% of proposals funded on the 

first try, their work on that proposal is ethically and 

socially valuable. This process gets students involved in 

their communities. It allows them to see that what they have 

learned in their formal education can be used to help in the 

pursuit of justice. It allows them to connect with people 

who have important needs, and to use their own interests and 

abilities to try to get those needs met through the process 

of collaboration with fellow students, agency 

representatives, and grantfunders. 

And this work has other, greater ethical implications. 

Below I will describe the ethics component of the course 

model an "ethic of action" suggests. I will demonstrate the 

ways in which the service learning approach, coupled with a 

focus on ethical issues throughout the course, may be used to 

help shape students into more ethically conscious decision

makers. 
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Ethics in the Classroom 

As I have stated above, from the beginning of every 

technical writing course I teach I ask students to think 

about ethical concerns. As the textbooks described in 

Chapter One suggest, most students initially think of ethics 

as primarily related to questions of honesty. They 

understand that technical writers should be honest, should 

not misrepresent information. They don't necessarily 

understand how complicated that charge can get. Over the 

course of the semester most of my students begin to develop a 

sense of that complexity. (See Appendix A for course 

materials.) 

Soon after students have turned in the first draft of 

their project proposal, in which they describe the process 

they'll go through to produce a grant proposal for their 

agencies, we begin the midterm ethics unit I've referred to 

above. I typically assign students to read Steven B. Katz's 

"The Ethic of Expediency: Classical Rhetoric, Technical 

Writing, and the Holocaust," and Sam Dragga's "Is This 

Ethical?" The students struggle with the complex argvunents 

and dense language in the Katz article. Most are struck by 

the opening portion of the article, a memo from a Nazi leader 

to his superior officer regarding the renovation of vans used 

for murdering Jewish people. The memo is so full of 

hallmarks of traditional technical writing such as vagueness 

and euphemisms that its meaning is not immediately clear. 
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This memo and their own experiences of reading it cause some 

students to think about their own rhetorical decisions. 

Students are sometimes offended by the article, believing 

that Katz' s representation of human values is far too grim 

and cynical. Some are particularly put off by Katz's final 

major argument: 

Perhaps we should even begin to question whether 

"happiness"—as we understand it in our individualistic 

and utilitarian culture, as personal or corporate gain 

grounded in economic progress—should be the only basis 

of virtue and the primary goal of human life. (272) 

Other students connect readily with Katz's ideas, 

particularly when he discusses ways in which technology 

shapes contemporary life. After class discussions, most are 

able to articulate strong stands on at least the general 

principles Katz discusses. They indicate that they believe 

that many people are driven, as Katz argues, by an ethic of 

expediency which causes them to lose sight of questions about 

human factors in decisions and to think only about how to 

best exploit technology for its own sake. They indicate a 

great distaste for this approach. 

My students in the past have typically responded more 

favorably to the Dragga article. In this piece Dragga 

presents seven scenarios that involve ethically cheirged 

document delivery decisions. As I've discussed previously, 

Dragga's dilemmas are peirt of his study of ways in which 
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students and practitioners of technical writing make 

decisions about document design. His point in including them 

is not exclusively pedagogical; they are part of a study. 

Students have strong responses to these cases, which involve 

interesting situations. The question that gets the most 

heated response is number three, popularly known among 

students as the "wheelchair question." It reads: 

You have been asked to design materials that will 

be used to recruit new employees. You decide to include 

photographs of the company's employees and its 

facilities. Your company has no disabled en̂ loyees. 

You ask one of the employees to sit in a wheelchair for 

the photographs. Is this ethical? 

Survey respondents must indicate whether this act is 

completely ethical, mostly ethical, ethics uncertain, mostly 

unethical, or completely unethical, and must then explain 

their responses. 

Students' initial responses to this question are 

typically very intense. Most are disgusted at the thought of 

someone's pretending to be disabled — not only because it is 

dishonest, but because they consider it to be disrespectful 

to people who actually must sit in wheelchairs. As they 

discuss the question together, however, some students begin 

to see the situation differently. They believe that if the 

company's motivation for this action is to recruit disabled 

en̂ loyees or to let them know that they will be welcome in 
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this work environment, it might not be so bad. Of course if 

the motivation is to pretend to have disabled employees in 

order to avoid hiring more or to avoid legal complaints, then 

the very same act is bad. 

This mid-term ethics unit ends in a take-home 

excunination (see Appendix B) which asks students to engage 

with these two articles in a variety of ways. The sample 

excerpts from student responses below suggest the range of 

perspectives on these matters. The question these students 

chose to respond to is: 

Choose one of the scenarios in Dragga's survey. Answer 

the following questions in your essay: Does the scenario 

raise an ethical issue? What is/are the issue/s at 

stake? How would you answer the survey question? 

Explain your answer in light of your definition of the 

issue/s at hand. 

The first student indicates that he finds this practice 

unethical, and focuses on the notion that people believe what 

they see: 

I would rate this situation as being completely 

unethical. This is because I personally believe that 

they are deliberately trying to deceive the public. 

There is not bending of rules here, the whole thing is 

completely dishonest. When people read something they 

know that it is the author ̂s interpretation of the 
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subject and can therefore be questionable. A picture, 

on the other hand, is taken much more literally ... I 

could not imagine my disbelief if I were a disabled 

potential employee going in for an interview and seeing 

the person who posed for that picture walking down the 

hall . . . 

Another student who found the practice offensive offered 

some alternatives that would accomplish the goal of 

indicating the company's willingness to hire disabled 

employees: 

I would feel nothing but mistrust for this company. The 

company is blatantly lying to prospective employees by 

pretending to have a disabled individual employed at the 

company. This is a complete misrepresentation. If the 

company wanted to stress the fact that they would hire a 

disabled person to work for them, they could have merely 

stated that they were equipped with the facilities 

necessary for those who are disabled or that they do not 

discriminate against the disabled. Pretending to have a 

disabled employee makes the company seem sly and 

manipulative, as if they would try almost anything, no 

matter how unethical, to get what they want. 

Other students did not find the scenario as appalling after 

some consideration. One referred to an example from her 

previous experience that made this practice more palatcible 

for her. 
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. . .  J  will explain why Dragga's third scenario is 

mostly ethical ... I remember once when my small 

private high school in Delaware had a misleading picture 

on the cover of the year book. My school consisted of 

mostly white, middle class students. However, when a 

picture was taken of the students for the cover page of 

the yearbook, the people in the picture were three 

African-Americans, a Hispanic student, an Asian, and two 

white students. My initial reaction to this picture was 

that this is falsely depicting the ethnic ratio of 

students at our school. Then I realized that our school 

was presenting itself as diverse in order to draw in 

more diverse students. In my opinion there is 

absolutely nothing wrong with doing this. This is 

similar to the question about the person in the 

wheelchair. 

Another student described a shift in her thinking about this 

question. 

ffhen I first read the scenario, I was appalled. I felt 

that it was morally wrong. As I gave it more thought, I 

started to believe that it might be justified if the 

company was just trying to represent equal opportunity 

status in an "illustrative" rather than "typographic" 

sense. 

Most of the students who responded to this scenario took 

positions similar to these, arguing one of two ethical 
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perspective discussed in Chapter Two — a policy-based view 

that consists of clear and defined standards which must 

always be applied, or a relational approach that takes into 

consideration the context of the question and includes 

conjecture about motivations and long-term effects of a 

decision. This question particularly seems to polarize 

students because it refers to the touchy issue of 

disabilities, which makes many students nervous. Many do not 

want to appear (to others or themselves) to be insensitive to 

such matters. As I see it, my job as a teacher is not to 

"teach" students to adopt either of these stances, but to 

challenge them to think about those stances and to help them 

to articulate them. 

Students also take strong stances in reaction to the 

Katz piece. The students whose response excerpts appear 

below were responding to a general question about the Katz 

article which read: 

3. On pp. 265-266 of "TEOE" Katz writes; 

While I don't mean to suggest this is the "final 

answer" to that question murmured so many times 

before—how could the holocaust have happened?—the 

in̂ eratives of science and technology as moral 

expedients create a powerful ethos that may partly 

explain what occurred. . . technology, the 

embodiment in techniques and procedures as well as 

machines of scientific method, becomes its own 
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raison d'§tre and driving force in culture. 

Technology becomes both a means and an end in 

itself. 

In your essay, answer the following questions: What 

does this passage mean? Do you accept Katz's argument? 

Cite an example from your field or from another field 

you know something about to support your position of 

agreement or disagreement with the point made here. You 

might describe a situation in which technology was 

valued more than human needs or one in which 

humanitarian concerns were put before technological 

advances. You should give details in your explanation 

and apply your interpretation of Katz's argument to it 

carefully. 

Though many see quite a bit of complexity in Katz's 

argument, most students who choose to answer this question 

agree with Katz's point. One student refers to his own 

professional experience to support this contention; 

As an engineer, I have encountered many instances where 

expediency has determined mechanism designs and topics 

of presentations. while I was working on a NASA 

project, the launch date was used to justify poorly 

designed mechanisms. Critical components lacked 

tiiorougJi design testing due to time constraints. 

Presentations to NASA officials were also presented in a 

manner to suggest that all was well and ample time was 
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available to properly design the desired space vehicle. 

The truth was that if we were unable to meet the 

specified deadlines, the project would be transferred to 

the competitor. I believe that most catastrophes due to 

human error are primarily due to ethics of expedience. 

Another student accuses Katz himself of employing the 

ethic of expediency throughout this article written to 

critique that ethic. 

There is an old adage that goes: people in glass houses 

should not throw stones. This is important to remember 

when reading articles about certain topics. Expediency 

is one of those things. It is an obvious trap to get 

caught in, but an object can't be used in its own 

definition. This jneans that if asked to describe 

expediency, or comment on its aspects in society, the 

argument that is made can't be expedient. In Steven 

Katz's article "The Ethic of Expediency" he does just 

this. This is not to say that very valid points aren't 

raised because Katz uses good logic and presents a 

strong argument. However he glances over two major 

concepts that don't help his argument yet play a role in 

his conclusion. The first of these little oversights is 

hate, and the second is the personification of 

technology as possessing free will. Katz's argument is 

expedient because he leaves out complex ideas of human 

emotion in order to prove his own point. 
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Each of these students' positions on the Katz article is 

compelling, in my estimation. One felt an identification 

with Katz and his argument based on his own experiences. The 

other looked at Katz's argument as an intellectual challenge. 

Like a few students each semester, this student chose to 

engage with Katz's ideas and to find them lacking. 

No matter what kinds of positions they take on these or 

the other questions raised in class discussions and the 

midterm, when students complete this unit they are typically 

able to articulate a basic ethical system that they can, 

ideally, apply when they move beyond the classroom. The unit 

is not designed to force students to accept a particular 

ethical code of conduct as prescribed by the teacher, but to 

help them to discover for themselves what ethical principles 

matter most. 

Approximately three weeks after the completion of the 

midterm unit, the focus of the course shifts to the progress 

report. In the service learning course, this assignment asks 

students to identify an ethical dilemma they have confronted 

in their project and to explain how they have dealt with it 

and why. On the first day of the unit, when students are 

typically deeply involved with writing their grant proposals, 

I present another set of hypothetical scenarios vaguely 

reminiscent of Dragga's, for the students to consider. (See 

Appendix E) These scenarios are more socially complex than 

Dragga's, sind include a humorous twist in some cases. I 
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divide students into new groups and ask each to puzzle out a 

solution to one of the questions and to begin drafting a 

progress report that accounts for it. Each dilemma involves 

ambiguity cUsout guilt and responsibility. Consider, for 

example, the scenario below: 

Your project has been going very well. You are getting 

the results you hoped for. This morning, however, one 

of your assistants spilled coffee on the disk of data 

given to you by the company you are working for. You 

didn't panic initially, because your company motto is 

"Always back it up." When you asked the assistant where 

she had put the backup, she said that in this one case 

she hadn't followed this policy. You know for a fact 

that your contract company has a copy of the data. You 

can't possibly complete the project without it. How 

will you deal with this issue? Will you use the 

stationery with the company motto on it in your 

corres pondence ? 

The students typically enjoy this exercise. It's a nice 

change of pace, giving them an opportunity to work with a 

different set of classmates. The work can be quite amusing 

because of the content of the dilemmas. They brainstorm, 

debate, and puzzle for a few minutes and then begin drafting 

their responses. Quite often there is one among the group 

who submits a dissenting opinion. The most fascinating part 

of this exercise, however, is the kinds of ethics that 
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students actually rely upon to complete it. In most cases, 

the students take the position of covering themselves from 

getting in trouble. Students responding to the scenario 

above often try to think of creative excuses they might use 

to justify requesting another copy of the data — faulty 

disks, power failures, warehouse fires. Though they often 

settle on a response that is loosely based on the principle 

of "honesty is the best policy," it often seems to be deemed 

best only because they can't think of a better way out of the 

situation. Only three or four weeks after they have spent 

several class periods thinking about and articulating their 

elaborate belief systems, students are justifying solutions 

to these problems around questions like "can we get away with 

it?" or "will we get caught?" Suddenly they are operating on 

what might be looked at as a version of Katz's ethic of 

expediency, the very one so many condemned weeks before. Now 

the goal is to get away with as much as we can as long as we 

don't hurt anybody. 

I do not mean to imply that the students lose all of 

their values when confronted with this second set of 

questions, and I certainly do not mean to show disrespect for 

them as people or as future professionals. The humorous tone 

of the scenarios and the frantic pace of the exercise 

certainly play a part in students• responses. But the 

results of this exercise do demonstrate to students and to me 

that it's easy to theorize about ethics, to imagine what we'd 
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do in a hypothetical scenario, and to condemn the acts of 

others when we can stand in apparently objective judgment. 

The hard part comes in applying those values we identify. I 

should point out that in many cases the students' responses, 

however utilitarian or even criminal they might seem when 

first presented, are probably justifiable in some ethical 

systems. They are not necessarily evil or sinister. That 

ruling, in my classroom, is in the hands of each individual 

student. Though I argue throughout the course for an ethical 

stance that values collaboration and emphasis on the best 

interests of all of the humans involved, she or he must 

decide how to handle these kinds of challenges. What I want 

to demonstrate with this exercise is something that several 

of the feminine ethicists I discussed in Chapter Two have 

argued repeatedly; lofty ethical systems that sound good on 

paper or in a great debate may not always get us through when 

we face the subtle quandaries of daily life. 

Of course the quandaries I present students with in this 

second exercise are hardly subtle. They are so obvious, one 

might argue, as to be eibsurd. But exploring them in class 

together helps to prepare students to deal with the 

challenges of their progress report assignment. This 

exercise helps students to see that they cam't get away with 

unproblematized reactions of either great moral loftiness or 

base personal interest. Together, they must come up with 
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solutions that are realistic and ethically palatable to 

everyone in their group. 

When students begin to work on the progress report unit, 

they often insist that they have faced no ethical dilemmas in 

their projects. Their projects are on the up-and-up, their 

contact people are excellent, and their motivation is high. 

What could be unethical about working for a nonprofit agency? 

What could an agency that helps the poor or underprivileged 

have to hide? I don't mean to say here that the students 

naively believe that everyone and everything associated with 

nonprofit agencies is pristine and pure. Many have heard 

about financial and other kinds of scandals associated with 

major nonprofit agencies in the past. But for the most part, 

the students indicate that the just and positive intentions 

of the people they are working with make minor or potential 

ethical issues fall to the side. Obviously, many argue, a 

person who has taken on a career with a nonprofit agency is 

not primarily motivated by personal greed. And this analysis 

meJces a lot of sense. 

When pushed, however, students begin to see issues that 

suggest ethical questions. These questions most often rise 

to the surface when they are working with budgets. Many of 

the ethical dilemmas my students have written about pertain 

to matters like apparent budget padding. The most important 

part of the progress report assignment is not the actual 

report that students submit to their agencies, but the 
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accompanying cover memo that explains their dilemma and how 

they handled it. The excerpt below comes from a group in a 

tough situation: 

When we were first given this assignment we did not 

think we really had any ethical dilemmas. However, when 

we met with [our contact person ] to review some of the 

proposal he informed us of his intent to pad the budget. 

To sojne people this may not sound like an ethical 

dilemma, nonetheless, it is to all of us. Wfe are not 

sure whether we should report this to someone or just 

let Mr. Hall* pad the budget. While we do not think he 

is doing this to make any extra money for himself, we 

all believe the requested funds should be budgeted in 

the appropriate category. The problem is that maybe Mr. 

Hall knows something we don't about the Heritage Fund 

and feels this is the correct approach. Now you 

understand our dilemma. 

This group of students had a difficult time deciding what to 

do about their situation. They were basically working for 

Mr. Hall. His name would go on the application and he would 

make all final decisions. Yet they were quite clear about 

their views on the question: dishonesty, particularly this 

kind of openly intentional dishonesty, was not acceptable to 

them. Their questions were not answered when they turned in 

their progress report. They still had a great deal of 

negotiating to do with Mr. Hall, ultimately they were able 
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to convince him to be what they characterized as more honest 

about the budget. They did some extra research and other 

work to find ways to make sure that their accurate budget 

would not leave the project without the funds needed for 

completion. 

Other groups faced amd dealt with different kinds of 

challenges. In most cases, they were able to find ways to 

make the work they had to get done meet their ethical 

standards. Some groups found that the standards to which 

they were holding their agencies were not reasonable or that 

they weren't understanding the whole situation when they 

perceived that something was unethical. But in some cases, 

they brought about a major change in the way an organization 

handled business. 

One group in particular had the experience of shaping 

policy because of their ethical position. These three 

students were requesting funding to support a program that 

had been established for several years but was about to lose 

its major funding source. The agency was in immediate need 

of a solution. The program might abruptly end in a matter of 

weeks if more money didn't turn up. When the students began 

researching possible sources for funding, they found that 

every source that fit their project in terms of timing and 

amount and purpose of funding had strict regulations about 

the ways in which their funds could be used. Specifically, 

these funds were not to be used to pay salaries. This was a 
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major problem in their situation. Though the initial project 

had relied heavily on the labor of volunteers, and indeed was 

contingent upon the commitment of a certain number of hours 

to be contributed by community members, over the course of 

several years the work of this particular project had been 

taken over by a paid staff member. Officially, this person's 

job was to oversee, train, and support the volunteers working 

on the project, but over time she had begun to simply do the 

work herself. This kind of project could not be funded by 

the foundations students were targeting. 

The students invited me into the discussion of their 

dilemma and I encouraged them to take it directly to the 

agency and to present their opinion about the way it should 

be handled. They did so, and in the course of their 

deliberations with the agency staff, the program director 

made the decision to align the staff person in question's 

duties with the original intent of the project. She was 

able to find alternative funds to cover the salary when the 

position was redefined. Several months later, the revcunped 

project received a major grant that made it possible for its 

work to go on. 

Of course not every project can end like this. Indeed 

we would not want to send our students out to reorganize the 

labor policies of local agencies on a regular basis. But 

virtually all of the students, whether they solved a great 

moral or procedural dilemma or not, indicated that this 
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service learning experience, particularly in conjunction with 

the "ethics unit" in the course, challenged them to think 

about and formulate strategies for handling ethical dilemmas. 

They indicated that being involved in this kind of 

collaborative project with an audience outside of the 

classroom increased their motivation and investment in their 

projects and made them spend more time drafting and revising. 

All of the students benefited from hearing about other 

groups' experiences in oral presentation. Together we 

recognized what the students in the group that faced the job 

description problem learned: by taking a strong ethical 

position and following through to participate in the hard 

work of discovering a solution to the problem, they were able 

to make a difference that ultimately helped their community. 

The important project continued and more volunteers became 

invested in it as a result of the changes they helped to 

bring about. They didn't do this by being judgmental or by 

squashing their opinions for fear of offending someone. They 

accomplished this goal by participating in the process of 

collaborative ethical deliberation, as Habermas suggests we 

must. 

And this is the goal of the ethic of action in specific 

feminism. This pedagogical approach presents students with 

opportunities to connect with their communities and to 

transcend their individual interests and investments through 

working with others and through breaking out of their 
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traditional academic experiences — transgressing classroom 

boundaries—to bring about change. I do not advocate change 

for change's sake, but change that moves a community toward 

the goal of social justice, a state of affairs in which 

everyone in a community has the means and the security 

necessary to contribute to the shaping of its policies and 

values. 
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EPILOGUE: 

LOOKING BACK, MOVING ON 

Looking Back 

The first graduate seminar paper I wrote after declaring 

Composition, Rhetoric, and Literacy as my major at the 

University of Oklahoma was called "Pedagogue as Rhetor: The 

Case for Controversy in the Composition Classroom." This 

paper had more than a snappy alliterative title to recommend 

it. It was built around what I considered to be an intricate 

and sophisticated theoretical weaving of ideas from Kenneth 

Burke, Michael Polanyi, and Chaim Perelman. (As you can see 

from the works cited portion of this dissertation, some 

bibliographic entries never die.) Though I billed this 

project as an intellectual exercise for myself, in some ways 

the writing of it was a personally therapeutic experience. I 

was struggling to justify my passion for politics in the 

classroom, my commitment to an attitude I would sometime 

later call "specific feminism." 

After a very rough year of personal trials, i had 

suddenly, miraculously, begun teaching college composition 

and pursuing an advanced degree. This had been dream for 

a while. I made the final decision to commit to an English 

major at Oklahoma City University when words from my American 

Literature teacher, Anne Carlton, placed in me the (perhaps 
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small) dream of being a graduate assistant at OU. So there I 

was. 

This paper captured my approach to teaching in those 

early months, and as I dust it off in these last days of 

writing my dissertation seven years later, I am amazed at how 

far I have come to find myself so close to where I started. 

Toward the end of that early essay I write: 

Ideally, through examining these issues, students should 

come to see that they do indeed wield great strength 

when they undertake to use language, and they should do 

so responsibly. They should recognize that through 

careful consideration of the views which inform their 

positions on controversial subjects they can improve 

their writing skills in general, and they should be 

inspired to find ways of addressing even issues which 

may seem mundane with an enthusiasm born of personal 

investment. 

The most obvious change in my perspective since I wrote 

this piece is captured in the string of "shoulds" for 

students. I suppose that the 26 or so writing classes I have 

taught since then have taught me a bit about that 

perspective. "Should"-ing students doesn't accomplish much. 

What "works" is teaching writing as best we can, and 

acknowledging our positions in the lives of students, the 

university, and the community. What works for me is 

believing. 
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And what I think "works" is likely not what someone else 

thinks works. When I wrote "Pedagogue as Rhetor" years ago, 

I was looking for a theoretical justification for ray 

insatiable desire to influence students, to teach them more 

than the basics of first-year composition. I hoped to 

introduce them to new ways of thinking about "truth" and 

other concepts I was learning to distrust. I wanted to 

influence their ethical systems. My earliest writing 

assignments asked students to do things like define equality, 

propose alternatives to democracy, and perform other 

politically charged tasks. Perhaps I was one of those 

radical teachers, the ones students' parents warn them about 

when they enroll at a state university. I may have been one 

of those indoctrinators who are perennially reviled by 

critics of higher learning . . . one of those people who want 

to take advantage of their positions as teachers to shape 

young minds to their own beliefs. 

If I was an indoctrinator I fear I wasn't very good at 

it. My classroom experience kept coming down to this: I know 

that as a teacher, a user of language, an evaluator, I am 

inescapably a rhetor, a yielder of persuasion. My job is to 

admit that position and to use my power for good rather than 

evil. But when we work with students who bring to our 

classrooms their own notions of good and evil and right and 

wrong, this goal gets messy. When I work with students whose 

conservative views clash violently with my own, my authority 
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as a teacher has little influence. The only way to influence 

students is to encourage them to reach their own conclusions 

while openly claiming my views as just that — my own. I 

expose my students to ideas about ethics and challenge them 

to see themselves as connected to other people. I model 

commitment to community through ny own work and writing. 

Some who read this dissertation may argue that I am not 

forceful enough in my positions about the kinds of ethical 

lessons students should take from their service learning 

experiences or from their readings or other activities in my 

class. Indeed I sometimes find myself wanting to yell out my 

positions in class — my beliefs about difference and justice 

and discrimination and resource distribution and war. The 

attitude of specific feminism I have described in this 

dissertation lets me do that in a productive way. It allows 

me to maintain a healthy skepticism about the meaning of 

individual experience, but also allows me to share mine with 

my students. It requires me to take action in my community 

and forces me to deal with the "truths" of my students' lives 

as they come into the classroom. For me, this works. And 

the sense of comfort and purpose I get from it has been hard-

won. 

I came by my passion for the political honestly. When 

I was in elementary school, my family lived on the mostly 

black northeast side of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. On my sixth 

birthday my father, who had finished his own dissertation on 
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the power of prayer only about a year before, began his new 

job as the minister of St. Andrew's United Methodist Church, 

in the center of Oklahoma City's white flight zone. The 

white commuter congregation meeting in a black neighborhood 

in the racial tension-filled early 70's was struggling to 

stay intact. 

I was a kid when all of this was happening. I remember 

moving from the small town of Crescent, Oklahoma, and being 

greeted by Winfred Selby, a larger-than-life insurance 

salesman and member of the St. Andrew's congregation. Win 

brought me a birthday presentation of cake, ice cream, and a 

scratch and sniff book to our new home on that moving day in 

June of 1973. Martin Luther King had been dead only four 

years. Malcolm X's influence on the country, Watergate, the 

Vietnam War — this was the political background for our 

transition. My mother was a couple of years younger than I 

am today when we moved into our little house on Terry Street. 

She remembers the prospect now as an adventure and says that 

she figured anything in the city was better than another 

small town post. The job meant a salary increase for my 

father. He tells me now that he was paid the lowest possible 

salary a United Methodist minister in his conference could 

make at the time — something around $10,000 per year, much 

less than I work hard to manage on now as a graduate student. 

As a little white family of four originally from a fairly 

small town in Arkcuisas, my parents, Boyce and Arlene, my 
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sister, Gina, and I moved into that all-black neighborhood in 

a major metropolitan area and began making our way. In 

recent yeeirs, people have sometimes asked me how I could 

spend time with gang members in South Tucson. When I hecir 

such a question or comment I think eibout the nonchalance with 

which my parents speak about their life at St. Andrews. The 

fear from which that question comes is not a part of my 

family legacy. 

While my sister and I attended school, our parents both 

worked at the church and in the community to manage the 

immense tasks of pleasing a mostly middle-aged white 

congregation and serving the black community in the 

geographic area around the church building. In his book, 

Selling Your Church in the '90s, ny father writes about the 

range of challenges they faced. 

We had been asking such questions as "What are we 

going to do if we have to buy a new furnace?" Now 

we were asking "How can we help spread God's warmth 

in this fragmented neighborhood? How can we help 

improve the quality of life for people who have had 

to settle far too long with far too little?". . . 

(p.15) 

My father led the church members to form focus groups 

with community leaders in order to determine what the people 

in the neighborhood needed. With their advice in mind. Dad 

pioneered a number of programs designed to get the 
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neighborhood people into the church. He hauled in bus loads 

of children from area schools for tutoring and vacation bible 

school. Mom participated in these programs and led my mostly 

black girl scout troop that often met at the church and a 

singing group for the kids of the church and the community. 

My father explains their strategy of service. 

Black people might not have been ready to 

worship in a white church on Sunday morning, but 

they were ready to come on Tuesday night to learn 

arts and crafts and to pursue other studies. 

Before that first eight-week session was over, 

students were asking for more advanced classes and 

for classes in other subjects, including gardening, 

photography, first aid, and money management. (17) 

During our five year stay at St. Andrew's, the 

congregation changed radically. Attendance went from about 

50 per week, including only one black family, to around 125, 

about 50 percent of whom were black. St. Andrew's was 

recognized as the first racially integrated United Methodist 

church in Oklahoma, and my parents were instrumental in that 

process. 

When he explains this experience. Dad describes 

something like the ethic of action I advocate for service 

learning in professional writing courses. He talks about 

focusing on the needs of the people you hope to serve, not on 
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glorifying yourself. He talks about getting things done and 

transcending the personal to address the social. 

The St. Andrew's case study illustrates that too 

much "navel-gazing" doesn't help churches or 

people. A church does not find its identity by 

grieving about lost gloiry and greatness, by 

fretting about its frailties, or by dreading 

disasters that might strike. . . (but) by focusing 

on the needs of others. . .(18) 

Using this philosophy, ny parents led people away from 

buying fancy pulpit drapes and communion trays and into 

investing in the local community of St. Andrew's. They 

helped the frightened white members of the congregation to 

see the people in the church neighborhood differently. 

Instead of viewing them as a threat to church property or a 

group of targets for pity and charity, they began to see 

these neighbors as part of their own world, as people with 

whom they could collaborate in order to save a dying church 

and build a changing community. In some sense, this is the 

kind of philosophy I have tried to propose through this 

project. I believe that the intelligence, commitment, 

knowledge, experience, and resources that are contained in 

institutions of higher learning should be used in the service 

of individuals and groups outside of our campuses. Rather 

than fearing or ignoring those around us, academics can join 

with people in their national and local communities to make 
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things happen for our neighbors, for our current students, 

and for our prospective students. 

Re-Inventing Education 

This attitude is becoming increasingly more common in 

higher education. In March of 1998, the Boyer Commission, a 

cooperative effort of Research I universities around the 

nation headquartered at the State University of New York, 

Stony Brook, released a report called "Reinventing 

Undergraduate Education: A Blueprint for American's Research 

Universities." The writers of the report argued that 

American research universities were letting their students 

down in many ways. They claimed that while these 

universities have contributed greatly to the development of 

our knowledge and culture as a nation, they do not, in 

general, offer undergraduate students the kind of education 

they're entitled to. They argue: 

Again and again, universities are guilty of an 

advertising practice they would condemn in the 

commercial world. Recruitment materials display 

proudly the splendid facilities and the ground

breaking resecirch that goes on within them, but 

thousands of students graduate without ever seeing 

the world-famous professors or tasting genuine 

resecirch. (2) 
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The Commission suggest that it is time for a change in 

our approach to education, and toward that end provide a list 

of ten steps universities should take. 

1. Make Research-Based Learning the Standard 

2. Construct an Inquiry-Based Freshman Year 

3. Build on the Freshman Foundation 

4. Remove Barriers to Interdisciplinary Education 

5. Link Communication Skills and Course Work 

6. Use Information Technology Creatively 

7. Culminate with a Capstone Experience 

8. Educate Graduate Students as Apprentice 

Teachers 

9. Change Faculty Reward Systems 

10. Cultivate a Sense of Community 

While some parts of this document suggest a conservative 

agenda that gives me some pause, I think that overall what 

the Boyer Commission recommends makes sense. We do need to 

re-examine the undergraduate academic experience, and several 

of these suggestions seem like excellent ways to do so. 

Indeed, five of the ten criteria could be addressed through 

the pedagogy I have proposed in this dissertation. A service 

learning approach to teaching technical writing which 

involves teachers and students in community action helps to 

remove barriers to interdisciplinary' learning, links 

communication skills and course work, involves creative use 

of technology, educates graduate students as apprentice 
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teachers and professors as professional consultants, and 

helps to cultivate a sense of community. This kind of 

attitude toward learning is the wave and hope of the future. 

Moving On: Regarding the Much Talked-Of Future 

As I enter the final stages of writing the final text I 

will produce as a graduate student, I look forward to 

continuing the research begun here. The Boyer Commission 

recommendations, student responses to my classes, and my own 

experiences point to several other areas of research I will 

pursue in the future. Some questions I want to address are: 

What is the role of the teacher in a service learning 

course? Last spring, my friend and colleague Kristen Kennedy 

and I simultaneously taught similar courses in professional 

writing using the grant proposal assignment I described in 

Chapter Five at different universities. We shared our 

students' experiences with their projects and their responses 

to the course. We also shared our own experiences, and at 

the end of the semester we stumbled on a fascinating 

phenomenon which we look forweurd to investigating further. 

Though we hadn't consciously noticed it during our many years 

of teaching composition, we had both often felt a glowing 

appreciation from our students at the end of courses. Some, 

not all, would tell us in conversation or in writing that we 

had helped them with their writing, that they had enjoyed our 

jokes, etc. In our service learning classes, however, this 
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was not the case. At the end of the term, our students' 

"heroes" were the people they worked with in their local 

agencies. Our (incredibly time-consuming) roles as 

facilitators and critics were hardly impressive next to the 

"real" work that the staff and volunteers at the agencies 

did. 

As we continue to think about this question, Kennedy and 

I hope to ask what this tells us about traditional models of 

teaching writing (drawing on feminist critiques of mother and 

midwife models) and what this teaches us about the 

possibilities the role of "teacher" might have when it is 

refigured as part of a collaborative process that extends 

beyond the classroom. 

How can we make our approach to teaching writing more 

interdisciplinary? A goal mentioned by the Boyer Commission 

and referred to throughout this dissertation is connecting 

the skills and knowledge students acquire through study in 

their majors with the work that they do in their writing 

courses and with community activism. Though the model I have 

presented here nods in that direction, it does not go far 

enough toward that goal. In the future, I hope to discover 

ways in which we can collaborate with teachers in other 

academic areas to inqplement an interdisciplinary ethic of 

action. 

What does this work mean to the agencies with whom 

students collaborate? One of the great cautions against 
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requiring service in college courses is that we may be 

placing troublesome burdens on already overworked nonprofit 

agency staff members by asking them to work with and, in 

effect, "teach" our students how to help them. Because I 

have spent a great deal of time working with and learning 

about the agencies in the Tucson area, I have had a fairly 

clear sense of their needs and interests. This has allowed 

me to match students and organizations effectively. But if I 

advocate this kind of approach for use by other teachers, 

presumably many who do not have this background, I need to 

develop an approach for working with agencies. This approach 

would integrate agency needs and interests into curriculum 

design. It would provide a means of evaluating the 

usefulness of service learning for them and a pedagogy that 

involves more active collaboration with them. 

What can we do to make the kind of work I have described 

here more valued by the university community? As I bemoan in 

Chapters Two and Three, while the kind of work I am talking 

about in this dissertation — community activism, public 

intellectual activity, service learning — is important to 

teachers, as evidenced by the number of program panels on 

related topics at national conventions suggest, this kind of 

work is not getting a great deal of attention in our 

publications. Some leaders in our field, including Theresa 

Enos, Chcirles Schuster, and others, eire leading an effort to 

change the ways in which faculty are rewarded and recognized 
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for their wide range of work activities. I agree with this 

goal and consider this to be a crucial time for questioning 

the material value our departments place on "service" work, 

for finding ways to be sufficiently rewarded for our work 

outside of caucus so that we can perform it effectively and 

still make professional advances. 

The Last Word 

If, in these last moments of writing, I were told that I 

had to begin this project again, I would write it in a 

different way for the second time. I would focus less on my 

own activism and courses, and more on that of others. I 

would use what I have learned through the exercise of 

examining my own work to look at what other teachers and 

scholars are doing along these same lines. As I continue to 

work in the areas of service learning and intellectual 

activism, I look forward to highlighting the work being done 

by so many members of academic communities that move our 

institutions and society toward greater social justice. 



APPENDIX A: 

COURSE MATERIALS FOR ENGLISH 308, 
TECHNICAL WRITING 
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English 308: Technical Writing 

Description of Course 
• Format 

This course is a workshop and discussion forum in which students will 
produce a variety of technical / professional texts, develop rhetorical strategies 
for analyzing texts and writing situations, and participate in an ever-changing 
discourse community. Because it is a class, individual grades will be assigned; 
however, because one of our goals is to prepare to be writers in professional 
situations, much of the work will be collaborative. 

This course will require active class participation and a great deal of 
reading and writing time outside of class. Typically, students will read and 
respond to approximately 50 pages of material per week and write one minor 
and one major writing assignment per week. Consistent, punctual, and 
professional completion of assignments will be an absolute requirement of the 
course. 

A typical class session will include discussion of reading materials in 
small groups and with the class as a whole, an in-class writing assignment, and 
possibly small group work on various exercises. I don't like to lecture ~ I expect 
students to come to class prepared to contribute to the discussion. On some 
days, students will have time to work on group projects in class. In most cases, 
this work will have to be done outside of class. 
• Focus 

This class will focus on community-service writing. Students will form 
small groups and work with community service organizations to produce a 
variety of "real-world" texts. Each group will ultimately produce a grant proposal 
that will actually be submitted for funding by a local agency. This approach will 
allow students to learn first-hand what it's like to work on a collaborative project 
with a variety of audiences and a very clear final goal. It will allow students to 
make connections with and serve people in the community. 

Course Materials 
~ Lay, Mary et. al. Technical Communication. Chicago: Inwin, 1995. 
- Course Packets from ASUA Bookstore (two) 
-Handtjook of Technical Writing^, 4th edition by Brusow, et. al. and/or a style 

manual appropriate to your field (recommended) 

Course Policies 
• RequlrementsiTo complete this course successfully (i.e. with a grade of 

"C" or higher), you must attend class and all scheduled conferences, 
complete all assignments on time, prepare for class, and participate in 
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class activities and discussions. You cannot receive a passing grade In this 
class unless you have completed all major assignments. 

• Text Guidelines 
• To receive full credit, all written assignments must be submitted on 

time, in proper format, and with the required supporting materials 
(drafts, peer reviews, cover memos, etc.) Papers are due at the 
beginning of class on the due date. ^ sure to keep a copy of 
each assignment in the (rare) event that I lose it. if you do not 
iteep a copy, you will have to rewrite the assignment. 

• EVERY major assignment should be accompanied by a cover memo. 
This memo should answer questions such as: How do you feel about 
the text now that it is completed? What kind of process did you follow 
as you wrote the text? What changes did you make as the text 
evolved? What did you learn from your peer review sessions? How 
would you change the text further if you had more time to revise? 
Your cover memo can be a persuasive piece that gives me guidelines 
for grading. Please remember that I will not grade a paper without a 
cover memo. 

• Please submit TWO (2) clean copies of the cover memo and final draft 
of each assignment, including collaborative projects. The extra copy 
can be photocopied, on cruddy paper, etc. I like to have copies of 
your papers so I can refer back to them if I have questions and so I 
can consider using them for future classes. 

• Class business should be documented in writing as memoranda. 
(This includes questions re; grades, policies, etc.; suggestions; 
explanations for absences; etc.) E-mail is ideal. See below. 

• Except for in-class writings and critiques, all texts should be word-
processed. See me for more information about campus computer 
labs. 

• Late papers are not accepted except In cases of documented 
emergencies. 

• Grades will be tabulated based on a 1000 point system. The point 
distribution is below. 
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• Assignment Point Value 
Letter of Inquiry 
Resume 
Definition / Description (2 texts, collalDorative) 
Major Project (collaborative) 

100 
125 
150 

Proposal (2 graded drafts) 
Progress Report 
Final Report Portfolio 

150 
100 
275 

Class Presentation 
Peer Evaluations 
Grant Proposal 

50 
25 

150 
50 Field Journal 

Mid-Term Exam 
Journal and Miscellaneous 

50 
50 

(short writing assignments, collalDoration, participation, peer 
reviews, self-assessment, reading responses) 

A = 900-1000 6 = 800-900 C = 700-800 D= 600-700 E= 599 or below 

• An >1 text is exceptional. This is the kind of essay which might 
lead to promotions in the work place. It is professional and reflects 
the writer's Is' careful consideration of audience and purpose, 
it contains all necessary information (invention), is written in an 
appropriate and engaging style, is arranged in a logical manner, is 
memorable, and its delivery is visually appealing. It is free of 
mechanical errors. 

• AS text is strong. It would be considered acceptable in the work 
place. It too is professional and reflects consideration of the rhetorical 
situation. It is generally above average in terms of the criteria 
mentioned above, but falls short of excellent in one or more category. 
It is free of mechanical errors. 

• AC text is competent. It would probably be returned for revision 
in the work place. It is generally average in terms of the major criteria 
listed above. It has few mechanical errors. 

• Low C or D work is weak. It would probably get the writer into a 
bad situation in the work place. It falls below average in terms of one 
or more of the major criteria. 

• ' E work fails in terms of one or more of these criteria. One or more of 
these texts would probably get a writer fired in the work place. 
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If you ever have questions about a grade you receive on a text in this class, 
please submit your question in writing. Also, please carefully read all my 
comments and wait until at least 24 hours after you get the graded paper back 
from me to ask questions. 

• On Peer Review days (see course schedule for dates) students should 
bring 2 extra copies of texts so that classmates can offer critiques of the 
texts. This is REQUIRED. I may ask you to bring a copy of your draft on an 
overhead sheet so that we can practice peer reviewing as a large group. 

• Attendance and Punctuality; Attendance is an absolute requirement for 
this class. Any student who misses more than three classes may be 
dropped from the course. Also, please don't be tardy. This is a big issue, 
especially in a 50 minute class. If you are late, you not only miss out on the 
very important info that is discussed at the beginning of class, you also 
interrupt the rest of us. Habitually tardy people will be penalized five journal 
points per incident. I hate to play police person, but this is a very critical 
point. 

• E-IUIaii; All students have access to e-mail accounts through the university. 
As a future professional, you should take advantage of this opportunity. I 
STRONGLY recommend that all necessary correspondence between you 
and me (grade questions, requests for information, advising of future 
absences, etc.) be taken care of through this medium. 

• Conferences: Please make a note of my office hours. You can come by 
during them if you need to discuss anything about our class. You can also 
make an appointment for another time if you need to. 

• Academic Dishonesty and Piagiarism: All U of A students are 
responsible for upholding the Code of Academic Integrity, available through 
the Office of the Dean of Students. 

• Guidelines for Classroom Interaction; Please familiarize yourself with 
the Student Code of Conduct, issued by the Dean of Students and 
published in the U of A Catalogue and in the Student Handbook. The 
university expects you to conduct yourself according to this code. To make 
the most of the opportunities this class offers, do the following; 1) always 
come to class prepared for the day's activities (complete the readings and 
writing assignments, think about issues which you would like to discuss); 2) 
cooperate with your classmates in small-group activities and discussions; 3) 
show respect for differences in people; 4) come by my office to discuss 
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problems, Ideas, etc. BEFORE a crisis develops: and 5) submit 
observations, comments, complaints, suggestions, etc., to me in writing 
whenever possible. 
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Major Project 

The major project for this course will be a collaborative effort. You will form 
groups of four or five and produce a series of related texts. These texts are a 
project proposal, a foundation analysis, an organizational history, a progress 
report, and a grant proposal portfolio. See the packet and text for samples of all 
these kinds of documents. 

The final result of this project will be a grant-proposal for a non-profit agency. 

The Proposal 

By the time you begin the proposal-writing process you will already have a 
basic idea of the kind of project your group will be doing. Together you will 
hammer out the details of that project. The proposal is a critical stage in the 
major project. It Is not the actual grant proposal; It Is the project 
proposal. If you don't find a framework that is narrow enough to be do-able 
and broad enough to warrant the large amount of writing involved in the final 
portfolio, you will probably end up wasting a lot of time trying to patch holes in 
your project. For that reason, the proposal has a high point value. You will 
submit two drafts of the proposal. I will read and return the first one and then 
you will submit a second one. The second version will be graded very 
strictly. 

A proposal is a request for permission to do your project. You need to 
identity a problem that your project will solve. Work hard on the problem 
statement-it will create the framework for your proposal. 

You need to focus on the audience for the proposal. Think of me as an 
audience~l will be approving the project in the early stages. More importantly, 
though, think of the agency you're working with. You need to ask them for the 
authorization to complete your project. You need to tell them who you are, why 
you are the right group to do the work, why the work needs to be done, how you 
would go about solving the problem. You need to demonstrate that you know 
what you are doing. Ethos is a huge issue in this document. It is the text with 
which you launch your project. 

The proposal should include a reference to the way you heard about the 
problem. Did the agency you're writing to put out a call for proposals? Did you 
do some research on your own and decide that there was a need? 

The proposal must include a cover letter. It should be directed to the 
people you're writing to in the proposal. It should introduce the proposal and 
direct the readers to anything that you especially want them to notice. 

The proposal should include an introduction. You should assume that 
the cover letter will probably get separated from the proposal. You should cover 
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info such as the parameters of the problem, the general approach you will use, 
the context of the proposal, the specific funding sources you're targeting,etc., in 
this section. 

Depending on what kind of project you are doing, your text might include 
either a technical or managerial summary or both. See samples for more 
about this. 

The proposal must include a budget. It should indicate how much 
money you hope to acquire, how you expect it to be spent, etc. It should be 
detailed. You will be asking the agency to make corrections, suggestions, etc., 
so that your final proposal will be accurate. 

The proposal must include 2 milestone charts. One should reflect the 
process of writing the grant project and one should connect to the project you 
are hoping to get funded. The charts should indicate exactly what activities will 
need to be done, when they will be completed, how they relate to each other, 
etc. 

The proposal must include a summary of the staff qualifications. Make 
these descriptions logical and appropriate for the kind of work you want to do. 

The proposal should end with a conclusion section. This should 
reiterate what you want and why you want it. 

This document must persuade the reader that you know what you are 
doing and that you have a very clear plan for doing it. The format you create 
the proposal will guide the rest of your work for the semester. 

Draft 0ne--50 points Draft T wo~100 points 

The final draft should be a (bare) minimum of five pages. 

Foundation Analysis 

This text should be very tightly organized; the information needs to be 
easily accessible. You can set it up in any way you like; some of you who have 
a lot of information about your foundations' giving histories, etc., may want to 
use charts or other graphics. Many of you may want to use bulleted lists to 
present answers to the questons below. Some of you may decide to attach 
copies of various related information to the final draft. This is fine, but you 
should make sure that you've synthesized the information you've collected in 
the text. 

Consider the following questions/suggestions/possible inclusions; 
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--Identify the name of the foundation; explain any relevant affiliations with 
other agencies/foundations/etc. 

"What communities does this foundation work in? (think about 
geography, subject interest, other agency affiliations, etc.) 

-Who makes giving decisions for this foundation? Is it a board? How 
many members are there? Who are they? How are they 
selected? Do they have technical backgrounds? Will their 
knowledge of the kind of work your agency does affect the 
language and ideas you can use in your proposal? 

-What is the origin of the foundation? Why did it come into existence? 
What is its history? Its political background? Its traditions? 

--Does your agency have any previous connections with this foundation? 
Does anyone at your agency have direct contacts there? 

Application Guidelines; 
-From whom are applications accepted? Are there certain required 

sponsorships, recommendations, etc? 
"What format is recommended for applications? Is there a form? A 

sample? Is a letter the only requirement? 
"What kinds of projects has the foundation funded in the past? (A list or 

chart might be good here.) 
"How much money does the foundation have to give each year? 
"How much does the foundation typically award per request? (This will 

probably involve a range of project sizes, etc.) 
"What is/are the application deadline/s? 
"If you can get a copy of a successful previous proposal, do some 

analysis of it. What kind of language does it use? How technical 
does it get? Does it use logical, ethical, pathetic appeals? 

The foundation and your agency 
"Where did you get your information about the foundation? Written 

sources? The library? 
"Write a brief explanation of why you chose this foundation. Analyze the 

extent to which your agency meets the criteria the foundation sets 
out, why its background makes it appropriate, etc. 
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Organizational History 

This text will give a brief outline of the background of the agency you're 
working with. It should be persuasive; it should convince the reader that the 
agency is responsible, respectable, and doing something important. 

Guidelines for inclusions: 
"Name and affiliations of agency (For some of you this may require a 

chart.) 
"History of the agency-why/when/how was the agency started? What 

has it accomplished since it began? 
"What is the agency's purpose? Does it have a mission statement? If 

so, include this. 
"Who works at the agency? (Major players for the agency in general 

and the people working on the project you're writing about.) 
Why/How are these people qualified to do what they do? 

"Where does your agency fit in the overall community's approach to the 
problem they deal with? Does the agency share resources? 
Does the agency cover a very specific territory, etc? What is the 
breadth of this program? How many people (animals, schools, 
whatever) have they helped? 

"How is the agency funded? (This may include a budget.) 
"What are some of the agency's successes? (Statistics are good here.) 
"Now the specifics about this particular project. (Some of this info may 

wind up in another part of the final document.) 
"What other agencies in the area are working on similar projects with 

similar goals? how does this project connect with them? 
"What is the background of the project? why is it needed? how has it 

been funded in the past? how will it be evaluated? 
"What is special about this agency and this program? Why is it unique? 

How does it meet a need that no one else is meeting? 

Each text should be around three double-spaced pages in length. This is just a 
guideline, but if your text is going to be significantly longer or shorter than this, 
you should talk with me about that before turning in your final draft. 
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The Progress Report 

This text comes between the proposal and the final report. It is an update 
on your progress in the project. The report can be in the form of a letter, but 
should include updated versions of the budget, milestone chart, etc. Again the 
audience should include the agency you are working with and me. (You may 
not really mail it to your agency.) 

The report should also include a summary of a glitch in the progress. 
The glitch should involve some sort of ethical dilemma. It could be "real" 
problem you've encountered or something you make up. Your group should 
have to make a decision about how to proceed; that decision should involve 
some consideration of the ethical implications of various possible actions. The 
ethical dilemma could be something like a decision of whether or not to disclose 
certain information to your audience, i.e., a budget overrun, etc. It could also 
include an actual question about how to proceed in the project. For example, 
one group of students discovered that the budget they were submitting with the 
grant proposal was padded in a few area. They had to make a decision about 
how to handle this situation. You should describe the situation and either 
explain how you solved it or make recommendations for how it could or should 
be dealt with. 

The cover letter of the progress report is very Important. For this 
assignment, I want you to work together as a group and really think about 
rhetorical strategies. What do you need to tell your audience? How should you 
do that? What kinds of possible implications will particular word choices, 
content decisions, sentence structures, document formats, etc., have? You 
should focus less on brainstorming ideas and details etc., on this text. You 
should focus on persuasion, on language. Your cover letter should be at least a 
single-spaced page long. It should include a lengthy description of the 
processes you followed as you wrote the text. It should include information 
about the ideas you considered including, the strategies you kicked around as 
you planned. The cover sheet will represent 20% of your progress report 
grade. 

Final Grant Proposal Portfolio 

This report will be the culmination of your work for the semester. It will be 
a hefty document that your audience will treasure always as a source of 
pleasure and a useful reference, it will be a portfolio of texts-the actual final 
draft of the grant proposal and other materials that relate to it. The grant 
proposal format will depend partially on the specific requirements set out by the 
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funding agency. You should include a final draft copy of the proposal as it will 
look when you mail it out. You should include a report that contains updates of 
all of the sections of the proposal text. 

In this text, you should include appendixes. Did you do some kind of 
survey to determine interest in your project? Did you make promotional fliers or 
create a staff handbook? Do you have a floorplan, set of diagrams, list of 
bylaws, etc.? Include these in you final report portfolio. You can also include 
correspondence as appendixes. Did a client write to tell you how great your 
idea is? Did a professor or classmate express an interest in a note? Put it in 
there! 

This portfolio should be 30-50 pages in length, Each group member 
should be primarily responsible for at least 10 pages of 
it. 

Field Journal 

You should keep a journal of all the activities you are involved with as a 
group. You should log the various responsibilities each person takes on, keep 
minutes of meetings, and record notes about contacts with agencies and 
organizations. As individuals you should keep reflections about collaboration, 
workload, etc. In your fiend journal. 

Class Presentation 

A major part of your final report is your in-class presentation of your work. 
Each group will have forty minutes for this presentation. The presentations will 
take place during the last week of class and the final exam period. They will 
count for 50 of the 275 points for your final paper portfolio. You may invite 
people from your agency to attend your presentation. 
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Mid-tezm Exam 
Technical Writing 

Read through each of the questions below carefully. Answer one question 
from each section. Also, you should write one paragraph in response to 
question 11. This is a tadce-home exam, but you should treat it like a 
timed writing assignment. Take some time to prepare £ui outline or 
siimmary of your ideas before you begin. Then give yourself sdaout an 
hour to answer each question. Remember to coirplete all the parts of the 
question emd to focus on writing an organized, well-argued euiswer. The 
length required to zuiswer the questions may vary, but I expect about 5-6 
double-spaced, typed pages for the final product. 

Feurt 1 

1. Re-read the memo that introduces Katz's article. Write your own 
rhetorical tuialysis of this memo; focus on the words that may have 
confused you or misled you during your first reading of the piece. 
Identify specific words or phrases that meUce the meaning hard to 
detenoine. Describe how those words work euid how technical writing 
strategies besides word choice function to achieve the goals of the 
memo's author. Describe how this memo functions in Katz's article as a 
whole. 

2. On page 263 of "TBOB" Katz writes, "Although the characterization 
seems hard to swallow. Hitler's vaa an 'ethical' program in the 
strictest sense of that term. " Address the following questions in your 
essay: What does this sentence meeui? What kind of definition of the 
term "ethical" would be required to make this idea make sense? With 
this definition in mind, do you agree with Katz's statement that 
Hitler's acts were ethical? How does this point fit into the article's 
major argument? 

3. On pp. 265-266 of "TEOB" Katz writes: 

While I don't mean to suggest this is the "final answer" to that 
question munmired so many times before—how could the holocaust 
have happened?—the inperatives of science and technology as 
moral expedients create a powerful ethos that may partly expleiin 
what occurred. . .technology, the embodiment in techniques smd 
procedures as well as machines of scientific method, becomes its 
own raiaott d'etre and driving force in culture. Technology 
becomes both a means and an end in itself. 

In your essay, euiswer the following questions: What does this passage 
mean? Do you accept Katz's argument? Cite an exanple from your field 
or from another field you know something about to support your position 
of agreement or disagreement with the point made here. You might 
describe a situation in which technology was valued more than hvuium 
needs or one in which humaniteurian concerns were put before 
technological advances. You should give details in your explemation anH 
apply your interpretation of Katz's eurgument to it carefully. 
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4. On page 268 Katz writes, "In fact, founded on the ethic of 
expediency and taken to extremes, rhetoric itself becomes a kind of 
technology, an instrument eoid an embodiment of the end that it serves." 
In your essay, £mswer the following questions: What does this sentence 
mesui? Do you agree with this point? With your position in agreement or 
disagreement in mind, offer suggestions to technical writers and their 
teachers. Describe how you think consideration of ethical issues should 
be handled in a technical writing class or a professional writing 
situation. 

5. Katz writes the following on page 272 of "TEOE": 

Perhaps we should even begin to question whether "happiness" —as 
we understand it in our individualistic £uid utilitarian culture, 
as personal or corporate gain grounded in economic progress— 
should be the only basis of virtue and the primary goal of human 
life. 

In your essay, consider the following questions: What is Katz saying 
about American values in this passage? Do you think that this is cui 
accurate or fair characterization? Give examples from your experience 
or observation to support your assessment of the idea. 

Part 2 
6. Consider Dragga's article, "TBOD". What is the article's basic 
argument? Do you agree with the position Dragga takes? Based on your 
position in agreement or disagreement with the article's major point, 
offer suggestions to technical writing teachers and trainers. Should 
rules related to the ethics of delivery somehow be standardized in this 
community? How could that task be accoirplished? If you don't believe 
standards should be created, how DO you think these issues should be 
addressed? (left to individual views, group deliberations, etc.?) 

7. Choose one of the scenarios in Dragga's survey. Answer the 
following questions in your essay: Does the scenario raise an ethical 
issue? What La/are the issue/s? How would you answer the survey 
question? Explain your answer in light of your definition of the 
issue/s at hemd. 

8. Choose a document you've read or written in a professional context. 
Analyze the ethics of its delivery. Your answer should include the 
following: A brief description of the document's purpose and audience. 
A description of the document's delivery. How does it look? what 
delivery issues (type font and size, use of white space, graphics, etc.) 
shape your reaction to the text? Do you believe that these are ethical 
issues? Expleu.n. 

9. Choose one of the supplemental readings from the library reserve 
collection. Write an essay in which you explain the basic argument 
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behind the eorbicle and make a connection between it euid one or both o£ 
the required readings. 

10. During our class discussion we talked quite a bit about the 
difference between ethics and morals. Write an essay in which you 
address these two terms. Is there a major difference between them? 
Does it matter? Describe a technical writing scenario that involves an 
ethical dilemma.. Use that scenario to demonstrate the relationship 
between these terms. 
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ETHICAL DILEMMA SCENARIOS 

1. You are working on a top secret high-tech development 
project that is going to change the world as we know it. You 
have joined forces with a major corporation in order to 
produce your product. This corporation has publicly 
announced its upcoming new techno-whatzit. One of you 
employees has, despite his excellent record and his signed 
loyalty oath, leaked the information to a competitor who will 
now begin making the product at about the same time your 
company will. Sure — you're going to sue the employee for 
breaking his loyalty oath, but that takes time. What are you 
going to tell the CEO of the company you're working with? 
You have a progress report due next week. 

2. Your project is going very well. You are accomplishing 
exactly what you set out to do for the group you're working 
with. You do have one problem, though. Your star engineer, 
the person on whose reputation your organization's reputation 
hinges, has recently been jailed for drug sales. Your 
company can still do the job as contracted, but it will have 
to be done without this person, about whom the CEO of the 
company you're working with asks constantly. How will you 
handle this in your progress report? 

3. You have completed half of your project. The work is 
going well; you've accomplished what you said you would by 
this point. You've used 75% of the funds allocated for the 
project, however. Your proposal suggested that you would 
still have half of the money remaining at this point. You 
are sure that with a little bit of creative maneuvering which 
will not jeopardize your project's outcome you can manage to 
stay within the budget. How do you handle this in your 
progress report? 

4. Your proposal was honest and accurate based on the 
information provided in the RFP and all of your discussions 
with the contracting con̂ any's Vice President of New 
Projects, the owner's son. Now that you have gotten deep 
into the project, however, all the contracts are signed, 
supplies are bought, etc., you find out that Sonny, the VP, 
misrepresented a major aspect of the project. This is going 
to put you over your budget and behind schedule. How will 
you handle this situation? You must write a progress report 
to the company president. 
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5. Your project has been going very well. You are getting 
the result you hoped for. This morning, however, one of your 
assistants spilled coffee on the disk of data given to you by 
the company you are working for. You didn't panic initially, 
because your company's motto is "Always Back It Up." When 
you asked the assistant where she had put the backup, she 
said that in this one case she hadn't followed this policy. 
You know for a fact that your contract company has a copy of 
the data. You can't possibly con̂ lete the project without 
it. How will you deal with this issue? Will you print your 
report on the stationery with the company motto on it? 
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